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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation advances inquiry in the area of documentary filmmaking as a 

cultural act of meaning-creation and recognizes the process of meaning-creation 

enabled by an American documentarian through the production of a political 

documentary.  The project identifies deliberate choices that a filmmaker makes in a 

pre-meditated strategy to use resources of sounds and moving pictures to convey 

meanings in the American public sphere and highlight contentious issues that tend to 

polarize public opinion.  

Using structuration theory and textual analysis, this study examines the 

concepts of structure, agency, and reflexivity that enable communication of meaning 

through the film text as well as transformation of the documentary structure.  The 

documentary structure enables agency of a filmmaker and the production of a 

documentary (the filmmaker interacting with the documentary structure) further 

reproduces and transforms the structure. The structure provides agency to a filmmaker 

to engage in a discourse on a politically charged issue in American public space and 

highlight his/her interpretation of the American condition and experience.  

Using “found material” and documentary conventions, a filmmaker constructs 

an argument to communicate meaning and provides “evidence” in the narrative to 

authenticate it. By examining American political documentaries through the prism of 

structuration theory, this dissertation offers interpretive insight into the deliberate 

process of meaning-creation actively enabled by the structure of documentary film and 

highlights the ongoing transformation of the documentary structure.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Moving images, cinema in particular, can create enduring imprints in the 

minds of viewers (Currie, 1995). In its brief history, cinema has altered the way 

human beings transmit, receive and register images (MacDougall, 2006). In this 

current age of reality television, the movie camera essentially functions as a fly on the 

wall, perceived as the unseen observer that enables the production of true-to-life 

documentaries, enabling recording of life as it unfolds (Corner, 2002). For television 

networks, filming the everyday minutiae of an average citizen’s life can translate into 

prime-time treasure (Essany, 2008). The decoding of signs and symbols and the 

creation of meanings against the backdrop of what is perceived to be real and what is 

not as enabled or mediated through a modern technology called film makes for a 

worthwhile investigation into this particular practice of culture. For the purposes of 

this dissertation project, culture refers to a textual practice (Lister & Wells, 2001). The 

practice results in the production of an artifact that essentially is a representation in the 

form of an image, a performance, or a film narrative displayed and made available for 

public consumption (Lister & Wells, 2001).  

Using structuration theory as the theoretical foundation and textual analysis as 

a methodological device, this study examines the concepts of structure and agency as 

they are reflected in the documentary film text. It proceeds from the understanding 

that the structure of the documentary genre grants agency to the filmmaker and allows 

unique choices in interaction with the structure. For instance, the filmmaker’s choice 

to be self-reflexive or use the first-person or third-person voiceover in a scene is an 
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example of agency. The documentary structure provides the mechanism for 

highlighting crucial matters of public import through the medium of film 

(Aufderheide, 2007). This study will attempt to advance understandings about how the 

effective combination of shots, putting a series of sounds and moving pictures 

together, within the film narrative grants agency to the docu-auteur/director to create 

meaning and context in the American public sphere.  

What is the American political documentary?  

Rabinowitz (1993) defined the political documentary as “the documentary that 

seeks to intervene in history” (p. 129). In this project, to be considered an American 

political documentary the film text has to meet the following criteria:  

 It is a documentary film dealing directly with a very divisive political 

theme in the American social, economic, and political landscape. 

“American” refers to the territory of the United States of America.  

 It has been made by an American filmmaker.  

 It is a documentary film that has been commercially released in theaters 

and on DVD in the United States of America. 

The above criteria were chosen to define the nature of the theme that the text depicts 

and the filmmaker responsible for creating it. A political documentary can provide a 

window to a very dense/textured yet rich world of multiple interpretations. The goal is 

to look at the cinematic strategies that a filmmaker employs to press forward his/her 

argument/claim and the transformative practices of the documentary structure that a 

text demonstrates. Towards that end, specific segments/scenes will be analyzed in all 
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the selected political documentaries that will also help understand and evaluate what 

Rosenthal (1980) called the function of documentary.      

Circulation of alternative meanings and the documentary film text  

Through a textual analysis, an attempt will be made to uncover how production 

and consumption of American political documentaries facilitate a process of 

signification or communication of meaning (Lister & Wells, 2001).  This will be 

achieved by reading an image’s precise material properties, its “artifactualness” (Lister 

& Wells, 2001). Particular attention will be paid to the practices of editing and the 

putting together of a series of images and sounds which thereby produces fresh 

meanings (Chanan, 2007). Ultimately, the goal of a political documentary is to provide 

alternative meanings about contentious themes. The goal comes to fruition with this 

process of deliberate splicing of moving images and sound bites that force the viewer 

to look at things and matters anew. These alternative meanings are often not conveyed 

by dominant mainstream media texts (Aufderheide, 2007). Visuals and sound act as 

separate entities but the interrelationships between these two entities also create 

meaning by virtue of their interaction in the film text (Collier, 2001). To use textual 

analysis as a research methodology is to put sound and picture side-by-side to analyze 

the generation of themes in this virtual space of the documentary film text, to explain 

how the filmmaker’s attempt at communication of meaning through the film text 

works. The practice of the documentary form as a political and cultural act of 

meaning-creation in this late modern age is a reflection of the filmmaker’s agency 

afforded by the structure of documentary film.  
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The voiceover in a documentary text is the focal structural feature or property 

of interest in this study. In particular, the use of supporting sound and image content 

that accompanies the first-person or third-person voiceover in an American political 

documentary makes an overt or a covert political, economic, or social statement, claim 

or argument. The use of voiceover illuminates a key structural element of the 

documentary genre that helps in creating persuasive arguments by the filmmaker, 

backed by evidence in the form of sound and picture. The voiceover also allows 

documentarians to inform the audience about their political positions and their larger 

reasons for crafting the narrative.  

Structuration Theory and American Political Documentaries  

The structure of the documentary form, agency of the filmmaker, and the 

transformative power of documentary film challenging dominant mainstream 

narratives provide the basis of this analysis. Giddens’ (1984) structuration theory (the 

duality of structure and agency) will be employed to understand the structure of 

American political documentaries and the character of agency afforded to a filmmaker 

or agent to intervene in public space through the use of the documentary medium. The 

specific use of the tropes and conventions (structural features) of the documentary 

medium, such as the voiceover, facilitates and results in a certain kind of storytelling 

and representation. Structuration theory is a general theory that explores the 

interaction between societal structure and human agency (Baert & da Silva, 2010). It 

provides a theoretical explanation of the connection between agency and structure in 

any account of human action (Baber, 1991).  
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In this study, the social group of filmmakers (agents) and their agency over the 

action of filmmaking will be examined. At the heart of structuration is the premise that 

“it is agents who bring ‘structure’ into being, and it is ‘structure’ which produces the 

possibility of agency” (Cassell, 1993, p. 12). The textual analysis of select American 

political documentaries will uncover the use of specific production features by 

filmmakers for which the structure of documentary film provides. For example, the 

voiceover is a standard readily-identifiable structural feature of a documentary 

narrative. This is a feature that is afforded to the filmmaker by the documentary 

structure. Another example is the use of intertitles on the screen, superimposed on the 

visual or appearing on black, to introduce new information or to effect a transition in 

the narrative and take it forward. It is precisely these features that provide agency to 

the filmmaker to make claims and expound an argument.  

In other words, the practices or structural features associated with the use of 

sound and picture enable a filmmaker to work within the constraints of the 

documentary structure, yet the filmmaker working within the confines of the structure 

can exercise the flexibility to overcome or to manipulate those structural features 

thereby contributing to the overall transformation and reproduction of the 

documentary structure/genre as well. This reflects structuration at work, the duality of 

structure and agency coming to life as a documentary film is produced and 

signification (communication of meaning) is attempted through the actualization of the 

documentary text in public space.   

The successful communication of meaning (signification) with regards to a 

discordant social issue in the public sphere by challenging dominant mainstream 
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narratives is the definitive aspiration of the political documentarian as he/she seeks to 

legitimize meanings by the use of credible “characters” in the narrative. These 

political narratives created through the documentary medium (structure) using the 

resources of sound and picture available to an individual documentarian illustrate the 

notion of structuration as enunciated by Giddens (1984).  

Hollywood versus Documentary Filmmaking  

Hollywood movie production is, by and large, an industrial enterprise and 

although it might appear like an assembly-line production each motion picture project 

is unique and the entire process, from pre-production to theatrical release, usually 

takes about one to two years (Wasko, 2003). The key players associated with the 

process of movie-making in Hollywood are writers, directors, agents, lawyers, 

producers, and production companies (Wasko, 2003). The feature documentary, as a 

cultural product for theatrical as well as DVD release, too, has emerged as a viable 

commercial enterprise. Over the last ten years, it is being considered an international 

article of trade (Smaill, 2010). In the category of nonfiction entertainment, it is now a 

prominent player and its popularity has increased by virtue of its significance in the 

worldwide television market (Fursich, 2003). The increasing value of documentary 

narratives as a source of education and entertainment is thus on the rise.  

Independent documentaries are made by individuals who are passionate about 

their subject matter and want to stimulate similar enthusiasm amongst their viewers 

(Menand, 2004). For example, the political documentaries screened at the Sundance 

Film Festival in January 2012 looked at America’s declining manufacturing base, a 

dysfunctional health care system, hunger and poverty amongst a section of the 
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American population, the scourge of rape in the United States military, the souring of 

the so-called American dream, and the government’s unsuccessful war on drugs 

(Barnes, 2012). All the above themes highlight very contentious issues in the 

American public sphere, and the documentaries screened at Sundance 2012 call 

attention to them.  

Production of independent documentaries, particularly political documentaries, 

is however, marked by their low budgets and smaller crews. The arrival of digital 

video was a boon for these independent filmmakers who were not backed by the 

studio system. Digital video allows production of documentaries on fairly cost-

effective budgets by small production crews with extremely flexible skill-sets and 

operational practices (Chanan, 2007). The arrival and easy accessibility of digital 

video cameras expedited the production of this new type of documentary which was 

unfeasible to shoot on film because of the high cost of celluloid; additionally the 

know-how for video-to-film transfer became available and so a documentary shot on 

high-definition video had every possibility of being released in a movie theater 

(Chanan, 2007). Additionally, in terms of formal style, the range of themes and styles 

in current documentary filmmaking is assorted, from the personal to the political. It 

has moved away from observational techniques and no longer relies only on the 

traditional voice-of-god practices Smaill (2010).  Viewers can now experience a 

marked departure from long-held conventions associated with the genre of 

documentary filmmaking (Smaill, 2010). It is in this background that the dramatic rise 

of American political documentaries is situated.  
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The Political Documentary and the Box-Office 

Historically, documentaries suffered from a lack of appropriate distribution 

networks. However, the film industry has witnessed a spectacular expansion of the 

political documentary format.  Higgins (2005) reported that “interest in the genre is 

currently so widespread that ‘Producing Political Documentaries’ was the cover story 

for the October 2004 issue of Videography, a magazine for video production 

professionals” (p. 21). With the digital and online world becoming an ever-increasing 

presence in the lives of young people, the dissemination of political documentaries 

through different digital and mobile media platforms makes it possible for the younger 

and politically-conscious audience to access it more easily. As a narrative form in 

cinema, documentaries have traveled the distance to become an important fixture on 

the mainstream cultural calendar of Americans. The box-office collection of 

documentaries was more than $170 million in 2004 (Mintz, 2005). From 1982 to 

2011, the total box-office collection was more than $850 million (Source: 

www.boxofficemojo.com, 2011).  

Over the past few decades, the American political documentary, as a direct 

political art form, has used various modes of address, varying both form and content, 

as a way of formal strategy to pique the attention of the audience (McEnteer, 2006). 

Minh-ha (1991) articulates that “reality is more fabulous, more maddening, more 

strangely manipulative than fiction” (p. 39). In an interesting way, these words seem 

to corroborate the fact and provide the reason for the documentary feature increasingly 

becoming a popular genre. The expectation is that in an age of reality television 

(factual entertainment) documentary films as cultural products, by their very nature of 

http://www.boxofficemojo.com/
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being made by using found material (at least that is the perception), will depict spaces, 

events and phenomena in unprecedented ways, and in ways that fictive cinema cannot. 

Terrill (2008) credited political documentaries with making a critical contribution by 

bringing to focus important public issues. The documentary texts to be analyzed in this 

study highlight this social/civic mission of the documentary project.  

The Agency of the Political Documentarian 

Political documentaries, by definition, serve to redefine history and to reframe 

historical or contemporary issues through the medium of film. These films are 

representations facilitated by the “structure” of documentary film through the 

filmmaker’s interaction with the “structure” while addressing and grappling with a 

certain divisive political issue. The redefinitions are aimed at the public at large and 

illustrate a filmmaker’s agency as he/she makes an attempt to change public 

perceptions about contentious political, economic, and social issues.  

One of the principal characteristics of a political documentary is a claim or an 

argument made by a filmmaker supported by visual and aural evidence. The 

assumption here is that this new powerful documentary is expected to show and to 

reveal more than what a regular television viewer can experience (Misiak, 2005). The 

careful analysis of the deliberate use of certain sounds and images that goes into the 

creation of these narratives of persuasion can help examine the credibility of both the 

content and the filmmakers of these largely contrarian texts.  

Interestingly, in a documentary, what is off-screen and beyond the four corners 

of the frame might also be of great import; what is excluded and not shown or not 

heard might tell us a lot about the choices made by the filmmaker as he or she 
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exercises agency in the production of a political documentary (Chanan, 2007). As 

Weber (2006) argues, “film is always presented from a particular point of view, and as 

such is a commentary constructed through processes of selection and explication 

reliant upon the editing of images, ideas, and sounds” (p. 122). Three political 

documentaries reflecting “a particular point of view” will be analyzed. 

Selected Documentary Texts 

Three political documentaries dealing with controversial themes in the public 

sphere meet the requirements for this analysis. Following are the texts along with the 

name/names of the director/directors, the release date (in chronological order), 

distribution company, and total domestic box-office gross (Sources: www.imdb.com 

and www.boxofficemojo.com , 2011): Bowling for Columbine (Michael Moore, 

October 11, 2002, United Artists, $21,576,018), Jesus Camp (Heidi Ewing and Rachel 

Grady, September 15, 2006, Magnolia, $902,544), and, Inside Job (Charles Ferguson, 

October 8, 2010, $4,312,735).  

In these three political documentaries, one standard structural feature of the 

documentary form, the voiceover, manifests in three different ways and thereby 

reflects the transformation of the documentary structure over time. In Bowling for 

Columbine (2002), the viewer experiences an opinionated first-person voiceover from 

the filmmaker/director Michael Moore himself. Jesus Camp (2006), interestingly, does 

not use the device of the voiceover at all. Hollywood star Matt Damon helms the 

narrative with his third-person voiceover in Inside Job (2010), and director Charles 

Ferguson relies on a credible mainstream voice to bolster his claims in the narrative. In 

three different ways, these documentary texts illustrate the flexibility that the 

http://www.imdb.com/
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/
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documentary structure provides to the filmmaker to operate within the confines of the 

structure yet articulate political statements about complex themes or make an 

argument by revealing hitherto unknown facts. 

All the three political documentaries have one common film industry 

characteristic: they were all either nominated or won an Academy Award/Oscar for 

best documentary feature granted by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences (AMPAS). In other words, these political documentaries were also marked 

by their visibility in public space, not necessarily in terms of their box office 

collections, but more so because of their ability to bring to light political themes that 

directly address the lives of millions of Americans. Although the “theme” of a selected 

documentary is secondary to this analysis, the following are the clearly identifiable 

themes in the selected documentary texts: a) Gun Control (Bowling for Columbine); b) 

Abortion (Jesus Camp); and, c) Financial Crisis/Economy (Inside Job). The above 

themes are not all encompassing in terms of contentious themes in the public sphere. 

However, these political documentaries successfully highlight the nature of agency 

afforded to a filmmaker through the medium of documentary film.   

Using structuration theory as the theoretical foundation, this study examines the 

key concepts of structure and agency, as well as the notion of reflexivity, that 

contributes to meaning-creation in the documentary film text.  The documentary 

structure enables agency of a filmmaker; it makes possible production of culture, 

making political documentaries and highlighting, in many ways, the American 

condition and the American experience. The following chapter will outline the 
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literature pertaining to the areas of structuration (the duality of structure and agency) 

and reflexivity in documentary film.  

Thereafter, in the methodology section, a case will be made to follow a qualitative 

line of inquiry (textual analysis). Three very distinct American political 

documentaries, Bowling for Columbine (2002), Jesus Camp (2006), and Inside Job 

(2010), will be dissected to reveal how the dimensions of structuration reflect the 

process by which filmmakers interact with the structure to communicate meaning in 

these documentary texts. The textual analysis will discuss the select scenes/chapters in 

the selected documentary texts that illustrate agency afforded to a filmmaker by the 

documentary structure and the interaction of the documentarian with the structure to 

communicate meaning. Finally, in the conclusion, the implications of how that 

interaction transformed the documentary structure will be considered.  
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Giddens’ ‘structure’ has no reality except in so far as it is ‘internal’ to agents 

in the form of memory traces; it is agents who bring ‘structure’ into being, and 

it is ‘structure’ which produces the possibility of agency (Cassell, 1993, p. 12).  

 Giddens’ (1984) structuration theory is a theory of action that explains the 

reproduction of structures over time and space as human beings, being the 

knowledgeable agents that they are, interact with structures and transform them. The 

action is the production of political documentaries as a cultural act. According to 

Giddens (1984), human beings have knowledge about the ways of the world by way of 

tacit knowledge and practical consciousness. However, practical consciousness is not 

unrelated from discursive consciousness and the difference between the two can be 

viewed as action that can be explained and action that is merely done (Banks & Riley, 

1993).  

 Practical consciousness can be associated with everyday routines of an agent 

while discursive consciousness can be associated with action that is accomplished with 

an amount of reflexive self-monitoring, thereby allowing agents to give discursive 

accounts of their motivations (Banks & Riley, 1993). According to Giddens (1984), 

discursive consciousness provides the ability to put the motivations behind actions in 

words. Essentially, these two levels of consciousness form the basis of human action. 

Under structuration theory, agency refers to not the mere intention to act, but the 

capability to act and therefore the capability to decide not to act as well. As Giddens 

(1984) says, it is this capability to act that a structure enables. Hence, structures as 
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rules and resources can be both enabling and constraining. Reflexivity or the agent’s 

capacity to monitor his/her own behavior is one of the resources that manifests 

agency.     

Structuration theory subscribes to the reproduction of social practices across 

time and space that requires knowledgeability and reflexivity of human agents 

(Giddens, 1984). Structure is conceived both as the medium and the outcome of 

human conduct; it is a medium because human action is produced through it and an 

outcome because it is through the production of this conduct that rules and resources 

are reproduced (Mouzelis, 1989). Structure can only be reproduced by human agency. 

It is the medium for human agency and also the outcome of human agency.  

One of Giddens’ fundamental conceptualizations is the notion of duality of 

structure, which proposes an association between social structure and human agency 

(Baert & da Silva, 2010). According to Giddens (1984), human agency (the notion of 

power) is a continuous flow of conduct (Baert & da Silva, 2010). Giddens (1984) 

quoted the Oxford English Dictionary definition of “agent” as “one who exerts power 

or produces an effect” (p. 9). Given any state of affairs, an agent could either get 

involved or abstain from doing so, and so Giddens’ concept of agency also means that 

agents are capable of effecting transformation in things and matters when they decide 

to intercede (Baert & da Silva, 2010).  

Structuration theory explains the nature of the relationship between the 

individual and society; the postulated notion of duality of structure essentially 

recognizes the interdependence of the twin concepts of structure and agency. The 

principal tenet governing structuration is the duality of structure; it identifies the 
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circumstances leading to the permanence or transformation of structures (Baber, 

1991). Drawing from Saussure (1960) and linguistics, Giddens (1984) explained it 

thus: A person, while speaking English, follows the syntactical rules of the language 

and hence is able to communicate by operating within a certain structure; at the same 

time, however, the person through the very act of speaking and following the rules 

further reproduces the English language. Each person’s interaction with the structure 

is unique, hence the continuous transformation in the structure, howsoever minute, as 

it is reproduced each time. Such is the recursive nature of human action and 

reproduction of structures.  

Structures as Rules and Resources 

According to structuration theory, structures, as rules and resources, are 

reproduced through recursive acts of human conduct. Rules are generalizable 

procedures that human beings follow in their interactions and reproduction of 

structures. Resources are of two kinds: allocative and authoritative. Allocative 

resources command control over objects while authoritative resources command 

control over people and hence can be conceived as power. The dimensions associated 

with rules and resources are threefold: communication of meaning (signification), 

application of sanctions by institutions (legitimation), and use of power (domination).  

According to Giddens (1984), in terms of modalities, signification is actualized 

through an “interpretative scheme.” In the case of the documentary structure, the 

combination of sound and moving pictures and use of structural features like the 

voiceover is part of that interpretative scheme. Domination is made possible by a 

“facility.” The medium of film, in the case of the documentary structure, is the facility. 
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Legitimation is attained by adhering to accepted “norms” governing the structure.  The 

conventions of the documentary structure are its norms. The defiance of norms would 

lead to institutional sanction and de-legitimacy. As Giddens (1984) said, signification 

attains fruition through legitimation and domination as reproduction of the structure 

occurs by virtue of the agent’s interaction with the structure that connects the 

consciousness of agents to features of the structure.  

In the case of American political documentaries, legitimation can also be 

perceived as the fairly wide acceptance of political documentaries as a sub-genre 

within the documentary genre, both by the movie industry and the viewing public. 

While legitimacy is obtained by following the norms or conventions associated with 

the documentary structure, it can also be garnered by the presence of credible 

characters in the narrative that drives it forward. A filmmaker adds legitimacy to the 

documentary by using credible or genuine characters in the narrative. These 

characters need not always espouse the thesis projected in the film. In fact, even if a 

character’s position is diametrically opposite to the filmmaker’s, the overall narrative 

of a political documentary gains integrity by virtue of incorporating a serious dialogue 

rather than mere flippant observations of untrustworthy “characters” without a proven 

track record.   

Documentarians’ domination is exemplified by the immense power that they 

have over the final narrative in terms of who or what will be included or excluded 

from the final cut. Independent filmmakers have more agency than a hired studio 

director because they are not as vulnerable to the domination of studios or 

investors/distributors who might determine acceptable or unacceptable topics or 
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practices. Domination can be understood as power of filmmakers over the content and 

the medium of cinema’s control over the audience. The audience in a non-fiction film 

expects revelation; they are prepared to be transported, inspired, and educated by 

recursive production of non-fiction narratives (Chanan, 2007). 

Giddens (1984) makes it clear that structure as rules and resources exists only 

in a virtual way as memory traces instantiated by the process of spatial and temporal 

interaction among human agents. So, in a very interesting way, structure is internal or 

intrinsic to human agency or action as it comes into existence only during the process 

of interaction leading to its own reproduction. Power, as the agent’s ability to 

transform structures, is intrinsic to agency, according to Giddens (1984), because it 

enables the transformation of structures through this very process of recursive 

reproduction of rules and resources across time and space. Interestingly, this power (to 

not just abide by the rules but also to break them) is afforded to individual agents/ 

filmmakers through the structure of documentary film. The documentarian has power 

over people/audience because the very structure of political documentaries allows it; a 

claim or argument or an agenda with a certain point of view is put forth and backed 

sufficiently by necessary aural and visual substantiation.  

Structural features or properties can be defined as the particular types of 

capacities in the form of rules and resources that the structure makes available 

(DeSanctis & Poole, 1994). In the case of the documentary structure, these features are 

the formal conventions of the genre as well as the particular choices employed by a 

filmmaker to use sound and picture, including voice-over and intertitles, that facilitate 

successful enabling of signification.   
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Every time an independent filmmaker as a knowledgeable agent (with 

discursive consciousness and practical consciousness) makes a documentary, he uses 

the rules (formal conventions and aesthetics or general widely-accepted rules) and 

resources (allocative and authoritative) to further the reproduction of the documentary 

structure itself. Allocative resources command control over physical objects while 

authoritative resources command control over people. In the case of documentary 

filmmaking, allocative resources refer to the command over audio-visual material 

through the filming/recording of sound and picture through mechanical devices while 

authoritative resources can be conceived as command over characters in the movie, 

when in the narrative and for how long they appear. Hence, these two kinds of 

resources can be conceived as power. This is the power of motion pictures as a 

medium of visual communication and vehicle of signification as reflected in the 

agency of the filmmaker to make deliberate creative choices. However, of importance 

is the fact that the filmmaker is also is at liberty to highlight issues not covered by 

corporate media by operating within the same structure. He/she will not be dismissed 

because the structure is legitimate; the filmmaker has followed the formal conventions 

of a “documentary” and so can exercise domination over audiences through the 

facility of film.  

By the very nature of the medium itself, a documentary filmmaker has power 

over an audience with the assumption that they will watch a film from start to finish 

without interruption; additionally, the documentarian has power over the “characters” 

he/she chooses to employ in the narrative to convey a message or further an agenda in 

a particular way. This can also be conceived as power or agency of the filmmaker 
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derived through the use of authoritative resources made available by the structure of 

documentary film; what or who makes it to the final cut and what or who ends up on 

the cutting room floor is a reflection of that authoritative resource. So, the 

communication of meaning (signification) has been achieved through this process of 

structuration (the duality of structure and agency) as enunciated by structuration 

theory.  

The documentary structure allows for agency on the part of the filmmaker 

which in turn makes for the unintended reproduction of that very same documentary 

structure. The documentary structure is an unintended consequence of the practice of 

the documentary genre by a filmmaker/agent. The process of producing a 

documentary feeds back into the practice of the genre through creation of conventions 

that help further acts of producing documentaries through transformation of the genre. 

The transformation which occurs is only possible by relying on and reproducing the 

available structural features (Baert & da Silva, 2010). The capacity to thus engineer or 

to effect a transformation is power that the agent/filmmaker derives solely from the 

structure of documentary film.  The transformation in structures is made possible by 

human agency taking advantage of the rules and resources already available.  

Giddens (1984) considers power as being inherent to agency and so 

acknowledges structures as not just constraining, but also as enabling entities. 

Structures need not be conceived as putting up barriers to action. Rather, they need to 

be conceived as aiding in the reproduction and transformation of the very same 

structures (Giddens, 1979, 1981). Power, which is granted in the form of agency to the 
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agent by the structure, is the means through which the freedom to act is made 

available and thereby transformation is made possible (Baert & da Silva, 2010).  

Structuration Theory and the concept of duree 

According to structuration theory, the concept of time has been conceived as 

duree or the continuous flow of human social conduct that affords reproduction of 

structure. On the one hand is duree, where people engage in regular/routine day-to-day 

activities as they go about their lives. On the other end of the spectrum is longue 

duree, or institutional time, that reflects invariant structures over long periods of time. 

It is the reproduction at the level of duree that contributes to reproduction of structures 

at the level of longue duree (Baert & da Silva, 2010). For knowledgeable agents, 

structures can indeed be both enabling and constraining at the same time. So, while 

being constrained, the agent is enabled as well to effect a transformation. Giddens’ 

structuration theory emphasizes that “structure is implicated in that very freedom of 

action” (Giddens (1984, p. 174).  It is that very freedom to act while being constrained 

by the structure that invokes the agency. That is Giddens’ notion of structuration as an 

enabling phenomenon.  

Although constrained by the evolving conventions of the “documentary” 

structure (authenticity, truth, reflexivity), the filmmaker is also enabled by the very 

same structure to invoke his agency/power.  The filmmaker will not have a political 

documentary unless he understands and operates within the structure, the very same 

structure that facilitates his agency. He/she uses the language and grammar of 

documentary film (structure as rules and resources) to make a film that in turn further 

perpetuates and reproduces the structure (the evolving language and grammar of 
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documentary film) in the longue duree. Such has been the incremental process of the 

transformation of the documentary as “structure” (rules and resources) from the days 

of Robert Flaherty and John Grierson, the father figures of the documentary genre.  

Reflexivity in Documentary Film  

Agency and reflexivity are linked; action by a knowledgeable agent, according 

to structuration theory, is accompanied by a degree of self-reflexive monitoring that 

allows agents to provide discursive explanations of their motives (Banks & Riley, 

1993). According to Giddens (1984), reflexivity of a knowledgeable human agent is 

associated with the recursive ordering of social practices and so “reflexivity” can be 

understood as the monitored character of the ongoing flow of human conduct.  

The concept of reflexivity is important as it relates to American political 

documentaries; reflexivity actively aids the underlying process of production of 

symbols through the use of moving images and sounds leading ultimately to meaning-

creation in the public sphere. Reflexivity on the part of the agent or filmmaker is 

foisted upon the documentary text and reveals discursive consciousness of the 

agent/filmmaker. The notion of reflexivity in the documentary film text, or in the 

documentary style of representation in cinema, is also a filmmaker’s tool to invoke 

agency and grant more credibility and authenticity to the narrative. As Ruby (1977) 

opines, “some filmmakers found new ways to explore themselves, their world, and in 

a very real sense, cinema itself…by exposing themselves in the same way they expose 

others” (p. 8).  The idea is to reveal their ideologies and their identities, their voice, 

their motives, and their perspective as well as the production processes that they 

engage in as they are making a political documentary.  
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Reflexivity in film can be traced back to the Russians in the 1920s and 1930s. 

Dziga Vertov, considered as the “pioneer of political documentary and inventor of 

cinéma vérité” (Hicks, 2007) made Man with a Movie Camera in 1929. Vertov (1923) 

eloquently captured the reflexive aspect of documentary project thus: “I am kino-eye, I 

am a mechanical eye. I, a machine, show you the world as only I can see it.”  The 

French in the 1950s and the 1960s furthered the tradition; Chronicle of a Summer 

made in 1958 by Jean Rouch is a good example. Recognition must be made of the fact 

that after all a documentary is “made” or “constructed”; it is also in a way fiction (the 

original word being  fictio), something made, something fashioned (Geertz, 2000). 

Reflexivity on the filmmaker’s part is an acknowledgement of that fact. Ruby (1977, 

1991) argues that filmmakers as symbol producers recognize the imperative to inform 

viewers about their identities and how it may impinge on the narrative. This arises out 

of a wish to educate viewers about the methods behind the enunciation in the 

documentary text which involves exposing the economic, political, and cultural 

configurations and ideologies driving the film text as well as the technicalities of film 

production (Ruby, 1977).   

Not just the process of construction of the film text, but the ideology 

motivating the filmmaker must also be transparent in the textual practice. According to 

Ruby (1977), reflexivity in non-fiction cinema entails revealing the epistemological 

assumptions that caused the filmmaker to explore an issue in a particular way, to adopt 

certain means in the exploration, and to present the results of that exploration in a 

particular way.  Ruby (1977) mentions that a reflexive film text must reveal the twin 

dimensions, the self and the process, to the audience; this self-awareness in the 
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reflexive documentary text is emblematic of the increased self-awareness in the 

general public at large.  It is imperative for the filmmaker, according to Ruby (1977), 

“not to be objective” (p. 10). A reflexive tradition demands laying bare all the 

assumptions that made the narrative possible. Only then will the audience have access 

to the means as to how the political and the cultural articulation by the filmmaker 

came to life in the first place through the finished product, a constructed text actively 

mediated by the filmmaker at a particular point in time in history.  

Production elements that help remind audiences of the process of filmmaking, 

including the presence of the film crew in the frame, is a sign of reflexivity as a 

tradition in documentary texts, particularly visible over the last two decades. It is a 

tradition or style “in which the producer is publically concerned with the relationship 

among self, process, and product” (Ruby, 1977, p. 10). So, quite a few documentaries 

overtly depict the presence of the auteur as part of the unfolding narrative or as 

someone visibly crafting the narrative trajectory (Ruby, 1977). Nichols (2005) 

considers reflexivity as a complex form/practice and is marked by an increased 

visibility of the underlying epistemological and aesthetic assumptions, which went 

into the construction of the documentary text. In a reflexive documentary film text, 

along with the observational mode, intertitles and interviews, is the literal voice/first-

person voice-over of the filmmaker (Nichols, 2005). The filmmaker’s voice in a 

reflexive text of course is less self-validating and less authoritative than the voices 

from an earlier tradition of documentary filmmaking (Nichols, 2005). This is because 

the filmmaker’s reflexive posture, in addition to making clear the intentions of the 

documentary project as well as the political beliefs of the documentarian, is also an 
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effort at persuasion with a direct address to the audience via a first-person voiceover. 

The filmmaker makes efforts to impress upon the audience to believe in his/her point 

of view and trust him/her as the storyteller with a less authoritative voiceover.  

Reflexivity portrays the twin facets of the filmmaker and the process of 

filmmaking through which knowledge and meanings are created. Lutkehaus and Cool 

(1999) discuss reflexivity in the context of the practice of representing the filmmaker 

as a particular individual with a particular voice as opposed to an all-powerful voice 

whose identity is not revealed. It is a textual strategy that is marked by a shift in focus 

from so-called neutral observation of subjects to a foregrounding of the auteur’s voice 

as a means of conveying interpretation and creating meaning (Lutkehaus & Cool, 

1999). Authorship is acknowledged and a reflexive text acknowledges its own 

constructed nature (Lutkehaus & Cool, 1999). It is this acknowledgement and 

disclosure of motives that grants immense agency to a political documentarian 

producing a contrarian film text.   

Reflexivity, then, is a key component of the documentary structure that allows 

the docu-auteur to invoke agency through a transparent display of, what Giddens 

(1984) called, discursive consciousness (self-reflexive monitoring of one’s conduct). It 

enables the viewers evaluate why the documentary was made in a certain way and 

what choices were involved in weaving together a series of sounds and moving 

pictures into a coherent narrative that effectively puts forward an argument and 

enables intervention in public conversation (Chanan, 2007). Reflexivity in a political 

documentary provides an opportunity to the filmmaker to make clear to viewers the 

underlying motivations of the documentary endeavor that seeks to highlight an issue 
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of critical importance in the public sphere. Alongside, the transparency of production 

practices grants increased authenticity to the final product (Ruby, 1977); exposition of 

how the film was made reveals the filmmaker’s unique interaction with the 

documentary structure. The aesthetic and ideological choices that are demonstrated in 

the finished documentary text, in effect, show the degree of reflexivity resorted to 

during the filmmaker’s effort to produce a documentary (Ruby, 1991). As a public 

document, the political documentary text garners more authority if the degree of 

reflexivity is higher.  

In terms of the craft of filmmaking, the filmmaker might appear on camera or 

remain outside the frame but signify presence through his/her voice by  interacting 

with the “characters” from just beyond the frame with his/her presence being 

designated by the gesticulations of the “characters” (Lutkehaus & Cool, 1999). 

Usually, in a reflexive film text, the filmmaker acknowledges his/her authorship and 

except in the case of more strongly reflexive documentary texts does not appear in the 

frame (Lutkehaus & Cool, 1999). The reflexive process is at the heart of the 

documentary project’s claim to authenticity, truthfulness, and realism and grants 

agency to a filmmaker making political documentaries about controversial themes in 

public space.   

Following the above discussion on structure, agency and reflexivity in 

documentary film, two research questions will be investigated in this dissertation 

project: 

1) How do the dimensions of structuration illustrate the process by which 

filmmakers interact with the documentary structure to communicate meaning? 
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2) How does reflexivity demonstrated in the documentarian’s agency transform 

the documentary structure? 

The first research question will illustrate the three dimensions of structuration 

(duality of structure and agency), namely legitimation (norms), domination (power or 

transformative capacity), and signification (communication of meaning) that illustrates 

the process by which the filmmakers interacted with the documentary structure to 

create meaning in the text of the political documentaries under analysis. The second 

research question will investigate the notion of reflexivity as a way of invoking a 

documentarian’s agency to transform the documentary structure.   

The concepts of structure, agency, reflexivity, and transformation are central to 

this textual analysis and are the pivotal elements that define our discussion of the 

power of the documentary structure to create meanings in the public sphere through 

the agency of the filmmaker. The spine of the political documentary is preserved and 

its goals advanced through further reproduction and transformation of the structure, 

which are the fundamental implications of this process of producing a documentary 

and communicating meaning. As individual filmmakers continue to make political 

documentaries, these acts of culture- production lead to the transformation of that very 

same structure that afforded filmmakers agency in the first place to highlight an issue 

or make a political statement through the film text.  

The documentary medium thrives on the agency afforded to a filmmaker through 

the structure of documentary film. The structure, in turn, can only be further 

reproduced, transformed and maintained by a continuous production of political 

documentaries. While the structure (medium) grants agency, it inevitably relies on the 
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finished film (the outcome) for its further reproduction, transformation and survival. 

Through the methodology of a textual analysis, this project aims to advance further 

inquiry into that area of American political documentaries and bring to light how the 

actualization of this process (production and transformation of the documentary 

structure) contributes to our understanding of this critical phenomenon of meaning-

creation and communication of meaning (signification) in the public sphere that the 

American political documentary engenders.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY  

Critics must move from what is given in the text to something that they themselves 

produce – an account of the rhetorical dynamics implicit within it…this act of 

interpretation requires a means to justify the identification of significant features in 

the text and to explain the interactions among these features (Leff, 1986, p. 378).   

This project will look at the parts (use of both sound and moving pictures in 

different scenes) as well as the whole (thematic significance) of three political 

documentary texts, Bowling for Columbine (2002), Jesus Camp (2006), and Inside Job 

(2010). The underlying theme of the artifact, however, is not the focus of this analysis. 

It is incidental to our discussion of structure, agency, and transformation in 

documentary filmmaking. To examine the political documentary as an act of 

communication (a filmmaker/agent as a private individual reaching out to the public 

through the film text) and the workings of sound and picture associated with it that 

leads to the transformation of the documentary structure, this project uses a qualitative 

line of inquiry. Patton (2002) argues that qualitative inquiry is like making a 

documentary film. Denzin and Lincoln (2008) have equated it to quilt making. In other 

words, a qualitative researcher as the principal instrument embedded in the research 

project follows multiple lines of inquiry (triangulation of theory, 

analysis/interpretation, source and methods) to arrive at an understanding of a certain 

culture, group or phenomenon under study (Patton, 2002). Qualitative epistemologies 

provide no finality in the understanding, only yet another step forward in human 

inquiry. That is essentially the cosmology, the world view of qualitative research.  
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Methodological Device 

To answer the research questions, an examination of select “scenes” of a 

political documentary is imperative. The political documentary text is the site where 

meanings are created, perspectives generated and, subsequently circulated in the 

public sphere. The intention is to evaluate the process of structuration at work, and 

how legitimation and domination are indispensable elements in the fruition of 

signification in a political documentary text. Such an examination will reveal the 

mechanics of structure and agency associated with the documentary structure that 

facilitates the production of a political documentary by virtue of the filmmaker’s 

unique interaction with the structure. The film text is the public document that the 

agent or filmmaker makes possible through the structure of documentary film, given 

its claim to notions of truth, authenticity, and reality.   

 For this study, the shot, as the fundamental building block of the film text, will 

be considered as the basic unit of signification that helps build the communicative 

system (Chanan, 2007). However, the “shot” will not be analyzed in isolation; it will 

be “read” as part of a certain visual scene or sequence (a combination of shots) 

accompanied by aural content and will be linked to the overall thematic consideration 

or context of the narrative or text. The “scene” is defined in this analysis as the basic 

building block of a plot or sub-plot and comprises of a combination of several shots. 

Since, these “scenes” have more than one segment/sequence, for the purposes of this 

analysis these “scenes” will be referred to as “chapters” as well. On a DVD, a 

combination of several segments/sequences is usually put together into “chapters.”  
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The methodology also entails repeated watching of the selected 

documentaries/film texts along with the director’s commentary. The director’s 

commentary can provide great insight into the back stories of how a narrative was 

constructed. The commentary also provides valuable information about the creative 

choices made by the director and the overarching motivation (discursive 

consciousness) that guides the filmmaker during the making of the film.  

A dissection of the structure of American political documentaries can reveal 

the filmmaker’s power (capacity to transform) as an argument is made about a divisive 

issue in the public sphere. In other words, an examination of documentary film 

practices/conventions, associated with notions of truth, authenticity and reflexivity, as 

it is exemplified in select sequences/scenes of a political documentary is necessary. An 

examination of the conventions or techniques of using sounds and pictures will 

demonstrate the reproduction and transformation of the documentary structure through 

the agency exercised by an individual filmmaker. For the purposes of this dissertation 

project, Nichols’ (1983) notion of using “found” stories (p. 19) in a documentary 

narrative will be expanded to include sounds and pictures borrowed from other film 

and television narratives (both fiction and non-fiction) as well as material originally 

shot for the documentary text under analysis. Such visual footage and aural content 

will be referred to as “found material.” This material is documentary footage, both 

aural and visual content, which was not “staged” as it is done in the production of a 

fiction film. Pre-existing footage from other narratives and footage shot exclusively 

for the documentary project will, both, be considered as “found material.”   
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A political documentary, by definition, can be identified with a broad 

contentious political theme in American public space. More importantly, it functions 

as a finished cultural product circulating in public space, in theaters or on DVD, that 

has the stamp (and thereby the legitimacy) of being a “documentary” and so instantly 

belongs to a distinct identifiable genre in cinema. The selected scenes from the 

selected texts will be analyzed to investigate the transformation of the documentary 

structure over time, as reflected in the use or absence of key structural elements or 

features emblematic of the documentary medium.  Additionally, the degree of 

reflexivity in the selected political documentaries will be investigated to reveal how a 

docu-auteur uses his/her agency to transform the documentary structure.   

Textual Analysis  

Textual analysis is a mode of qualitative research that interprets texts, both as 

lived experience and as material artifacts; for example a documentary film is a text 

and so is a billboard with images (Lister and Wells, 2001). The idea is to interpret 

through signs (words or symbols) what meanings are being produced or created (the 

implications of the film text) as one encounters the text. The documentary text relies 

on the use of symbolic forms (sounds and pictures) to communicate and enable a 

process of signification. Lister and Wells (2001) point out that the key to textual 

analysis is to understand the dynamics associated with the specificity of the medium 

(in this case the documentary structure), where the process of signification 

(communication of meaning) actually takes place. Leff (1988), in his discussion of 

temporal movement in the production of a text, refers to the action of what he calls, 

“the various argumentative and stylistic elements,” (structural features in the case of 
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political documentaries) that together provides for a “unified field of textual action” 

(p. 26). Burke (1969) articulated the notion of agency as the means or instruments that 

an agent utilizes to execute the act. So, this research endeavor will entail looking at 

specific instances of agency; in terms of structuration, agency refers to the power of 

the filmmaker to communicate meaning and further transform the structure by making 

varying choices to use the structural features of the documentary in different ways that 

he/she considers effectual.  In the selected film texts, the political documentarians 

have combined sounds and moving pictures in an attempt to convey a specific 

theme/message of import in the public sphere.  

One must recognize that textual analysis is a subjective methodology and the 

researcher would do well to appreciate the vulnerability of assigning signification to 

textual content (Attride-Stirling, 2001). This stems from the fact that as texts are 

circulated in the public sphere, there is active transformation occurring at the same 

time and there is a legitimate struggle and competition over the meaning of these texts 

and the way in which they are used (Lister & Wells, 2001). For the purposes of 

reading documentary film texts, one proceeds by subscribing to the idea that vision is 

central to day-to-day understanding of things and matters, including motion pictures, 

and contributes immensely to meaning-creation (Lister & Wells, 2001). Hence, the 

primary focus is on the way the visuals are organized by the filmmaker into a coherent 

whole, which, in effect, demonstrates his/her agency as afforded by the documentary 

structure.  

The proposed research questions for this dissertation originate in a quest to 

understand American political documentaries as vibrant cultural products creating 
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meanings in the American media matrix. The filmmaker effects a transformation in the 

documentary structure by the process of producing the documentary itself, the act of 

exercising agency or power (capability to transform) afforded by the structure 

(conventions/rules and the resources of sound and picture) of the documentary. The 

textual analysis of the selected political documentaries will illustrate the different 

dimensions of structuration at work. The filmmaker’s act of domination will be 

gauged through the analysis of specific instances in the film text where power is 

exercised by virtue of the filmmaker’s access to the facility of film. For example, a 

filmmaker’s dominance of a “character” during the course of an interview by a 

particular way of questioning (nature of interaction with “characters”) and the facility 

made available by the motion picture camera to record/film events as they unfold can 

both be understood as illustrations of domination. The facility of “film” provides for 

the use of “found material” in ways that illustrate domination, a dimension of 

structuration that reflects what the structure enables. The concept of legitimation is a 

reflection of what the structure constrains.  Legitimation is illustrated in the film text 

through the adherence to standard production practices or the breaking from 

conventions and norms associated with documentary filmmaking. For example, the 

degree of legitimation in the film text can be gauged by the way “evidence” is 

presented to make a claim or expound an argument. The perception of legitimacy is 

related to the documentary conventions of “truth”, “realism”, and “authenticity”; not 

following norms might lead to perceptions of illegitimacy followed by “sanctions” in 

the form of reduced credibility of the narrative and the narrator/filmmaker. The 

attempt at signification or communication of meaning is illustrated in the film text 
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through the modality of an interpretative scheme that a filmmaker follows in an effort 

to construct a coherent argument. This interpretative scheme is reflected in the use of 

sounds and pictures as well as key structural features like the voiceover or intertitles 

that guide a narrative towards a logical end by the construction of a thesis. For 

example, the attempt at signification and also whether signification is jeopardized by 

the filmmaker’s actions can be gauged through the specific use of aural and visual 

“evidence” to substantiate claims made in the film text and also by the nature of 

liberties exercised by the filmmaker.  

For the purposes of this study, the intent is also to gauge the level of reflexivity 

in the finished film text that demonstrates agency of the filmmaker leading to a 

transformation of the documentary structure. Reflexivity of the filmmaker can be 

identified in the documentary film text in different ways. By revealing his/her identity 

(by voice or on-screen presence) and avowed ideology through a first-person 

voiceover (including the disclosure of motivation to make the film in the first place), a 

filmmaker adopts a reflexive position. Reflexivity can also be gauged by the extent to 

which reflexive production practices are prevalent in the film text that essentially does 

not make any attempt to hide the filmmaking process or the filmmaker’s social 

agenda.  Such transparent practices in the final film text have the potential to increase 

the credibility of the filmmaker producing a political narrative highlighting a particular 

point of view related to a contentious issue in the public sphere.  

Embedded in the concept of reflexivity is also the notion of revelation that 

reflexivity facilitates. The extent of revelation (unearthing of evidence), through an 

investigative process, of hitherto unknown facts of immense public import 
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(deliberately ignored by corporate or mainstream media) thereby leading to education 

of the public at large is also an aspect associated with a political documentary making 

an argument adequately backed by visual and aural evidence. Revelation of facts and 

figures become more legitimate and credible as the narrative provides evidence of 

heightened reflexivity of the filmmaker. As the filmmaker’s personal position and 

agenda come to light in the film text, revelation of information can be read and 

evaluated against that backdrop.         

Voiceover as a key structural feature in documentaries  

In this textual analysis, particular emphasis will be paid to the use of voiceover 

(first-person or third-person) as a guiding device of the overall narrative, whether it is 

present or absent and how that affects the structure of the documentary as well as the 

agency of the filmmaker. It is a legitimate documentary device (a long-standing 

convention of the documentary structure) or a tool that can invoke agency of the 

filmmaker and walk the viewer through the narrative either in intimate (first-person) 

or distant (third-person) terms. The singular importance of the voiceover or narration 

as a strategic cinematic device lies in the fact that it allows for the introduction of 

accompanying sound and visuals to support the narration of a certain theme/topic or to 

buttress a certain claim made in the voiceover. The examination of the voiceover is yet 

another step in the understanding of the structural techniques of representation through 

documentary films, particularly self-reflexive documentaries where the filmmaker’s 

personal imprint looms large in the overall narrative.  

A first-person voiceover or commentary is the narration by the filmmaker of a 

specific identifiable theme and might comprise of several lines covering the same 
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theme over a certain length of film time in seconds. All the lines need not be spoken in 

succession. The goal here is to look for one cohesive unit of narration that clearly 

outlines a thematic consideration and moves the film forward in terms of setting an 

agenda.  A first-person voiceover begins when the voice or the words spoken by the 

unseen/off-screen narrator or filmmaker/auteur of the documentary is heard over the 

other sound tracks (music and effects including natural sound) in the scene.  

The end of a voiceover or narration would be marked by the end of a thematic 

consideration. Thereafter, a new voiceover will be marked by the visual and thematic 

transition to a new context or introduction of a new theme and new characters. There 

might be more than one theme emerging in one continuous segment of a first-person 

or a third-person voiceover with the former granting more “agency” to the filmmaker 

than the latter in terms of setting up a personal or political agenda as the narrative 

moves forward.  A first-person voiceover, usually the voice of the filmmaker, by its 

very nature of a direct personal address to the audience, is more inviting and 

personable and can directly inform viewers about the intentions and motivations of the 

docu-auteur as well as which side he/she is on. The first-person voiceover is a mode of 

clarifying the filmmaker’s affiliation with a certain ideology and can allay suspicions 

about any hidden agendas the filmmaker might be pursuing at the behest of others.  

The first-person voiceover is a very important structural element of political 

documentaries because it has the potential to directly highlight the degree of self-

reflexivity of the filmmaker. It is one cohesive unit of narration in the filmmaker’s 

voice that, while clearly outlining a thematic consideration, can also position the 

filmmaker within the narrative, literally or metaphorically. This cohesive unit is 
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accompanied by supporting evidence in the form of audio bites and visual footage; the 

supporting evidence appears either concurrently with the first-person voiceover or 

follows it sequentially.  

For example, as Fahrenheit 9/11 (Moore, 2004) opens, we hear the filmmaker’s 

first-person voiceover conducting a post-mortem of election night 2000 and the 

eventual declaration of Florida going George W. Bush’s way. Over footage of first the 

Al Gore camp’s celebration at the supposed victory in Florida to all the major 

networks declaring Gore as the winner in Florida to eventually showing Fox News 

declaring Bush as the winner, Moore carefully constructs a cohesive argument through 

his voiceover of a flawed presidential election that went in Bush’s favor. His 

voiceover begins on a satirical/ironic note, but turns into an accusatory and 

opinionated invective towards the end of the sequence.  

The first-person voiceover in a documentary text functions not just as a guide for 

the narrative but also as an apparatus of persuasion as it aids in the creation and 

maintenance of context in the unfolding narrative; it helps in providing, to borrow a 

phrase from Leff (1988), “a certain logical and emotional consistency” (p. 28). An in-

depth intellectual examination of such a filmic device calls for an analysis of the 

accompanying sound and visual imagery. The type of visual footage used can be 

important as the different elements comprising a picture are sources of information 

and meaning-creation (Collier, 2001). A credible easily-identifiable third-person 

voiceover can grant enormous agency to a political documentarian attempting to 

investigate controversial issues in the public sphere. For instance, a mainstream 

Hollywood voice used as the narrator’s voice in a political documentary illustrates the 
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fact that the issue under exposition has been able to attract someone from the 

mainstream movie industry. It also signifies a degree of investment on the part of such 

a mainstream voice, a way of association with the documentary project and the 

controversial themes emphasized in the narrative.   

Also of relevance are intertitles as sources of information and transition as the 

documentary narrative moves forward.  An intertitle is a documentary contrivance 

“that interrupts the flow of images with a linguistic inscription, thereby subjugating 

the photographic picture to semantic domination” (Chanan, 2007, p. 80). 

Accompanying visuals and intertitles help reinforce the claim made in the voiceover. 

Though not always present in every political documentary, a mix of the following 

types of voiceovers can be observed as part of the documentary convention.  

Types of Voiceover  

Although not exhaustive, the following types of first-person or third-person 

voiceover, in terms of nature or tone, have been typically observed in a political 

documentary: a) ironic, b) satirical, c) accusatory, d) expository/factual, and, e) 

opinionated. An ironic tone is one that would contain or embody irony. Irony is the 

humorous or mildly sarcastic use of words to imply the opposite of what they 

normally mean. Such a tone includes implicit deprecation of events or characters 

portrayed in the documentary. The crucial feature of irony is the oblique presentation 

of an incongruity between an action or expression and the context in which it occurs. 

Importance is placed on the conflict between the literal and intended meaning of a 

statement. One thing is said and its opposite implied, as in the comment, “Great day, 

isn’t it?” when it is actually raining or extremely warm. A satirical tone includes the 
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use of irony or sarcasm for contemptuous or critical purposes and is often directed at 

public figures or institutions, conformist/predictable behavior and contentious political 

situations. It includes a mocking/derisive and taunting tone. An accusatory tone 

includes any verbal accusation containing or implying blame or strong criticism. It 

expresses an overt accusation of a person or an institution. An expository/factual tone 

can be classified as a tone that expounds or explains in a matter-of-fact way. It is a 

tone that is concerned with facts and factual accuracy. An opinionated tone is one 

where the first-person voiceover directly voices personal opinions of the filmmaker 

and overtly tries to influence the audience/viewers about the truthfulness of a 

particular point of view. It includes an invocation to viewers/audience to read between 

the lines and not accept information provided in mainstream media at face-value.  

Two of the three selected political documentaries are marked by the use of 

different types of voiceover in different ways and an evaluation of those choices can 

help understand the transformation of the documentary structure. Documentarian 

Michael Moore uses his own voice (first-person voiceover) in Bowling for Columbine 

(2002). Hollywood star Matt Damon is the narrator of Inside Job (2010). By using 

Damon’s voice as the third-person voiceover, documentarian Charles Ferguson 

employs a mainstream film industry voice to articulate his larger message through this 

political documentary. In Jesus Camp (2006), documentarians Heidi Ewing and 

Rachel Grady do not make use of either a first-person or a third-person voiceover. 

These three political documentaries exemplify how the documentary structure 

provides for a critical filmmaking device that a documentarian might choose to 

employ in different ways or as he/she deems fit. The different types of visual footage 
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that accompanies a first-person or third-person voiceover can be considered as 

“evidence” to back up a claim made in the film text or as found material that helps 

construct the filmmaker’s argument.  

Types of Visual Footage 

Different kinds of visuals strategically spliced together with sound bites 

ultimately determine the efficacy of a narrative and the filmmaker espousing a 

particular point of view. It is all the more important in a political documentary that 

attempts to convey alternative meanings and convince the viewers to consider 

perspectives not projected in mainstream media. As Smaill (2010) argues, 

documentaries frequently use a wide variety of images and shots from other motion 

pictures and television narratives, for example fiction films, archival TV news footage, 

and newsreels. It is imperative to list the different kinds of found visual material that a 

documentarian can legitimately use in a finished political documentary.  

Although not exhaustive, following are the different types of visual footage 

that have been typically observed in a documentary text: 1) primary footage (footage 

filmed exclusively for the documentary) shot by the filmmaker excluding formal sit-

down interviews but shots of filmmaker himself in the frame or the middle of the 

action; 2) archival footage (black-and-white or color) from past documentaries or 

newsreels or footage shot by private citizens; 3) archival footage (black-and-white or 

color) from past television newscasts; 4) archival footage (black-and-white or color) 

from past Hollywood motion pictures; 5) expert opinions/sit-down interviews shot by 

filmmaker supporting the filmmaker’s stance; 6) archival still photographs (black-and-

white or color); 7) archival television commercials; 8) special visual effects created 
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through animation/computer graphics; 9) footage recorded by an institution or a 24-

hour security camera; 10) footage of official documents or information generally 

considered classified/ inaccessible by the average viewer; 11) primary footage of 

interviews of average citizens in a home or on the street excluding sit-down interviews 

with experts; 12) primary footage of interviews of individuals/ parties directly affected 

by the issue being addressed by the filmmaker; 13) primary footage of public protests 

or rallies; 14) archival television footage of public protests or rallies; 15) 

antithetical/adversarial opinions voiced by participants in the film and used by the 

filmmaker to increase the credibility of his claim or argument;  16) footage shot by a 

third party playing on a television screen (pixilated images) and filmed for the 

documentary.   

Types of Asynchronous Sound 

The use of asynchronous sound (outside of dialogues and synchronous sound), 

a primary resource in filmmaking, can create a huge impact in conveying meanings, 

drawing useful connections that help further the thesis of the film, and evoking 

sentiments. Smaill (2010) rightly points out that “the most distinctive reflexive 

moments, however, are produced by the use of music and lyrics to offer ironic 

meaning to the statements and images represented” (p.119). Although not exhaustive, 

the following categories of asynchronous sound bites have been typically observed in 

a documentary: a) landmark musical tracks from past films excluding songs; b) songs 

sung by other artists and commercially released in the past; c) special sound effects; d) 

voice-overs from other archival documentaries or landmark films or propaganda films; 

e) songs sung for another motion picture; f) original songs sung by artists for the film; 
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g) voice recorded through telephone interviews;  h) archival voice recordings of public 

figures including telephone conversations.   

In answering the two research questions, all the three documentary texts, 

Bowling for Columbine (2002), Jesus Camp (2006), and Inside Job (2010) will be 

examined in a similar fashion. A textual analysis of the film texts will reveal, what 

Leff (1986) called, the basis for the motivations leading to the creation of a text as 

well as the exclusive combination of formal and material components that comprise 

the body of the text. The purpose is to examine how the filmmaker/docu-auteur (the 

messenger) is granted agency by the structure of the documentary medium to employ a 

combination of a series of sounds and pictures that ultimately emerges as an 

overarching message in the final narrative made available for mass viewing. As a 

political documentary is produced, in terms of structuration theory, signification is 

attempted through a process of legitimation and domination operating in tandem. This 

modus operandi creates alternative meanings in the public sphere, grants agency to the 

filmmaker, and ultimately transforms the documentary structure.  
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CHAPTER 4 

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF BOWLING FOR COLUMINE   

The textual analysis of Bowling for Columbine will start with a synopsis of this 

political documentary highlighting the key themes developed in the film text.  

Thereafter, a brief description of the director’s commentary available on the DVD will 

highlight the element of reflexivity in the text and provide an opportunity to 

understand the director’s motivations for adopting a particular approach towards 

meaning-creation in the film text.  Additionally, a list of the principal “characters” and 

their “credentials” will be provided to better understand and gauge the “credibility” of 

their opinions as the director uses their “voices” to construct an argument from a 

particular point of view. Subsequently, the research questions will be answered 

through an analysis of select “scenes” that illustrate the process of meaning-creation in 

the film text as exemplified through the different dimensions of structuration. The 

“discussion” section at the end of this chapter will summarize the “findings.”  

Synopsis of Bowling for Columbine 

The first political documentary chosen for this textual analysis, Bowling for 

Columbine (119 mins., 2002), was written, directed and narrated by Michael Moore. It 

is a political documentary in which Moore explores America’s “love affair with guns.” 

Moore explores the idea that guns and fear go hand-in-hand. It is a narrative that 

attempts to highlight the fallacy of equating gun ownership with individual liberty and 

freedom. The film touches on several interconnected themes ranging from fear and 

gun control to racist portrayals in the media in an attempt to understand the 

fundamental nature of violence in America. Using archival footage and combining it 
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with interviews with average Americans as well as celebrities, Moore sets out to 

answer the question: Why does America have so many guns and such extreme levels 

of violence? By attempting to answer that question, Moore, with the help of the 

documentary structure, offers insights into, what he claims, is a culture of fear 

propagated by mass media and ultimately accompanied by high levels of gun-

violence.   

The mass shooting at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado, on April 

20, 1999 carried out by two students of the school, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, is 

the focal point of the film. Security camera footage of the actual shooting is shown for 

a considerable length of time in the film.  The entire text is devoted to dissecting the 

prevalent social, economic, and political circumstances that led to that massacre and 

other similar tragedies across America. A contrasting comparison is drawn with 

Canada, a country with a similar gun ownership ratio as the United States. Moore also 

makes an argument about deep-seated fears fueled by both the government and mass 

media thereby leading to guns and violence being endemic in the everyday lives of 

Americans.  

Moore’s deliberate choice of shots, in particular shots taken from other 

film/television narratives depicting American popular culture, highlight the attempt at 

meaning-creation by employing found material; “every screen medium is used, from 

35 mm real footage, to 1950s television stock, to digital cartoons” (Fawcett, 2002). 

The distinctive use of sound, particularly musical tracks from other motion pictures, 

throughout the narrative demonstrates Moore’s attempt at communication of meaning 

through irony and satire. For instance, “Happiness is a Warm Gun,” the National Rifle 
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Association’s catchphrase once upon a time, was used by Moore as one of the 

soundtracks of the film and played over a carefully constructed montage comprising of 

shots depicting guns and gun-related violence. Moore’s assessment of America’s 

“culture of fear” and violence is set against the indisputable fact of pervasive 

ownership of handguns. Through the medium of documentary film, the filmmaker 

takes up the task of scrutinizing the role of deeply-entrenched and influential political 

as well as corporate entities that, according to Moore, stand to gain most by 

reinforcing this “culture of fear.” As he uses almost every conceivable tool to line up 

moving images and sound bites to construct his argument about deep-seated fear and 

gun violence in America, Moore’s unique interaction with the structure of 

documentary film as an “agent”/filmmaker is demonstrated and his attempt at 

meaning-creation through the film text exemplified through the dimensions of 

structuration at work.  

“Scenes” in Bowling for Columbine  

Including a “scene” in the end credits, there are 32 segments/sequences in the 

movie, called “scenes” in the DVD menu with titles like Morning in America, Mike’s 

First Gun, Was it the Bowling?, Returning the Merchandise and Unlocked Doors. 

Select segments/sequences from select “scenes” will be analyzed to answer the 

research questions.  

Director’s Commentary in Bowling for Columbine 

The director’s commentary on a DVD is an opportunity to explain to viewers 

the underlying principles that motivated the director to produce the documentary and 

make attempts to be part of the public conversation/discourse on a contentious issue in 
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the public sphere. In the “Special Features” section of the DVD, there is an audio 

introduction from writer/director Michael Moore in which he explains why he made 

the film and also the reason for doing away with the director’s commentary. By 

providing the reason for not delivering a commentary, Moore makes his intentions 

transparent and his reflexivity comes to the fore:  

I am not going to do the usual commentary that you often hear on DVDs 

because…in a lot of ways I believe that this movie speaks for itself…it is a 

documentary and pretty much everything I had to say is located within this 

film. I made it in the hopes of generating a national debate and discussion not 

only about the issue of guns and violence in America but about who we really 

are as Americans and what it is about us that makes us seemingly a more 

violent people than other peoples around the world.  

The above statement from Moore is an act of reflexivity because the general 

convention is to explain at length, in the director’s commentary, the motivations and 

the specific production processes undertaken towards realizing the documentary 

project and attempting to communicate meaning. 

Principal “Characters” in Bowling for Columbine 

 Michael Moore, the filmmaker/narrator himself, is a major “character” in this 

political documentary and, hence, that aspect of his performance as a “character” 

becomes critical to the development of the overall narrative. Moore, the “performer” 

orchestrates events to be filmed for the narrative and his non-traditional in-the-face 

interviewing techniques by positioning himself within the frame contribute to 

communication of meaning. In addition to a host of people from all walks of life who 
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appear in the film, some of the other important “characters” are legendary Hollywood 

actor and National Rifle Association (NRA) ex-president Charlton Heston, some 

members of the Michigan Militia, musician Marilyn Manson (known for his anti-

establishment lyrics), two students injured in the shooting at Littleton, Colorado, with 

bullets still embedded in their bodies, South Park (satirical animated American TV 

series) co-creator Matt Stone, and John Nichols, the brother of Terry Nichols who 

collaborated with Timothy McVeigh to blow up the federal building in Oklahoma City 

in 1995. All these “characters” contribute to the dimension of legitimation because 

Moore makes use of their “credibility” and “legitimacy” to infuse arguments into this 

narrative on gun-violence in America. Directly or directly, their voice and actions 

function as “evidence” and help Moore reinforce his own arguments and opinions 

offered repeatedly through his first-person voiceover. The “testimonials” that Moore 

incorporates in the film text as supporting “evidence” to buttress the claims made 

through his first-person voiceover demonstrates the process through which the director 

attempts communication of meaning relating to the issue of gun-violence through the 

production of a political documentary.  

Bowling for Columbine, at the very beginning of the twenty-first century, 

rejuvenated the feature documentary, as a cultural product, to be considered a viable 

commercial proposition in terms of a theatrical release across America. This political 

documentary is a social commentary about America’s long history of violence and 

obsession with guns, a movie where one of the arguments Moore makes is that 

Americans are, by and large, comfortable with lax gun-control because of the 

misplaced notion of equating liberty with the constitutional right to own a gun. 
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Moore’s filmmaking style is part of a new reflexive strategy employed for meaning-

creation through the documentary structure; this kind of personal filmmaking allows 

the documentarian to leave deep individual imprints on the final film.  

Bowling for Columbine is dominated by the opinionated first-person voiceover 

of the filmmaker Michael Moore. Moore walks us through the narrative, takes us to 

places and events he would like us to see/hear/experience and is the driver of the 

storyline. Moore’s action is a reflection of the dimension of domination; the filmmaker 

aggressively attempts to communicate meaning. The narrative is fueled by Moore and 

the impetus in the documentary is derived from his on-screen actions/encounters with 

different characters. This reflexive strategy demonstrates Moore’s agency as a 

documentarian, an unintended consequence of which is the transformation of the 

documentary structure. That transformation comes into being via Moore’s repeated 

manipulation of the standard norms associated with the production of a documentary. 

Moore’s in-the-face filmmaking tactics and on-screen behavior as the director 

demonstrates this overt manipulation, most prominently displayed in his orchestrating 

of events that are filmed to be included in the final narrative.  

In Bowling for Columbine, the use of significant amount of archival shots as 

found material contributed immensely to construct an argument or propound a thesis 

on fear, guns and violence in America. What is more important, however, is how these 

shots appeared alongside other shots and aural content to convey meaning through the 

documentary text. The textual analysis of select scenes/chapters from the political 

documentary Bowling for Columbine illustrated how Moore manipulated the 

documentary structure in ways that are new and unique, orchestrated events through 
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his overt reflexivity, reflexivity that can ultimately help transform the documentary 

structure. The structure, as rules (documentary conventions/norms) and resources 

(sounds and pictures as material “evidence”), affords agency to a filmmaker to 

produce a documentary text and in turn can be transformed by the documentarian’s 

agency/reflexivity.  

In this political documentary, the process of signification (communication of 

meaning) was attempted with the use of the standard tool of the documentary 

structure, the first-person voiceover; Moore’s voice essentially guides a viewer 

through the narrative from start to finish. The use of the opinionated first-person 

voiceover and its juxtaposition with a series of images to create meaning and context 

revealed a lot about how the documentary structure granted agency to the filmmaker to 

make a political statement through the film text - directly or indirectly. Moore’s 

relentless on-screen presence, almost to the point of Moore the “performer” 

overshadowing Moore the “investigator,” demonstrated the critical aspect of Moore’s 

“performance” as a “character.” Moore’s tongue-in-cheek comments, as part of his 

filmmaking repertoire, highlight the irony of situations through his reflexive posture 

and repeated presence in the film frame. The reflexivity of the filmmaker that 

demonstrated agency and his freedom to act was responsible for not just meaning-

creation through this political documentary on guns and violence in America but also 

for transformation in the documentary structure.  

Moore relies heavily on archival film and television footage as well as clips 

from Hollywood movies and landmark soundtracks as he makes attempts to create 

meanings and convey information through the documentary text. While not breaking 
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with some of the standard conventions (the voiceover for instance) or 

practices/techniques associated with the production of a documentary, Moore goes 

further with his direct first-person tongue-in-cheek commentary as opposed to an 

unemotional Voice-of-God narration typical of documentaries from an earlier era. The 

strategy of “intimacy” is attempted through a first-person voiceover to make an 

address to the viewer. Though not always personable, this is a tactic Moore employs in 

an attempt to speak directly to each viewer.  

As Moore selectively combines shots (an average viewer of the documentary is 

not privy to what was left out and why) to weave a narrative, his credibility as the 

documentarian or narrator gains ground as he directly informs viewers about his own 

motives (which side of the debate he is on) and provides evidence to support his 

claims. The revelation of the director’s personal position on the contentious issue of 

gun-violence has the potential to remove ambiguity about his personal agenda. The 

evidence provided in the narrative gains legitimacy because its use can be directly 

linked to the filmmaker’s stance on the issue under discussion. For example, in several 

scenes of Bowling for Columbine, Moore reveals information to viewers that is 

pertinent to the construction of his argument of militarization, the climate of fear and 

easy availability of guns/bullets being responsible for extreme levels of gun violence 

in America.  

As Moore informs viewers about his own position on fear and gun violence in 

America by adopting a reflexive stance, his revelation about the overall political and 

cultural climate (he actively constructs this context in the narrative) that has 

contributed to such levels of violence becomes more legitimate. For instance, by 
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revealing to viewers that Littleton is also the home of Lockheed Martin, the world’s 

largest weapons manufacturer, Moore, the agent, essentially uses that piece of 

information to drive home the connection he attempts to make between violence and a 

militarized environment in the town of Littleton, Colorado. Since the filmmaker’s 

stance is known though his opinionated first-person voiceover, the connection he 

draws, albeit tenuous, can be considered as an attempt by the filmmaker to provide an 

argument in support of the film’s thesis. Fed by an irrational fear of the other, a larger 

culture of violence to deal with differences, political, social, racial or sexual, is, Moore 

argues, at the heart of endemic gun-violence in America. 

Answer to Research Question 1  

The following analysis of select “scenes” in select “chapters” from Bowling for 

Columbine exemplifies how the dimensions of structuration (legitimation and 

domination leading to signification) illustrate the process by which filmmaker Moore 

interacted with the documentary structure to communicate meaning. The analysis 

demonstrates the process of meaning-creation in the film text and how it comes to life 

as illustrated through the different dimensions of structuration at work.  

“Chapter” 1: Morning in America 

This political documentary opens with the use of a shot from another film 

about the National Rifle Association, an interesting and legitimate use of archival 

footage from an earlier era.  It is a black and white image, a mid-shot of a man in full 

military uniform and regalia who looks into the camera and says: “The National Rifle 

Association has produced a film which you are sure to find of great interest.  Let’s 

look at it.” The documentary’s opening throws off the viewer because of its rather 
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deviant way of opening a film by taking the help of the opening shot (black and white) 

of another film produced by the National Rifle Association (NRA) decades prior to the 

making of Moore’s film; the NRA’s political influence on the discourse on gun control 

in America is established with the use of this archival shot.  

Thereafter, the opening montage of Bowling for Columbine begins and consists 

of a series of deliberately selected shots that support the director’s narration, a 

narration that introduces us to everyday life in America (shots of people at work in the 

morning hours) on a typical morning, the morning of April 20, 1999 when two 

seniors, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, carried out the massacre at Columbine High 

School in Colorado killing 12 students and a teacher. The first-person voiceover 

begins:  

It was the morning of April 20
th

, 1999…and it was pretty much like any other 

morning in America…The farmer did his chores…The milkman made his 

deliveries…The President bombed another country whose name we couldn’t 

pronounce…And out in a little town in Colorado two boys went bowling at six 

in the morning…Yes it was a typical day in the United States of America.  

The last two shots of the montage are a grainy archival TV image of a woman in a 

bikini holding an M-16 automatic rifle in her hands that dissolves to an aerial shot of 

the Statue of Liberty in New York.  An analysis of the juxtaposition of the last two 

shots from the opening montage of the movie provides a clue of what is to come later 

in the narrative in terms of systematic and careful juxtaposition of sounds and pictures 

in an attempt to convey meaning and attain signification. Just as in these two shots 

spliced together, throughout the film, with the help of archival footage, Moore 
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attempts communication of meaning by repeatedly splicing sounds and moving 

pictures, primarily found material from film and television narratives, to further an 

argument that augments the filmmaker’s position on gun-violence in America.   

While Moore’s attempt to emphasize on the age-old American notion of 

equating liberty with gun rights or the Second Amendment is recognizable, there is a 

sexual sub-text as well, the idea of an automatic weapon as a sexualized and virile 

object that women find attractive. While the Second Amendment of the United States 

Constitution ensuring the right to bear firearms is held sacrosanct by a lot of 

Americans, guns and their violent potential are sexualized through popular culture and 

mass media as well. Alongside the fundamental philosophical assumption that having 

a gun or upholding the right to own a gun is what makes America the land of the free, 

is also the notion of the gun as an object that has sexual connotations.  

An image of the Statue of Liberty spliced together with a woman in a bikini 

with an automatic weapon has the potential to evoke multiple meanings. On the one 

hand is the rationale for private gun ownership to overcome paranoia or fear (instilled 

in American citizens, as Moore claims, by regular crime statistics in mass media or 

even by the government through terror alerts) while on the other is the notion of 

upholding the sacred ideal of liberty that ironically will be afforded by the gun. The 

two shots being discussed here reflect America’s “love affair with guns,” an effort by 

Moore to communicate meaning though his interaction with the documentary 

structure. Moore attempts to generate this duality of meanings associated with gun-

ownership, freedom/liberty on the one hand and a position of increased sexuality that 

women find attractive on the other. This is a reflection of the dimension of 
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domination, the power of the filmmaker to manipulate the documentary structure 

through a careful and deliberate selection of shots in an attempt to generate meanings.  

The combination of the two above-mentioned shots can also be read as 

Moore’s attempt, an act reflecting domination, to indict America’s long history of 

violence going back to the decimation of the Native American population with guns. 

The very foundation of America and its libertarian ideology is embedded in the image 

of the Statue of Liberty, the liberty that was secured by violent acts against the original 

inhabitants of this land mass. Hundreds of years later, the idea of gun ownership is still 

equated to the ideologies of rugged individualism, liberty and freedom; ironically 

these same values, upheld through possession of guns, helped disenfranchise the 

indigenous population. In his effort to communicate meaning in these two shots from 

Bowling for Columbine, Moore attempts to make the connection between America’s 

history of violence through guns and a liberty ironically ensured and enshrined 

through the barrel of a gun. The following description highlights how the director’s 

choice of “characters” highlights the dimensions of domination and legitimation; Chris 

Rock is a “credible” entertainer in the public sphere and Moore selectively uses 

archival footage his on-stage performance in an attempt to communicate meaning.  

“Chapter” 4: Chris Rock 

In this scene, Moore uses archival footage from well-known comedian Chris 

Rock’s satirical performance on stage to drive home the point that the issue of easily 

available firearms and bullets is discussed in the public sphere and consternation is 

expressed by famous artists in their own way. Chris Rock is a legitimate entertainer in 

the American public sphere, a celebrity who uses irony and satire to convey meaning, 
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sometimes about important social issues. Moore uses Rock’s performance as a scene 

in his documentary to convey a message to his viewers; his power (domination) is 

reflected in securing Rock’s participation as a legitimate “character” in Bowling for 

Columbine who has an important message for the American people.  

Chris Rock: You don’t need gun control. You know what you need? We need 

some bullet control … I think all bullets should cost $5,000…you know why?  

Because if a bullet cost $5,000, there’d be no innocent bystanders…people 

would think before they kill somebody if a bullet cost $5,000…Man, I would 

blow your fucking head off if I could afford it.  

Moore relies on Chris Rock’s humor in an attempt to convey the senselessness 

of gun violence, but more importantly, he attempts to communicate meaning about the 

low cost of bullets that effectively in the hands of a killer makes human life utterly 

cheap. Moore repeats this theme in Bowling for Columbine to portray the irony of 

human lives being brought to an end by cheap bullets easily available at super-markets 

and stores across America. In the following section, Moore employs a timeless 

American song and employs it in the narrative in an attempt to communicate meaning 

by juxtaposing it with archival footage of American military operations overseas.  

“Chapter” 9: Wonderful World 

 

In this chapter, Moore uses music, archival footage and intertitles in an attempt 

to communicate meaning. Over archival footage (film and TV) from various countries 

and intertitles, viewers are provided information about American military forays 

overseas, both overt and covert, from the years 1953-2001.  Louis Armstrong’s 

immortal voice in the classic It’s a Wonderful World provides a foil for the gruesome 
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images on screen, a moment of great agency afforded by the structure of documentary 

film. The irony is unmistakable and the montage, an example of Moore exercising 

domination, exhorts viewers to recall America’s complicity in violent regime changes 

in other countries as well as the collateral human costs of America’s involvement in 

the Cold War. This attempt at meaning-creation reflects the dimensions of 

structuration at work; the filmmaker uses a well-known song in an attempt to depict 

the incongruity of widely-held American values of beauty, friendship, and innocence, 

with that of American military operations overseas that caused grievous harm to 

thousands.  

The intertitles highlight the human costs as consequences of international geo-

politics and power play, at the center of which was the rivalry between the United 

States and the then-Soviet Union. Moore relies on historical evidence and the 

dimensions of structuration reflect the process by which the filmmaker interacts with 

the documentary structure in an effort to communicate meaning in this sequence. With 

the use of intertitles and archival footage over the song, Moore attempts to offer a 

reminder of the wages of death and destruction that resulted from the United States’s 

(both Democratic and Republican administrations) dubious involvement in military 

conflicts half a world away. 

From the overthrow of Prime Minister Mossadeq of Iran and the installation of 

the Shah as dictator by the United States in 1953 to the 1981 Reagan Administration’s 

training and funding of the “contras” of Nicaragua, a conflict in which 30,000 

Nicaraguans died, Moore provides historical facts to draw a connection between those 

dubious international misadventures and incursions to eventually the worst foreign 
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aggression on American soil, the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in 

New York City. By outlining the long series of ill-conceived American military 

expeditions, including the disastrous invasion of Vietnam from 1963-1975, Moore 

attempts to communicate meaning. Whether it was the military coup in Chile actively 

aided and abetted by the United States and the assassination of the democratically-

elected President Salvador Allende on September 11, 1973, or the training of Osama 

bin Laden and fellow terrorists to kill Soviets in Afghanistan, these actions had 

consequences for Americans in the form of the attacks of September 11, 2001. Moore 

attempts to communicate this message through this sequence thus reflecting the 

dimension of legitimation; documentary conventions were followed as evidence was 

provided to support his argument. Moore’s domination is transparent as he tries to 

make that connection between past acts of American military intervention and the 9/11 

attacks. Moore concludes in his last intertitle thus, “Sept.11, 2001: Osama bin Laden 

uses his expert CIA training to murder 3,000 people.” The last intertitle appears, quite 

significantly, over a hand-held archival shot of the second plane hitting the World 

Trade Center towers, an act of meaning-creation attempted by the filmmaker. Moore’s 

argument, that the training provided by CIA to Osama bin Laden eventually helped 

him to turn against American interests, connects two different events at different 

points in time and is constructed using the rules and resources made available by the 

documentary structure.  

Moore’s unique interaction with the documentary structure, as reflected in the 

above sequence, continues in the following segment. As Louis Armstrong’s voice 

fades out and “What a Wonderful World” comes to an end, we hear women 
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screaming: “Oh, my goodness! Oh, my goodness! Oh, my lord!”  The camera begins 

to shake and the screen fades out to black. In this chapter from Bowling for 

Columbine, Moore attempts to communicate meaning by weaving a narrative of a 

history of violence and linking it to the eventual denouement on American soil. 

Moore’s attempt at meaning-creation becomes significant in the light of continued and 

protracted America military engagement in Iraq and Afghanistan, post-2001, as part of 

the “global war on terror” leading to enormous human casualties, both civilian and 

military.  

In the following sequence in the chapter, to further reinforce his earlier 

argument, the voiceover from Moore attempts to link once again the Columbine High 

School massacre with America’s long history of militaristic adventures in international 

arenas and huge human casualties as a consequence thereof. Over shots of a B-52 

bomber, Moore attempts to communicate meaning through his first-person voiceover 

that highlights the proud display of information relating to casualties inflicted on the 

“enemy” by the American military: 

South of Denver and Littleton, on the grounds of the U.S. Air Force 

Academy…there sits an actual B-52 bomber. The plaque underneath it proudly 

proclaims that this plane killed Vietnamese people on Christmas Eve, 1972. It 

was the largest bombing campaign of the Vietnam War.  

The above lines, by revealing certain historical facts, exhort viewers to re-visit 

history and introspect on America’s role in wars as a way of resolving conflicts that 

can leave indelible scars for generations, an example of Moore’s domination (power) 

exercised through the documentary structure as he attempts to communicate meaning 
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about gun-violence in America and links it to militaristic adventures overseas. 

Moore’s interaction with the documentary structure helps him convey the message 

that, in the end, everyone loses in some fashion or the other because of perpetuating 

war and violence as a viable means of resolving disputes. His thought-provoking 

argument, although rather tenuous, is that the victims at Columbine High School paid 

a price for a culture that prides on killing the “enemy” and that a proud display of a 

killing machine, the B-52 bomber, serves no useful end outside of probably providing 

fuel to angry young men to take matters in their own hands and use gun-violence to 

resolve deep-rooted grievances.   

“Chapter” 10: Columbine  

 

This chapter begins with an intertitle on screen that covers the entire frame, 

“April 20, 1999”, the day of the Columbine High School massacre. Moore shows us 

archival aerial shots of the NATO bombing of Kosovo. The intertitle on screen 

informs us: “Largest one day bombing by U.S. in Kosovo War.” It is a legitimate 

tactic on Moore’s part to reveal to viewers how on the very same day of the tragedy in 

Littleton, Colorado, America was involved as part of the NATO alliance in a bombing 

operation on civilian areas in a war theater in Europe, a reflection of the Moore’s 

active domination (power) in constructing this sequence. Over images of bombed out 

buildings, we hear a male TV commentator’s voice saying “On the hit list were local 

hospital and primary school.” We also see archival TV footage of then-President Bill 

Clinton announcing, “We are striking hard at Serbia’s machinery of repression…while 

making a deliberate effort to minimize harm to innocent people.”  In an attempt to 

create meaning in the public sphere about violence abroad possibly perpetuating 
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violence at home, two different acts of violence in two different continents are being 

brought together by Moore in the film text. 

Moore’s attempt to draw the association between American militaristic actions 

overseas that killed civilians and gun violence in a school at home on the same day is 

an attempt at meaning-creation afforded by the structure of documentary film. What 

Moore attempts to convey in this sequence in Bowling for Columbine is that 

America’s continued presence in military actions overseas is sending a wrong message 

to youngsters in this country. Moore, however, conveniently avoids any reference 

what warranted American intervention in the Serbian war in the first place, so once 

again viewers get to experience a meaning that Moore has deliberately, albeit 

legitimately, created with the aid of the documentary structure. Using symbols 

extolling American military victories overseas in the film text, the filmmaker attempts 

to communicate meaning about continuing American double standards over the 

decades by indulging in large-scale military operations overseas, the potential 

consequence or implication of which is increased gun violence at home. Moore 

attempts to communicate the meaning that perpetuation and glorification of violence 

as a means of taking on the “enemy” has its consequences at home in the form of 

young people resorting to violence as a means of settling disputes.  

Moore’s domination and attempt at meaning-creation is further exemplified in the 

subsequent section of this chapter. There is a fade-in to the exterior sign “Columbine 

High School/ Home of the Rebels” as an almost 4-minute long audio and visual 

montage is carefully constructed to paint the horror of that momentous day at 

Columbine High School, an example of Moore’s domination as viewers get to relive 
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that horrendous experience. While the visuals begin in the vacant hallways of 

Columbine High School, the audio consists of splicing together a multiplicity of 

voices (parents, reporters, teachers in the school, and 911 operators) out of the 

numerous 911 calls made on the morning of April 20, 1999. Moore uses found 

material in an attempt to convey the fear and paranoia that people in Littleton 

experienced that morning.  

In his attempt at meaning-creation, Moore extensively uses footage from the 

security cameras for viewers to see how the massacre unfolded that fateful morning 

and how people made desperate attempts to flee from the killers. One of the cardinal 

principles of a documentary project is use of “found material.” Moore’s attempt to 

communicate meaning about gun-violence and school shootings gains legitimacy 

through the use of actual security camera footage as “documentary evidence” to depict 

the horror unleashed by young shooters walking around with their automatic weapons 

in the school cafeteria that morning. More importantly, this footage serves as 

“evidence” of Moore’s earlier claims in the narrative of young people resorting to 

violence as a means of settling disputes/disagreements.  

Moore attempts to communicate the tragedy of that morning of April 20, 1999 

and the monstrosity of the actions of the young killers. In this sequence, with the use 

of actual footage that has the potential to disturb some viewers, Moore’s domination is 

apparent. The visual resource of security camera footage is a vital piece of legitimate 

documentary evidence that has the potential to increase the credibility of the narrative 

and of the arguments about gun-violence and school shootings espoused in the film 

text.  
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In an effort to communicate meaning about the repercussions of the shooting 

and fear generated amongst students, over melancholic strains of the acoustic guitar 

(almost a requiem), a montage is constructed comprising of various shots of people 

grieving and crying. Using shots of police SWAT teams and blood-stained interiors of 

the cafeteria, Moore attempts to portray the aftermath of an indiscriminate killing 

spree as well as the real consequences of gun-violence. In an act of domination, Moore 

reveals the gory details in an attempt to convey meaning about the easy availability of 

firearms and bullets leading to disastrous consequences:  

When the shooting was over, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold…had killed 

twelve students and one teacher…Dozens of others were wounded by the over 

900 rounds of ammo that were fired.  It is believed that the guns that they used 

were all legally purchased at stores and gun shows…Many of the bullets were 

bought at the Littleton K-Mart, just down the street.  

The above voiceover reveals to viewers how easily the young killers could 

obtain firearms and bullets, thereby making it possible for them to carry out the 

carnage, an important message that Moore tries to convey through the documentary 

text. The significant phrase here is legally purchased, and Moore’s use of that phrase 

at this point of time in the narrative illustrates the dimension of domination. This 

phrase provides ammunition to Moore’s overarching argument in Bowling for 

Columbine that gun-control in America should be increased and stricter gun-control 

laws enacted to prevent the slaughter of innocent lives. In the context of legal purchase 

of a firearm, it is pertinent to mention the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 

1993, signed by then-President Clinton into law. It required background checks before 
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a firearm purchase from a licensed firearms dealer. Legal challenges from the NRA 

significantly altered the Act and the provision in the Act that obligated law-

enforcement agencies to conduct background checks was declared unconstitutional by 

the United States Supreme Court in 1997. With the introduction of the National Instant 

Criminal Background Check System (NICS) for federally licensed firearms dealers, 

verification became possible if a prospective firearm buyer is barred from a purchase 

under the Gun Control Act of 1968. However, since these checks do not apply to 

private sellers at gun shows, Moore’s claim about the Columbine shooters obtaining 

firearms used in the massacre at gun shows becomes significant as he attempts to 

communicate meaning about easy availability of guns for purchase.  

Moore also includes archival footage of testimonials from grieving and 

shocked students at Columbine High School that morning. The testimony of an 

inconsolable female student as she narrates the horror she encountered that morning 

provides evidence from a terror-struck teenager that Moore uses to communicate 

meaning:  

And then he came into the library, and shot everybody around me…then put a 

gun to my head, and asked if we all wanted to die…I just started screaming 

and crying and telling him not to shoot me…And so he shot the girl. He shot 

her in the head, in front of me….And he shot the Black kid, because he was 

Black. 

Moore uses the last line in the above sequence in an attempt to communicate 

meaning about a sinister connection between the tragedy at Columbine High School 

and the motivations of the killers; the filmmaker employs the agency afforded to him 
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by the documentary structure to dominate (power) by using a testimonial that 

informed viewers about the race of the victim and the reason why he was targeted. The 

testimonial “And he shot the Black kid, because he was Black” is “evidence” from a 

witness of the killing of that Black student at Columbine; “race” as a factor in the 

killing of the student is significant in Moore attempts to communicate meaning.  Once 

again, his unproved thesis, propounded through the lines of a survivor of Columbine, 

is that extreme acts of gun violence can also be conceived as an outlet for deep-seated 

resentment and die-hard racism in the minds of young people leading seemingly 

normal suburban lives, isolated from the routine socialization of mainstream 

adolescent life in America.  

Although Moore tries to communicate meaning, it is obvious that there is no 

final answer or any one explanation to why Columbine happened. The metaphor of 

Columbine, as an act of gruesome gun-violence in schools, cannot be understood 

through a single simplistic prism of racism; it is combination of a multiplicity of 

factors that led to the tragedy, not the least among which is the absence of stricter gun-

control laws. However, as outlined above, the dimensions of structuration were at play 

and did illustrate the process by which Moore interacted with the documentary 

structure and legitimately used found material in an effort to communicate meaning 

about gun-violence in America.  

“Chapter” 12: South Park/Matt Stone  

In this chapter, Moore, the documentarian, dons the garb of a sociologist in an 

attempt to communicate meaning about rigid or conventional societal mores weighing 

heavy on young minds. He also attempts to link widespread homophobia with young 
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people segregating themselves from the mainstream of society and the eventual 

outburst of violence as an expression of their deep-seated resentment. Using archival 

shots of Matt Stone and another young man, Moore’s voice-over informs that Stone 

and his friend Trey Parker “found a way to take out their anger of being different in 

Littleton…and turn it, not into carnage, but into a cartoon.” Scenes from the hugely 

popular and cheeky animated TV series South Park created by Stone and Parker are 

shown, an attempt by Moore to gain legitimation by employing a very successful 

creative artist in the narrative in an attempt to make a coherent argument about the 

fragility of young minds that, if left neglected, can lead to violent outcomes. In a sit-

down interview, Stone provides an interesting perspective on the prevailing culture in 

mainstream American society that, in a way, as Moore projects in the narrative, can 

lead to insidious outcomes like the tragedy at Columbine High School:  

They scare you into conforming and doing good in school by saying “If you’re 

a loser now, you’ll be a loser forever.” With Eric and Dylan, people called 

them “fag”…They were like, “If I’m a fag now, I’m a fag forever”…”Don’t 

fuck up, because if you do, you’re going to die poor and lonely”…of course 

it’s completely opposite…The dorks in high school go on to do great things 

and all the really cool guys are living back at Littleton as insurance agents…if 

someone could have told them that, maybe they wouldn’t have done it but… 

The above lines provide a perspective to viewers about a society that 

pressurizes young people to kowtow and fall in line at every step of the way; Moore 

exercises domination, by appointing a very successful artist/entertainer, a legitimate 

voice, to do the talking for him and to further his view about a false sense of so-called 
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success, foisted on young people at a very early age. This perspective into the state of 

affairs in American society is Moore’s way of using the documentary structure to 

provide yet another clue into the possible reason behind the Columbine massacre. 

Moore argues, through Stone’s words, that the lack of a platform for real heart-to-heart 

communication and conversation with young people shows an absence of genuine 

interest in reaching out to young troubled minds.  

Moore attempts to communicate meaning by highlighting yet another facet 

related to gun-violence by young people; young people being ostracized and bullied 

by being called “loser” or “fag” in a high-school environment because of their 

sexuality and the retaliation through gun-violence being a consequence of their 

marginalization. The director’s quest, through the production of a political 

documentary, to uncover the many reasons behind a killing spree at an American high 

school, including homophobia and the undue pressure to conform, is highlighted in 

this sequence. The following analysis deals with the sequence where Moore attempts 

to communicate meaning about efforts made by mainstream media and prominent 

politicians soon after the Columbine tragedy to fix blame on musician Marilyn 

Manson for the school shooting.  

“Chapter” 14: Marilyn Manson  

In this chapter, Moore turns the spotlight on shock-rocker Marilyn Manson, 

who was blamed indirectly for the Columbine High School massacre, because both the 

shooters supposedly listened to Manson. Amongst various archival TV shots of 

individuals castigating Manson, we also see a shot of Senator Joe Lieberman 

commenting on Manson: “This is perhaps the sickest group ever promoted by a 
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mainstream record company.” Moore shows how Manson, known for his anti-

authority lyrics, becomes a convenient scapegoat of the political class after the 

Columbine massacre. Moore’s voice-over reinforces that sentiment, “After 

Columbine, it seemed the entire focus on why the shootings occurred was because the 

killers listened to Marilyn Manson.” Manson, in his interview with Moore, defends 

himself against these accusations.   

Manson: I definitely can see why they would pick me because I think it’s easy 

to throw my face on a TV…because I’m sort of a poster-boy for fear…the 

President was shooting bombs overseas…Yet I’m a bad guy because I sing 

some rock ‘n’ roll songs…and who’s a bigger influence, the President or 

Marilyn Manson?...that’s really ironic that nobody said “Well maybe the 

President had an influence on this violent behavior.”  

Moore interacts with the documentary structure and uses his agency to reiterate 

his earlier contention of “scapegoating” (Burke, 1969), of a certain group or an 

individual, being the guiding principle as people look to fix blame for a violent 

America. Manson claims that he is being made to bear the blame; by virtue of Moore’s 

domination in the narrative, Manson becomes a legitimate personality, unlike what he 

has been projected as, defending his position and attempting to efface false public 

impressions about him. The filmmaker follows the norms of the documentary structure 

and exercises domination; while allowing Manson to clarify his position and dispel 

doubts in the public sphere, an example of Moore coming to the aid of one of his 

characters, an effort is made through the film text to communicate meaning about fear 
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of anything non-mainstream as a motivating factor behind Manson being blamed and 

made a scapegoat for the Columbine High School massacre.  

Manson, too, considers fear to be the motivation behind people holding him 

responsible for influencing the minds of the young killers responsible for the 

Columbine tragedy. He points out the hypocrisy of not holding then-President Clinton 

responsible for being a dangerous influence on the young killers. Moore exercises his 

domination in the film text by making the connection that Clinton ordered a bombing 

mission on the very same day of the massacre at Columbine High School and thereby 

reinforces Manson’s argument.  

Moore comes to the aid of Manson, projected as the fall-guy by politicians, by 

exposing the hypocrisy of people for drawing unsubstantiated links between Manson’s 

music and the shooters. The clear message that Moore tries to relay to viewers, 

through Manson’s words, is that the President of the United States is a much more 

powerful figure than a musician and the President’s actions are a far greater influence 

on young minds than lyrics written by a shock-rocker. This is an attempt by Moore to 

communicate the futility of making scapegoats of people like Manson without any 

direct evidence of the musician’s influence on the shooters at Columbine High School.    

In an added effort to convey meaning through the film text, Moore asks 

Manson if he had anything to say to the kids at Columbine or people in that 

community. Manson responds, “I wouldn’t say a single word to them.  I’d listen to 

what they have to say.  And that’s what no one did.” Manson’s words speak of a 

predicament that bedevils a lot of societies around the world and can probably be 

encapsulated in the phrase “communication gap.” In other words, through Manson’s 
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words, Moore attempts to communicate that if the adolescent killers Eric Harris and 

Dylan Klebold had real access to mechanisms that could have helped them 

communicate their resentment and frustration and seek humane remedies for the same, 

Columbine would not have happened. That is the message linking 

marginalization/neglect of young troubled minds and gun-violence that Moore 

attempts to communicate to viewers in this sequence; the dimensions of structuration 

at work in this sequence illustrate how the filmmaker interacted with the documentary 

structure to engage in this endeavor of meaning-creation about gun-violence in 

America.    

Answer to Research Question 2  

 Reflexivity in political documentaries enables the filmmaker/agent to inform 

the viewers about the character and rationale of the documentary venture. Reflexivity 

can be gauged by the filmmaker’s characteristic interaction with the documentary 

structure as exemplified through the use of the voiceover and other 

reflexive/transparent production practices. The active use of a highly opinionated first-

person voiceover and Moore’s constant physical presence in the film frame throughout 

the narrative shows the manipulation of the documentary structure made transparent 

through reflexive production practices that the filmmaker resorted to resulting in 

transformation of the structure. The following scenes in Bowling for Columbine show 

how reflexivity demonstrated in the documentarian’s agency (capability to transform) 

helped further a transformation in the documentary structure.   
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“Chapter” 2: North Country Bank 

Moore’s constant presence in the frame throughout the film confirms 

reflexivity as a prominent tool in his arsenal. In this chapter, Moore’s overt reflexivity 

demonstrates his power to transform the documentary structure.  The filmmaker 

wearing his trademark baseball hat arrives at the North Country Bank and Trust in 

Michigan to open an account in order to get a free gun. Moore, the “character”, tells a 

female bank employee, “I want the account where I can get the free gun.” This 

strategy is a typical Moore tactic, to bring the documentarian into the narrative as a 

legitimate “performer” as a way of engaging viewers and drawing them into the 

narrative. It is a way of Moore establishing his credentials as a credible storyteller 

experiencing circumstances first-hand to make a point towards constructing an 

argument through the film text.  

 Moore’s reflexivity is a demonstration of his agency, granted by the 

documentary structure that facilitates transformation of the structure as well. Through 

the documentary text he actively participates in the unfolding of the narrative to 

convince viewers about his authenticity as a storyteller/narrator. Moore provides the 

background story of his visit to the bank. Over the close-up of a newspaper 

advertisement, Moore explains in the voice-over how he came to know about the free 

gun: “I’d spotted an ad in the local Michigan paper that said if you open an account at 

North Country Bank…the bank would give you a gun.” Moore informs viewers of the 

motivation behind his foray; the intentionality is made apparent and included in the 

final narrative. Viewers come to know how the chain of events was triggered, another 

reflexive strategy to purposefully expose what happened behind the scenes. Another 
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female employee, while explaining to Moore the procedure of opening an account, 

tells him: “We have a vault in which, at all times, we keep at least 500 firearms.” 

Moore attempts to convey to viewers the incongruity of the situation: a bank doubling 

as a licensed fire arms dealer. More importantly, the attempt at meaning-creation 

involves depicting a scenario of readily available firearms, portray how anyone could 

walk into a bank, open an account and walk out with a free firearm.  

Moore’s deliberate orchestration of events at the bank for inclusion in Bowling 

for Columbine has the potential to increase the authentic value of the constructed 

narrative. His act exemplifies how agency (power as transformative capacity) is 

granted to the documentarian through his overtly reflexive tactics that highlights his 

unique interaction with the documentary structure. Moore is a “character” in the film, 

yet he is also the agent that is making a claim/argument about easy availability of 

firearms in the United States relying on the documentary structure and interacting with 

it. This strategy is employed by Moore in an effort to communicate meaning 

(signification) and shows how reflexivity demonstrated in the documentarian’s agency 

can enable transformation of the documentary structure. The following analysis 

further exemplifies this process of transformation as Moore manipulates the 

documentary structure using reflexivity as a tool.  

“Chapter” 6: James Nichols 

In this chapter, Moore interacts on camera with James Nichols, brother of 

Terry Nichols, the co-conspirator along with Timothy McVeigh of the Oklahoma City 

bombings. During the course of their interaction, Nichols shows Moore a loaded .44 

Magnum in his bedroom. At the beginning of the chapter, we see an exterior mid-shot 
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of Moore talking to a middle-aged farmer (Nichols) about food and natural/organic 

farming. Moore’s voiceover informs: “James graduated from high school the same 

year I did in the district next to mine.” Once again, Moore uses the same self-reflexive 

tactic of generating familiarity, howsoever tenuous (an attempt to establish his 

credentials as a trustworthy storyteller who we should believe); Moore’s reflexivity 

demonstrating the documentarian’s agency is exemplified in this filmmaking practice 

of connecting and placing himself close to the lives of characters we see on screen.  

Moore and Nichols are both from Michigan and graduated the same year from high 

school, but the connection is very slim and almost seems thrust upon the viewer. 

Moore hanging out with the brother of one of the conspirators of the Oklahoma City 

bombing on a farm out in Michigan is an attempt by the filmmaker to assert his own 

personal proximity to one of the worst incidents of domestic terrorism in the United 

States; the message to viewers is that by virtue of this “proximity,” he can legitimately 

explore the issue as an “insider.” 

In a sit-down conversation (a standard device/structural feature in documentary 

filmmaking) between Moore and James Nichols at the latter’s home (kitchen, interior), 

Moore uses the documentarian’s power (capacity to transform the structure) to reveal 

to viewers a deep-seated animosity that Nichols harbors against state authority. Moore, 

through this conversation, attempts to communicate that it is no surprise that Nichols, 

who was arrested by the federal authorities for conspiring in the Oklahoma City 

bombing but was released for lack of evidence, showed Moore a loaded gun under his 

pillow and pointed the gun to his own forehead. Nichols, as presented by Moore in 

Bowling for Columbine, comes across as an aggrieved man with overtly libertarian 
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sentiments and a deep sense of distrust, someone who bristles against oppressive 

government authority over personal lives of average Americans:   

Nichols: If the people find out how they’ve been ripped off and enslaved in 

this country by the government…by the powers to be…they will revolt with 

anger…with merciless anger. There will be blood running in the streets. When 

a government turns tyrannical, it is your duty to overthrow it.  

Moore’s contention, through the text of this political documentary, is that gun 

violence can also be linked to long-held resentments of average Americans who feel 

they have been shortchanged by their government and given the short end of the stick 

repeatedly. It also is a scene where one gets a glimpse of the sharp divide between so-

called liberal elites (ironically Moore being one of them) and the White working-class 

America, a divide that is supposedly increasing by the day in a time of great economic 

inequality. In this chapter, Moore’s reflexivity, making an overt attempt to find 

commonality with Nichol’s life by virtue of a tenuous connection (“graduated from 

high school the same year I did in the district next to mine”), is a demonstration of his 

agency that transforms the documentary structure. This transformation is a 

consequence of Moore’s unique interaction with the structure. By proclaiming 

proximity to one of the “characters,” the director reveals not just his access to Nichols, 

but uses that access to communicate meaning about a section of the American 

population on the fringes of mainstream society, outside the glare of mainstream 

media, who have the capability to resort to extreme violence for what they perceive to 

be as injustice perpetrated on them.  
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“Chapter” 19: Fear of Black Men  

In this chapter, Moore uses reflexivity to position himself as a white filmmaker 

in order to comment on the fear that white Americans have for black Americans. 

Using archival footage from the Willie Horton advertisement run by the Bush-Quayle 

campaign in 1988, Moore’s ironic first-person voiceover echoes that feeling: “You 

know, the thing I love about this country of mine is that whether you’re a psychotic 

killer or running for President of the United States, the one thing you can always count 

on is White America’s fear of the Black man.” After all this while into the 

documentary, with his constant first-person voiceover and presence in the frame, we 

know clearly that Moore is a white male. Moore confirms himself as an American 

documentarian casting a light on yet another controversial issue in his country. Using 

reflexivity to position himself as a member of White America, Moore further expounds 

the notion of fear of the “other.” 

With the above statement, Moore attempts to be the self-appointed 

representative of the White population in America and passes a sweeping comment 

about attitudes of the White population towards Black men. This position, as 

demonstrated in his reflexivity, might be perceived as Moore trying to relieve himself 

of a long-held sense of guilt over portrayals of Black men in mass media as the 

‘other’, as someone to be feared and kept a distance from.  The agency granted by the 

documentary structure enables him to highlight a rather uncomfortable reality of 

mainstream American media. He substantiates his argument with images from popular 

culture in film and television that are rife with Black stereotypes. Moore’s overt 

reflexivity, exemplified in the words, “the thing I love about this country of mine,” 
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enables him to confront an uncomfortable truth in the social landscape of America, his 

homeland, and talk about it openly through the documentary text.  

“Chapter” 29: Returning the Merchandise  

Moore’s reflexive stance, as a tool to orchestrate events for the narrative, is on 

display in this chapter. What is to be noted is Moore’s ability to perform the dual roles 

of filmmaker and “character” simultaneously; it is precisely this strategy of reflexivity 

that transforms the documentary structure. He feeds the storyline of the narrative while 

actively constructing it at the same time; that dynamic reflects Moore’s agency 

promoting transformation in the documentary structure.  The filmmaker’s voiceover 

introduces Richard Castaldo and Mark Taylor, both students of Columbine High 

School and victims of the Columbine massacre. Mark and Richard (the latter 

paralyzed for life and in a wheelchair) both have 9 mm bullets embedded in their 

bodies. Over shots of Mark and Richard showing Moore the bullet marks/scars on 

their bodies, Moore’s voiceover also informs viewers about his orchestration of 

events:  

Mark and Richard were disabled and suffering from the 17-cent K-Mart bullets 

still embedded in their bodies…I asked the boys if they’d like to go back to K-

Mart to return the merchandise.   

It is critical to note that Moore, the documentarian, asked the boys/victims to be part 

of the events that followed, which were orchestrated by Moore for the camera for 

eventual inclusion in the final narrative. Moore’s reflexivity, as seen in this sequence, 

is a demonstration of his agency (his power to orchestrate events for the narrative); 

Moore, using reflexivity as an instrument, manipulates and transforms the 
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documentary structure. As Moore, along with the boys, approaches the reception at the 

K-Mart Headquarters in Troy, Michigan, a man in formal attire tells them to switch off 

the camera. Moore tells him: “We are here to see Mr. Conaway.” Moore is once again 

told to switch off the camera and he tells the cameraperson: “Turn it off.” We hear the 

sound of the camera being turned off and the screen turns to black. Moore asking his 

camera-person to comply and viewers hearing the sound of the camera being switched 

off and the screen suddenly turning blank/black is an overt example of reflexivity in 

the film text that can be conceived as a deliberate strategy to increase authenticity; the 

audience is made aware of what actually happened as the filmmaking came to a halt. 

Moore’s decision to keep this sequence is a further demonstration of his reflexive 

agenda; he informs viewers that the crew was obstructed during the process of filming. 

The implication of this sequence is significant; Moore’s reflexive stance is an effort to 

come across as a documentary filmmaker with an avowed social agenda in mind who 

is confronting those responsible for making cheap bullets readily available to the 

young killers responsible for the massacre at Columbine High School.  

Moore’s active participation in this venture of “returning the merchandise” is 

an illustration of agency facilitated by reflexivity. The narrative gains authority by 

virtue of the documentarian’s reflexive stance revealing not just his teaming-up with 

Columbine survivors to stop the sale of 9 mm bullets by K-Mart, but also by 

informing viewers how the events transpired over two days. Moore introduces the 

boys to the director of media relations for K-Mart: “They’re students from Columbine 

high school…There were shot at Columbine in the massacre with bullets from K-

Mart.”  This meeting between two victims of the Columbine tragedy and a 
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representative of the vendor of the bullets still embedded in their bodies was facilitated 

by Moore the filmmaker taking full advantage of the power of the camera and the 

medium of film (domination on display). Moore relies on reflexivity as demonstrated 

in his agency (power) to orchestrate events at the K-Mart. He brings live “evidence” 

with him in the form of the victims as he comes to the headquarters of K-Mart. One 

might perceive that the agent is “staging” this sequence to help create “action” for his 

narrative advocating gun-control but it is a demonstration of his agency nonetheless.  

Moore’s reflexivity as the agent/filmmaker is demonstrated in his agency 

because he triggered the unfolding series of events and engaged in a direct on-camera 

confrontation with a K-Mart official as a “character” in the film text. To construct his 

argument of eliminating sale of 9 mm bullets at super-markets, he puts on display two 

victims of the Columbine tragedy and participates in events orchestrated by him for 

the camera to directly make use of that footage to bolster his overall position of 

increased gun-control espoused in the documentary. Moore, in this chapter, employs 

reflexivity and harnesses agency to manipulate the standard norms associated with the 

documentary structure. The results of his aggressive reflexivity are shown in the 

following chapter and used as found material for the final narrative.  

“Chapter” 30: K-Mart 

In this chapter, Moore’s reflexivity makes available “scenes” from a political 

documentary in-the-making as it is available in the finished film. It is important to 

note that the film was in the process of production and the events at K-Mart were 

orchestrated so that they would add value to the final narrative. Over shots of Moore, 

Mark and a couple of K-Mart employees helping them empty shelves, Moore’s voice-
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over informs us: “Mark pretty much cleaned them out of their ammunition…and the 

next day, we decided to go back to K-Mart headquarters with all the bullets. This time 

we brought the press.”  Viewers see shots of TV news crews, photographers and 

journalists following Moore and the boys outside K-Mart headquarters as well as 

archival TV news footage from a local TV station reporting about the episode: 

“Students who survived the Columbine massacre are in town. They’re very angry with 

K-Mart.”  Moore demonstrates reflexivity, first by informing viewers that he 

organized media coverage of the confrontation at the K-Mart headquarters and then by 

including footage of that coverage in his final narrative. In apparently a conspicuous 

triumph for Moore and the boys that unfolds on screen, we see a K-Mart official 

announcing in front of television crews, including Moore’s film crew, that they will no 

longer sell 9 mm bullets in their stores. As reporters huddle around a lady, she makes a 

statement that “K-Mart is phasing out the sale of handgun ammunition.”  The message 

that Moore attempts to convey is that Moore, the filmmaker doubling as Moore, the 

“character,” in his own documentary under production, and two victims of Columbine 

succeed in changing the business policy of K-Mart. In a reflexive tradition, parts of 

this sequence in the film text had TV footage of news crews filming Moore and the 

boys that was aired that day on the local television evening news. The director’s 

reflexivity, as demonstrated in his agency, is established as the director used this 

footage (“found material”) of other crews filming Moore and the boys at K-Mart in the 

final cut of Bowling for Columbine.  These reflexive practices, in which Moore 

informs viewers in the film text how he “created” this “found material” by 

orchestrating a chain of events at K-Mart headquarters, transform the documentary 
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structure. By taking the liberty (freedom to act) that the documentary structure enables 

to create “found material” to be used in the final narrative, Moore’s actions can also be 

perceived as contributing to the creation of the “anti-structure.” Moore threatens the 

established documentary conventions of using “found material;” he personally 

instigates “action” to be filmed and included in the final cut of Bowling for 

Columbine.  

Moore’s first-person voiceover and on-screen actions in this chapter epitomize 

reflexivity in American political documentaries wherein a filmmaker directly 

participates in the events that are filmed for the narrative and instigates outcomes that 

become part of the constructed narrative. Moore’s actions also demonstrate the 

documentarian’s agenda in an overt way and his attempt to initiate direct action along 

with the characters in the documentary. Moore is a character who is facilitating 

events to unfold for Moore, the agent and political documentarian who attempts to 

send a strong message in support of gun-control through the medium of documentary 

film. Moore’s above-mentioned ways to communicate meaning through the film text 

exemplifies how the process of meaning-creation and transformation of the structure 

unfolds through the filmmaker’s distinguishing interaction with the documentary 

structure.  

“Chapter” 31: Charlton Heston  

In this chapter, Moore, in a demonstration of the strategy of reflexivity, uses his 

public identity of a filmmaker to gain access to another celebrity, actor Charlton 

Heston. Moore, of all the documentarians being discussed in this dissertation, is 

closest to being a celebrity in America and he uses this status to gain access to Heston. 
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The chapter opens with a standard documentary trope, the shaky hand-held zoom-in 

shot from inside a vehicle; we see Moore walking towards the entrance of the estate of 

actor and gun-enthusiast Heston in Beverly Hills, Los Angeles.  Outside the locked 

iron gates, we see him press a button on a device and then hear the sound of a phone 

ringing several times. Heston picks up the phone.   

Moore: This is Michael Moore… 

Heston: Yes 

Moore: uh the filmmaker?   

Heston: Yes, of course. 

Moore: I was wondering if maybe I could talk to you…we’re making a 

documentary about…the whole gun issue, and I’m a member of the NRA. I 

thought maybe we could talk a little bit about… 

Viewers get a glimpse of Moore’s tactics of gaining confidence of a 

prospective interviewee and Moore keeps this sequence in the final narrative to inform 

viewers about how he gained access to Heston. Heston’s answer “Yes, of course” 

confirms Moore’s public identity as a well-known filmmaker. We are being 

deliberately shown how Moore communicates with his prospective “characters” using 

that identity and also by informing prospective interviewees about the larger purpose 

of the documentary project undertaken by him. Although he does state upfront the 

goal of his documentary project, he also plays the NRA card knowing well that Heston 

is a gun-enthusiast and lifelong supporter of the NRA. During the course of the 

interview, Moore wonders why Heston has guns in the house although he has never 

been assaulted and asks Heston why he doesn’t have his guns unloaded. Heston 
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responds, “Because the Second Amendment gives me the right to have it loaded.” 

Although Moore’s question might sound simplistic and innocuous, the answer it 

generates from Heston goes deep into the heart of the libertarian philosophy of Heston 

and his ilk in the NRA. The above sequence is a reflection of Moore’s calculated 

interviewing tactics; he gained initial access and goodwill by showing his NRA card, 

yet another reflexive strategy, and then gradually brought up the subject that he wants 

the interviewee to offer opinions on. Moore obtains crucial information from Heston’s 

answer as he attempts to communicate meaning using the film text. The answer 

supports his hypothesis about equating gun-control with a violation of the Second 

Amendment and an infringement on one’s personal liberty as an American.  

Another overt instance of reflexivity is illustrated in the text when their 

conversation moves to another topic, the tragic school shooting in Moore’s hometown 

of Flint, Michigan where a six-year old White girl was killed by a six-year old Black 

boy at an elementary school. Moore’s attempt to be the spokesperson of the proverbial 

common man or underdog is part of his reflexive strategy in this sequence. Moore 

pointedly asks Heston if it was insensitive on his part to make a visit to an NRA rally 

in Flint soon after the shooting. Moore asks Heston if he would like to apologize to the 

people in Flint for visiting and attending the rally at such a time. As Moore leaves 

Heston’s estate, he shows Heston a photograph of six-year-old Kayla. In yet another 

moment of aggressive ambush-style filmmaking, Moore harangues Heston to express 

regret for his presence in Flint, Moore’s hometown, soon after the death of little 

Kayla. Moore deliberately makes his on-camera encounter with Heston personal. 

Moore asking Heston to apologize for coming to his hometown to attend an NRA rally 
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soon after little Kayla’s death in a school shooting is another instance of reflexivity 

demonstrated in the documentarian’s agency. Moore, by bringing in a tragedy from his 

hometown into the narrative (Moore uses the words “my hometown” in the 

voiceover), projects the impression that since the tragedy happened in his hometown, 

he is affected (yet another reflexive stance) and thus can legitimately discuss the 

school shooting and also ask Heston to apologize. Moore attempts to communicate to 

viewers that he was offended by Heston’s presence at an NRA rally in his hometown 

and his reflexive stance of seeking an apology on-camera from Heston is a moment of 

agency in Bowling for Columbine that while being made possible by the structure also 

transforms the very same documentary structure.  

Discussion 

The above analysis illustrated how a documentarian’s attempt to communicate 

meaning through a documentary project can be illustrated through the dimensions of 

structuration, the duality of structure and agency that while promoting transformation 

in the structure allows the structure to flourish over time and gain ground by virtue of 

the agent’s freedom to act. In Bowling for Columbine, Moore exercises immense 

reflexivity by virtue of this freedom to act and contributes to meaning-creation in the 

film text. For example, in a sequence in the documentary, we see Moore attempting to 

talk to Dick Clark, owner of Dick Clark’s All American Grill, in California. Moore 

introduces himself and says: “I am making a documentary on guns, school shootings 

and all that.” Moore clearly states his agenda upfront as he pursues Clark and attempts 

to confront him about the mother of a six-year old boy who worked at an All American 

Grill near Flint, Michigan and was away at work that morning when the boy took a 
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gun to school and killed a six-year old girl. Although it is apparent that Moore is 

trying to establish a fairly tenuous link between Clark and the death of the little girl, 

his reflexive stance in informing Clark about his documentary project upfront and 

keeping that sequence in the final narrative heightens his credibility as the 

documentarian. This reflexive position, an illustration of Moore’s freedom to act, is an 

attempt to inform viewers that he made no efforts to hide the real purpose of his 

project as he sought out people to interview.  

The filmmaker’s freedom to act, however, has to be exercised with appropriate 

caution to maintain integrity and “authenticity” in the film text. Although opinionated 

discourse is fair game in political documentaries, the filmmaker might fall prey to 

perceived notions of manipulative filmmaking, forcing the construction of an 

argument through the selective use of sound and picture that might not be considered 

fair game. The Charton Heston interview sequence in Bowling for Columbine is a case 

in point and has the potential to reflect tactics used in documentary filmmaking that 

might not be perceived as entirely above-board. Such tools and in-the-face filmmaking 

strategies that have gained ground in recent years have the potential to suffer from the 

hazard of being perceived as “inauthentic.” While such devices are almost 

indispensable in an investigative documentary, they can come across as particularly 

suspect in a project like Bowling for Columbine in which a thesis is being propounded 

by Moore, based on his limited interaction with a few “characters” and his heavy 

reliance on the documentary structure to legitimately construct a coherent argument.    

Such tactics in his repertoire make Bowling for Columbine and Moore 

susceptible to needless attacks, vulnerable to ascription of ulterior motives and risks 
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pushing both the narrator and the narrative alike into inauthentic waters. Moore’s 

attempt, through the documentary text, to portray Heston as a White gun-loving racist 

is at odds with the reality that Heston was one of the first actors in Hollywood to 

facilitate opening of doors for Black actors and had also marched with Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr. during the height of the Civil Rights movement in America. He was a 

political activist who fought against racism and traveled to Oklahoma City to picket 

segregated restaurants. He was part of the 1963 civil rights march on Washington, 

along with Sidney Poitier, Marlon Brando and Harry Belafonte. In other words, 

Moore’s narrow portrayal of Heston, a former president of the NRA from 1998-2003, 

as merely a gun-enthusiast and NRA advocate fighting gun-control, has the potential 

to belie documentary filmmaking’s foundational tenet of adherence to “facts.” 

Moore’s interviewing tactics and selective disclosure of information in the film text 

might have done disservice to the documentary structure with his sweeping one-sided 

portrayal of the actor. Heston also came across as a physically frail person in his 

eighties being harassed by Moore the documentarian. By attempting to equate 

Heston’s enthusiasm for guns to being a right-wing racist, Moore might come across 

as a filmmaker taking liberties with the truth, one of the foundational tenets of the 

documentary structure. The freedom to act made available by the structure allowed 

Moore to construct the one-sided portrayal of Heston; however, Moore’s blatant act of 

domination weakened the structure and made the documentary medium vulnerable to a 

perception of reduced “credibility.”  

Nonetheless, Moore attempts to craft a legitimate discourse on guns and 

violence in America by following the conventions of the documentary structure 
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(legitimation), by relying on the power of the medium of film and on his own power to 

make creative/production choices as the filmmaker (domination). As signification was 

attempted, the structure’s continuity and transformation both became hallmarks of this 

political documentary. Through the production of Bowling for Columbine, Moore 

attempts to communicate the message that guns and fear go hand-in-hand and towards 

the end of this political documentary, he presents a rather compelling piece of 

“evidence” to bolster this claim. In this sequence highlighting reflexivity, Moore 

presumably is at a gun show talking to a man wearing a baseball hat with ‘Fuck 

Everybody’ written on it. Moore asks him whether he has an impression of a certain 

person in mind that might break into his house and harm him and his family: “In your 

mind, you imagine somebody who might break into your house…to harm you or your 

family…What does that person look like?” The man replies: “You, her (pointing at 

somebody off-screen), the camera guy, anybody.” The person then looks into the 

camera and says: “There could be a gun in the camera.” The documentary structure 

allows Moore, the agent/filmmaker, to make this attempt at signification 

(communication of “paranoia”) through the dimensions of legitimation (norms) and 

domination (power). While continuing to work within the confines of the structure, 

Moore’s own unique interaction with the structure is at the heart of this transformative 

process. Although constrained by the structure, he manipulated the structure to make a 

strong political statement about gun-violence in America. This sharply contrasts with 

the focus of the next chapter Jesus Camp, a political documentary on another 

contentious issue in America, and a documentary in which the filmmakers do not 

make any use of a key structural feature of the documentary, the voiceover.  
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CHAPTER 5 

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF JESUS CAMP  

As with the previous analysis, the textual analysis of Jesus Camp will begin 

with a synopsis of this political documentary outlining the major themes expounded in 

the film text. A brief description of the director’s commentary available on the DVD 

will provide an opportunity to understand the director’s motivations for adopting a 

particular route towards meaning-creation in the film text.  Additionally, a list of the 

principal “characters” and their “credentials” will be provided to gauge the 

“credibility” of their opinions as the directors employ their “voices” to create an 

argument from a particular point of view. Thereafter, the research questions will be 

answered through an analysis of select “scenes” that demonstrate the process of 

meaning-creation in the film text as embodied through the different dimensions of 

structuration. The “discussion” section at the end of this chapter will recapitulate the 

“findings.”   

Synopsis of Jesus Camp 

Jesus Camp (87 mins. 2006), the second of the three documentary film texts 

chosen for textual analysis, is directed by two women filmmakers, Heidi Ewing and 

Rachel Grady.  The website of Magnolia Pictures, the distributor of Jesus Camp, 

describes the film as a documentary that “follows Levi, Rachael, and Tory to Pastor 

Becky Fischer’s ‘Kids on Fire’ summer camp in Devil’s Lake, North Dakota, where 

kids as young as 6 years old are taught to become dedicated Christian soldiers in 

‘God’s army.’” The website claims that “the film is a first-ever look into an intense 

training ground that recruits born-again Christian children to become an active part of 
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America’s political future” (www.magpictures.com, 2011). This political documentary 

revolves around a “charismatic” Pentecostal Christian weeklong summer camp in 

2005 run by Reverend Becky Fischer and her associates. The camp was held in 

Devil’s Lake, North Dakota, where children gathered to pray and be trained to be part 

of the “army of God.” Charismatic Christians, like the Pentecostals that figure 

prominently in this documentary, believe in miracles, prophecy, speaking in tongues, 

healing, revival and such “spiritual gifts” as outlined in Corinthians 12-14 of the Bible. 

The film amply depicts the innovative techniques that Fischer employs during 

preaching to impress upon a group of young evangelicals (in her words, “this is a sight 

and sound generation”) as they prepare themselves for spiritual and political “warfare” 

to “take back America for Christ.” The film’s basic premise and what it attempts to 

depict is written on the DVD back cover: “A growing number of Evangelical 

Christians believe there is a revival underway in America that requires Christian youth 

to assume leadership roles in advocating the causes of their religious movement.”  At 

Bible camps and youth congregations, Fischer leads these evangelical children by 

praying in tongues and creates an emotionally charged atmosphere where these 

children wail and cry out to God to intervene and bring an end to abortion in America.  

“Scenes” in Jesus Camp 

In addition to a “scene” in the end credits, there are 20 segments/sequences in 

the movie, called “scenes” in the DVD menu with titles such as “Kickin’ it for Christ,” 

“Another Point of View,” “Breaking Cups,” and “Dead Churches.” Select 

segments/sequences from select “scenes” and two deleted “scenes” available as part of 

the bonus features on the DVD will be analyzed to answer the research questions. To 

http://www.magpictures.com/
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maintain consistency with the earlier analysis, these “scenes” in the documentary text 

will be referred to as “chapters.” 

Director’s Commentary in Jesus Camp 

In the director’s commentary, the filmmakers inform viewers that it took them 

one year to complete the project from start to finish. The commentary, by both the 

directors taking turns, also reveals that the filmmakers, on their arrival in Kansas City 

for filming, could feel the enthusiasm of the people over the nomination of Samuel 

Alito to the United States Supreme Court. The viewer gets an insight into several 

aspects of the production process and the choices made by the filmmakers during the 

course of making the documentary, particularly what was included in the final cut and 

why.  

Principal “Characters” in Jesus Camp 

The principal “characters” are Mike Papantonio, attorney and radio talk-show 

host for Air America Radio’s talk-show Ring of Fire; Becky Fischer, chief pastor of 

The Fire Center, a Pentecostal children’s ministry in Bismarck, North Dakota, and 

three children; Levi and Rachael both from St. Robert, Missouri, and Tory from Lee’s 

Summit, a suburb of Kansas City, Missouri. Becky Fischer comes across as tech-

savvy and also particularly image-conscious as a children’s pastor; the filmmakers 

show her meticulously preparing power-point presentations and dyeing her hair before 

a “performance” at the summer camp. In particular, the child “characters” in this 

documentary lend great agency to the filmmakers; the children come across as real, 

sincere, and honest about what they believe. The documentary tradition thrives on 

credible and authentic characters that do not come across as fake or as individuals 
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playing to the camera. It is apparent in their interactions with the filmmakers that Levi, 

Tory, and Rachael are Christians steadfast in their beliefs.  

The camp at Devil’s Lake, North Dakota, is the centerpiece of Jesus Camp and 

the evidence provided in the documentary on the workings of Evangelical Christianity 

is rather obvious, particularly as it relates to Reverend Fischer and her beliefs that she 

displays. In this political documentary, the controversial issue of abortion is depicted 

through a glimpse into the world of Evangelical Christianity, an unscripted world of 

real events and real people that the filmmakers use to weave a coherent documentary 

narrative surrounding the camp, the organizers, and the participants. Ewing and Grady 

provide a window into the beliefs of Pentecostals, particularly into the fervor of 

children who speak in tongues and are schooled in religious warfare through prayers. 

The voices and opinions of devout evangelical children and of Reverend Fischer who 

trains them come across as legitimate found material that the filmmakers used to 

produce a documentary text and attempt signification (communication of meaning) on 

the controversial issue of abortion.  

By a deliberate juxtaposition of sounds and moving images, including footage 

from the children’s prayer meetings and the different events at “Jesus Camp” in North 

Dakota led by Fischer, the filmmakers participated in a discourse on the divisive issue 

of abortion in America. The “radio,” as a legitimate source of information obtained 

through mass media, is one of the principal cinematic devices in Jesus Camp and lends 

authenticity and authority to the narrative primarily because viewers recognize the 

sound coming from a radio talk show; the sounds/voices associated with live radio is a 

powerful device that the filmmakers used to great effect. Extended footage in Jesus 
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Camp of Fischer viewing proceedings of children’s prayer meetings, with her being 

one of the key players, accentuates the aspect of performance in Jesus Camp,  another 

powerful cinematic and reflexive device employed by the filmmakers. Fischer comes 

across as someone very aware of filmmaking devices and the images that movie-

making can bring into the public sphere; this impression of Fischer is generated in the 

film text by the filmmakers’ reflexivity.  

Through the documentary text, the filmmakers engage in a public conversation 

on an emotive and political issue in the public sphere. The filmmakers’ reflexivity, as 

demonstrated in their agency (power to transform), made possible the unique use of 

rules and resources in their attempt to communicate meaning; signification was 

attempted without the use of the standard tool of the documentary structure, the first-

person or third-person voiceover/narration that typically guides a viewer from start to 

finish. The agency afforded to filmmakers Heidi Ewing and Rachel Grady by the 

documentary structure throughout Jesus Camp also demonstrates the nature of their 

unique interaction with the structure. For instance, in terms of aesthetics and 

production choices, the use of several shots filmed from inside moving vehicles lends 

a fluid feel to the documentary, a feel of the narrative moving forward to a logical end. 

In terms of “characters,” the filmmakers connected with little Evangelical girls and 

boys commonly known as born-again Christians, engaged in conversations with them 

to extract their inner-most thoughts, and then put the footage together in their attempt 

to create a credible narrative. This is the raw realistic portrayal of things that the 

documentary structure affords and can be made available through the film text by a 

deliberate combination of sounds and moving pictures. Through their unique 
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interaction with the documentary structure, the directors attempt to portray the deep 

rupture in the religious and social landscape of America by positioning two opposing 

world-views side by side. 

Answer to Research Question 1  

The following analysis of select scenes from Jesus Camp exemplifies how the 

dimensions of structuration (legitimation and domination leading to signification) 

illustrate the process by which filmmakers Ewing and Grady interacted with the 

documentary structure to communicate meaning. The analysis demonstrates the 

process of meaning-creation in the film text and how it comes to life as illustrated 

through the different dimensions of structuration at work.  

“Chapter” 1: Opening 

This chapter highlights how voices on the “radio” aired at different points of 

time were deliberately put together by the filmmakers in an attempt to communicate 

meaning. As the film opens, several shots from inside a moving vehicle show viewers 

a commercial section of a suburb of America with the standard Burger King, Wendy’s, 

and tattoo parlor signs. The filmmakers, in an act of domination, also show a GOD 

BLESS USA sign with the American flag fluttering in the foreground, an attempt at 

meaning-creation to establish the religiosity of the area and connect it to patriotism 

and political ideals exemplified by the American flag. Over these visuals, the first 

voices one hears are on the radio, a string of different voices, including then-President 

George W. Bush’s easily identifiable voice in American public sphere, put together. A 

male voice establishes that the filmmakers are in the vicinity of Kansas City: “What 

you want, when you want it….When you want it… KMBZ on demand…from the 
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voice of Kansas City News Radio.” Thereafter, a female radio announcer’s voice 

informs us:   

Sandra Day O’Connor, the first woman ever to serve on the High Court has 

turned in her letter of resignation bringing her career on the High Court to an 

end. Let’s go to the White House.   

The next voice is that of then-President George W. Bush:  

Good morning. I have directed my staff to compile information and 

recommend for my review potential nominees who will faithfully interpret the 

Constitution and laws of our country. 

Bush’s voice is immediately followed by a string of unidentifiable voices from 

elders in the evangelical community exhorting believers with the use of phrases like 

“this historic moment,” “future generations depend on us,” “reclaim America for 

Christ,” “culture war,” and “God’s perfect will.” The filmmakers employ these 

different “voices” to communicate the evangelical community’s enthusiasm and their 

perception of the imminent nomination of a pro-life justice by then-President Bush as 

a turning point in their “war” against abortion in America. Bush’s voice grants agency 

to this sequence, a legitimate voice in the public sphere used by the filmmakers in an 

attempt to convey meaning about the close connection between religion and politics 

by relying on found material.  Their attempt, with this combination of multiple voices, 

is to draw the connection between the beliefs of Evangelical Christians and their 

enthusiasm at the prospective nomination by then-President Bush of a pro-life justice 

to the United States Supreme Court.   
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As the credits end, the viewers hear Mike Papantonio’s voice over shots of 

radio station paraphernalia. Speaking into the microphone inside the radio station 

WCPT, he fires the first salvo in the film as he engages in the following conversation 

with a listener from Hillside, Illinois: 

Mike: …Up in the pulpit this mean-spirited message, us against them…that’s 

what the religious right is doing in the United States now, it is dividing this 

country…I’ve been raised a Christian all my life…Jesus told us to be 

peacemakers…and right now everything they do…they say they do in name of 

God…that we need to go to war in name of God…they are being told George 

Bush of all people is a Holy man who has been anointed with the job of 

creating a Christian society.  

Listener: You and I know that’s false.  

Mike: There is this entanglement of politics with religion…what kind of lesson 

is that for our children? 

Through this exchange, documentarians Ewing and Grady craft a scenario of 

discord by combining different voices from the public sphere that were already 

available and not staged/produced for the film. It is apparent that Papantonio and the 

listeners, who tune in his show Ring of Fire, also follow Jesus Christ but do not share 

the views of Evangelical Christians. The positioning of Papantonio’s “voice of reason” 

next to the “voices of emotion” is an attempt by the filmmakers to present “evidence” 

of the presence of an alternative point of view not aligned with the evangelical view 

of, as Papantonio puts it, “creating a Christian society.” Without using a single 

interview sequence, they relied on found material (different radio voices) and set the 
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stage for the narrative to unfold.  In this sequence, they attempt to communicate 

meaning about a polarized Christian community split in the middle on ideological 

grounds and differing fundamental beliefs about Christianity that, in turn, governs 

their respective worldviews on the issue of abortion. The directors use the 

documentary structure as they try to communicate that there is a strong connection 

between the religious and the political spheres in America illustrated through the 

general political climate leading up to the appointment of a pro-life justice to the 

United States Supreme Court.  The filmmakers attempt to convey meaning about the 

larger religious backdrop against which the controversial issue of abortion in America 

is located. Papapantonio’s words, “what kind of lesson is that for our children,” 

assumes particular significance in light of the analysis of the following chapter which 

portrays the views of Levi, one of the principal “characters” in this documentary, and 

his family unwavering in their evangelical beliefs.  

“Chapter” 4: Levi 

The use of the “character” Levi is significant in this political documentary 

about evangelical Christianity and abortion in America. The name “Levi” is 

significant because it is a biblical name related to the Book of Leviticus, a book of the 

Christian Bible that can be traced back to the Levites, a Hebrew tribe that provided 

priests, known as Levitical priests, to perform religious duties and serve God. The 

name “Levi” evokes biblical meanings and traditions associated with priesthood and 

priestly rituals, a considerable attempt at meaning-creation by the filmmakers. 

Throughout Jesus Camp, the filmmakers use found material of children engaged in 

“performing” rituals of Evangelical Christianity to communicate meaning.  
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In this chapter, the filmmakers depict Levi’s Evangelical Christian family and 

attempt to communicate meaning about their beliefs through an exposition of their 

lives; where they live, what the children watch on television, and what are the sources 

of knowledge and information that shape the worldviews of Levi and his brother. The 

chapter opens with a wide exterior shot of a suburban residential area; the intertitle ‘St. 

Robert, Missouri’ superimposed on the shot informs us of the location. The soundtrack 

begins with a female voice “Time of Creation: Garden of Eden…Approximately 6,000 

years ago” and we then see those same words on a television screen. Twelve-year old 

Levi is at home with his brother beside him watching “Creation Adventure” on 

television; it is apparent that the program on television espouses Creationism.  

The choice of shots by the filmmakers is part of the interpretative scheme of 

the narrative; this scheme is the modality for signification as attempts are made in this 

film text to communicate meaning about evangelical conviction and lifestyle. The 

filmmakers show a “Home Sweet Classroom” sign prominently displayed on the wall 

in the living room of Levi’s home. Levi is homeschooled by his mother. As she 

teaches Levi, we see her reading from a book “Exploring Creation through Physical 

Science”, a shot deliberately kept in the narrative in an attempt to communicate that 

although Evangelicals believe in “Creationism” as a way of “knowing” the world, that 

belief is integrated in the study of physical science. Ironically, in the following 

conversation with her son, the mother makes an argument about “knowledge” and 

“rationality” by questioning the “reasoning” behind the exposition of global warming 

as an issue. Her rhetorical “strategy”, as it comes across in the film text, is to convince 

her son about the politics behind global warming and she uses a rational/scientific 
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argument to deliver that message. The filmmakers employ the following conversation 

in the film text to convey meaning about that “strategy.”  

Mother: One popular thing to do in American politics is to note that the 

summers in the United States over the past few years have been very warm. As 

a result, global warming must be real. What’s wrong with this reasoning?  

Levi: It’s only got up 0.6 degrees 

Mother: Yeah, it’s not really a big problem, is it? 

Levi: No, I don’t think that it’s going to hurt us. 

Mother: It’s a huge political issue, global warming… And that’s why it’s really 

important for you to understand it. 

The mother-son conversation then shifts to the evolution versus creationism 

debate and the filmmakers deliberately provide viewers an opportunity to know more 

about the beliefs of Evangelical Christian families in America. The filmmakers 

attempt to present an inside view of homeschooling as a learning environment as well 

as a legitimate portrait of a section of the American population with firmly-held views 

on Christianity and the notion of creationism. Levi’s mother’s arguments are 

embedded in her belief in the superiority of Creationism as a basis for “knowledge” 

about the world that she wants to impart to her children. In the above conversation, it 

is transparent that Levi’s mother dismisses global warming as a political ploy, and it 

appears she succeeds in convincing her son that global warming is not a serious 

concern.  In this sequence, the attempt at meaning-creation can be gauged by the 

filmmakers’ portrayal of Evangelical Christians as individuals with deep-rooted 
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religious beliefs that essentially dictate their views on things and matters including 

politics in America.  

The sequence below reaffirms how Levi’s family and their beliefs are 

governed by their adherence to the philosophical underpinnings of evangelical 

Christianity; another act of meaning-creation attempted by the documentarians 

through their unique interaction with the documentary structure. Levi’s mother teaches 

his brother; behind her we see a photograph of then-President George W. Bush, an 

example of the filmmakers’ domination or power in an attempt to draw a connection 

between politics and religion in America, the larger underlying thematic consideration 

of this political documentary.  

Mother: Did you get to the part where it says that science doesn’t prove 

anything? And it’s really interesting when you look at it that way… 

Levi’s brother: It is. 

Mother: It is. 

The mother’s position in the above sequence reflects the modern evangelical 

strategy of refusing to acknowledge facts/data unless it has the stamp of “God’s word” 

and rationalizing stubbornly-held positions through their religious beliefs grounded in 

Christian ethos. In an act of domination, the filmmakers end this section with Levi’s 

brother’s voice: “I think personally that Galileo made the right choice by giving up 

science for Christ.” Levi’s brother’s strong feelings of religious affiliation are evident 

and the filmmakers’ attempt to communicate meaning about home-schooled 

evangelical children is established. Thereafter, through intertitles we are informed: 

‘75% of the homeschooled kids in the United States are Evangelical Christians.’ The 
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message that the filmmakers attempt to communicate is that majority of homeschooled 

children in America hold views that are aligned with those of Levi and his brother. 

The filmmakers also provide a glimpse of Levi’s mother’s position; as a “teacher” she 

imparts “knowledge” to her two sons and the exposition of her beliefs is a critical act 

of meaning-creation attempted in Jesus Camp. Towards the end of the chapter, the 

filmmakers employ the words of Levi’s mother to depict the wide schism between 

believers and non-believers; she expresses her resentment before the filmmakers 

about, what she considers as, the erosion of the Christian faith in America:  

Our nation was founded on Judeo-Christian values…We know when things 

started changing…you know prayer got taken out of school and the school 

started falling apart…Wait a minute…where is my country?...Our firm belief is 

there are two kinds of people in the world…People who love Jesus and people 

who don’t.  

The above words from Levi’s mother reveal her deep allegiance to Jesus Christ 

and the Christian faith and she is worried about, what she perceives as, the attrition of 

Judeo-Christian beliefs across America. The filmmakers, in this segment, set the stage 

for the consequent dimension of signification by portraying Levi’s mother’s sense of 

loss, estrangement, disenchantment, and finally belligerence that drives her point of 

view or perception about losing her identity in her own country. She can be perceived 

as a spokesperson for Evangelical mothers across America. Her emotional outburst 

functions as the climax of this chapter as the documentarians, Ewing and Grady, 

attempt to draw the connection between homeschooling, beliefs surrounding 
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Evangelical Christianity, and the larger theme of abortion intertwined with 

conservative politics in America.  

Without making any overt political statements through a voiceover, the 

filmmakers reveal a scenario of division of America into two warring camps along 

religious and ideological lines that governs the pro-life/pro-choice debate. It is 

pertinent to note that, as reflected at points in the film text, the notion of “war” and 

“warfare” is part of the pro-life discourse and advocacy. The filmmakers’ choice of 

shots and use of found material and real characters work in tandem towards realizing 

the filmmakers’ attempt at communication of meaning (signification) on the issue of 

abortion. However, it must be noted that without a voiceover to guide the narrative or 

make claims/arguments, the filmmakers’ personal position on the controversial issue 

of abortion in America is not overtly revealed in the film text. As their position 

remains unclear, it can be argued that Papantonio’s “voice of reason” functions as the 

de-facto voiceover substituting for the filmmakers’ voices. The following chapter is an 

example of Ewing and Grady using Papantonio’s on-air “performance” as a competing 

piece of “evidence” to project an alternative point of view on global warming, an 

attempt by the filmmakers to communicate alternative meanings articulated by 

Christians who do not necessarily agree with the Evangelical point of view.  

“Chapter” 5: Ring of Fire 

In this chapter, filmmakers Ewing and Grady use Papantonio’s voice to portray 

the view on the other end of the spectrum, an example of their unique interaction with 

the documentary structure. Papantonio’s voice, because of its strategic position in the 

narrative next to an Evangelical Christian’s point of view, has the potential to be 
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conceived as the de-facto voiceover from the filmmakers themselves. The chapter 

begins with exterior shots of suburban Missouri, including a significant shot of three 

wooden crosses on the ground, followed by multiple shots of the radio station interior 

and recording/broadcasting equipment. We then see Mike Papantonio, host of the 

radio show Ring of Fire, offering the counter-narrative on global warming as he talks 

to a listener about Evangelical beliefs:  

Papantonio: Why are kids taught that global warming doesn’t exist?...Our 

president is still telling Americans that we should teach creationism in our 

schools …25% of the American population right now describe themselves as 

Evangelicals…that’s about 80 million people…They’re very tenacious and 

they elbow their way into positions of power in America…In the end it’s going 

to come like a thief in the night…there is this slow chipping away at the 

separation between Church and State. 

Papantonio’s words on live radio as found material function as evidence of the 

actual existence in public sphere of a vigorous counterpoint in this debate on global 

warming.  The attempt is to convey the message that not everyone within the Christian 

faith subscribes to the Evangelical point of view. Papantonio’s on-air tirade brings 

together several inter-connected religious and political themes that guide the 

overarching portrayal of Evangelical Christianity in Jesus Camp. His perspective and 

voice, a “minority” voice in the world of conservative radio talk-shows, is significant 

and the filmmakers’ attempt to communicate meaning through a contrarian voice can 

be better understood against that backdrop. It can also be argued that Papantonio’s 

voice has a third-person voiceover “effect” because, in the film text, he comes across 
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as a trained broadcaster, adept at his on-air “performance”, while his listeners as well 

as the other “characters” in the film are “real people.” 

Although their own position in the film text remains unclear throughout the 

narrative, the domination of the documentarians is apparent as they use a radio talk-

show host’s voice to inform viewers about a state of affairs that, according to 

Papantonio, might threaten the well-established American principle of separation of 

Church and the State as more evangelicals move to positions of authority. 

Papantonio’s use of “thief in the night,” a reference to Christ’s second coming, implies 

that Evangelicals are acting subtly and strategically to accomplish their ends. The 

projection of that view by virtue of the filmmakers’ unique interaction with the 

structure is an attempt at communication of meaning; signification is attempted by the 

legitimate use of an articulate voice of a radio talk-show host opposing the evangelical 

point of view. That point of view can be perceived as the “rational” voice, the “voice 

of reason” within the Christian faith opposing the “emotional” voice of Reverend 

Fischer and others in the evangelical Christian community. The following chapter 

highlights that evangelical point of view in a dramatic series of events at a children’s 

prayer meeting.  

“Chapter” 13: Welcome the President 

 In this chapter, the filmmakers attempted to recreate for viewers the highly 

charged atmosphere that day at the children’s prayer meeting at Christ Triumphant 

Church in Lee’s Summit, Missouri, just outside of Kansas City. An unidentified 

elderly woman, probably a functionary of the church, holds a life-size cardboard cut-

out of then-President George W. Bush before the assembled children and says: “OK, 
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we are going to welcome Mr. President now…Talk to him.” She asks the children to 

bless him; the children with their hands outstretched begin to pray and bless him as 

she continues: “Do some warfare over him.” As she starts speaking in tongues, the 

filmmakers cut to little children laying their hands on the cut-out of Bush, a practice 

prevalent amongst charismatic Christians. The children continue to repeat after her: 

“Mr. President…one nation under God.” The filmmakers attempt signification by 

showing actual footage from a gathering depicting religious practices/rituals of 

evangelical Christianity that are linked to political ideals. Different shots show little 

children indoctrinated to pray for a political leadership that evangelical Christians 

believe will end the legality of abortion in America. The filmmakers’ domination is 

reflected in the use of found material as a resource to portray an inside view of 

children’s prayer meetings and the use of religious faith to rally young evangelical 

minds for political purposes. Without violating any norms of documentary 

filmmaking, this sequence attempts meaning-creation through fairly standard 

documentary conventions. The filmmakers use a series of shots of different 

magnifications to portray indoctrination of young evangelical children praying for a 

political leader who, according to evangelicals, will help achieve their objective of 

legally ending abortion in America. The filmmakers’ act of domination is, however, 

highlighted by their attempt to link evangelical Christianity’s political ideal of “one 

nation under God” to then-President George W. Bush and his conservative politics.  

The filmmakers show the arrival of prominent pro-life advocate Lou Engle at 

the meeting wearing a red shirt with the word ‘LIFE’ written on it.  His fervent 

preaching to the children, referring to them as the “most important generation in 
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American history,” and exhorting them to participate in the struggle to end abortion in 

the United States, provides further “evidence” of indoctrination in the film text. As 

Engle refers to the 1973 Roe v. Wade Supreme Court judgment, the filmmakers show 

close-ups of Tory and Levi listening intently. Engle walks amongst the children 

showing them plastic models of gradually growing fetuses; the children gather to 

touch the plastic fetuses. The combination of shots in this sequence show the 

filmmakers’ domination as they attempt to communicate meaning by portraying little 

children exposed to religious practices deeply intertwined with larger political goals of 

the evangelical Christian movement. The following words from Engle further 

buttresses that attempt at meaning-creation; he raises his voice and urges the children: 

“Kids, I believe you are the beginnings of a movement that can raise up on moral 

outcry that can overthrow abortion in America” We see a few children, including 

Rachel, step forward to have their mouths covered with a red strip with ‘LIFE’ written 

on it; the gathered children led by Engle pray together: “Jesus I plead your blood over 

my sins and the sins of my nation…God…end abortion and send revival to America.” 

The filmmakers show a close-up of a little girl sobbing and pleading on the 

microphone “No more Lord…no more…no more.” Using footage of little devout 

evangelical children as found material, the filmmakers attempt to portray Evangelical 

Christian practices and their link to the political goal of ending abortion in America.  

In this highly arousing environment, shots are rapidly intercut/edited to convey 

the frenzy of the moment, a filmmaking practice that demonstrates domination of the 

filmmakers attempting to portray an overflow of emotions that, in the film text, 

appears to have overwhelmed the congregation. A highly excited Engle screams 
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“righteous judges” several times and the children join him in a chorus of voices 

“Righteous judges! Righteous judges!” By employing Engle’s words “righteous 

judges,” the filmmakers attempt to link the Evangelical agenda with the political 

aspiration of a pro-life justice in the United States Supreme Court. A close-up of the 

same little girl who earlier cried “No more Lord” serves as the climactic moment of 

the sequence and the filmmakers bring the frenzy to a logical end in the film text. She 

brings her hands together and raises them, looks upwards and tears stream down her 

face as the scene fades out to black. A little girl’s deeply-felt emotions, as shown in 

the film text, are being used by the filmmakers as a symbol of Evangelical children 

deeply committed to their faith and actively undergoing training/indoctrination at 

children’s prayer meetings run by elders of the evangelical Christian movement 

advocating an end to abortion in America.  

The above unfolding of events put together by the filmmakers of Jesus Camp 

demonstrate how the filmmakers’ interacted with the documentary structure in their 

attempt to communicate meaning about indoctrination of children at prayer meetings 

by elders of the Evangelical community and making them aware of the political goals 

of the Evangelical movement by their participation in a highly arousing emotional 

environment. Although the filmmakers’ domination is subtle without the overt heavy-

handed approach of an opinionated first-person voiceover, the attempt at meaning-

creation, through rapid cutting of shots to create a highly charged atmosphere, is 

apparent. In this sequence, the filmmakers use the documentary structure and their 

freedom to act while still operating within the confines of the structure (following 

standard conventions of editing) to portray an environment of religious passion. Ewing 
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and Grady gain access to the inner precincts of evangelical Christianity, make a 

legitimate presentation through the film text and attempt to depict the strong ties that 

the evangelical movement has to the political agenda of overturning Roe v. Wade and 

appointing a pro-life justice to the United States Supreme Court. Relying on the 

agency granted to them by the documentary structure, they attempt to portray not just 

the picture of religion and politics in America intertwined, but also how that 

connection manifests in the indoctrination of children into the ways of Evangelical 

Christianity. Without any overt articulation of their own position, the careful selection 

and juxtaposition of shots and characters reflects their attempt at meaning-creation in 

the American public sphere on this sensitive issue of abortion and the radicalization of 

children from a very early age. The following analysis highlights the filmmakers’ 

attempt to communicate the strong political links of the Evangelical leadership all the 

way up to the White House.  

“Chapter” 15: Pastor Ted Haggard 

In this “scene”, once again illustrating the dimensions of structuration at work 

in the film text, the filmmakers attempt to establish the deep connection of Evangelical 

Christianity and electoral politics. In this potent sequence reflecting the filmmakers’ 

attempt at meaning-creation, viewers are introduced to a “minor character” in the 

documentary, a preacher by the name of Ted Haggard. In this scene, replete with 

steadicam shots from all angles in the huge state-of-the-art church interior, we see 

Haggard preaching at the 14,000-member New Life Church in Colorado Springs, 

Colorado. Levi and his family are present, singing and praying; an attempt by the 
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filmmakers’ to communicate the extent of the family’s religiosity that led them to 

participate in Evangelical gatherings far away from their home in Missouri.  

The scene opens with the preacher justifying opposition to homosexuality: 

“We’ve decided the Bible is the word of God…it’s written in the Bible…So, we don’t 

have to debate about what we should think about homosexual activity.” The attempt at 

meaning-creation is significant; Levi, one of the principal characters in this 

documentary, is shown at a congregation where Haggard, a prominent preacher in the 

evangelical community, denounces homosexual behavior. Ewing and Grady attempt to 

convey the message that evangelical Christianity has little tolerance for homosexual 

behavior and that young children are being given the impression that intolerance of 

homosexuals is sanctified by the Bible. The intertitles on the screen inform us: ‘He 

talks to President Bush and his advisors every Monday.’ Haggard exhorts the audience 

to pray for President Bush so that a Supreme Court nominee is chosen who will shore 

up the principles of Evangelical Christianity:  

Father…in the mighty name of the Lord Jesus…We pray for President Bush as 

he is preparing to elect a new Supreme Court nominee…Give us a pillar of 

strength that lasts forever…Lord, let us not waiver…Let us not be talked out of 

it…Let us not be negotiated out of it…It’s massive warfare every day…Let the 

battle begin! 

The use of the words “massive warfare” and “let the battle begin” is 

significant; the filmmakers attempt to communicate the bellicosity of the Evangelical 

movement in the quest to overturn Roe v. Wade.  In an interview with the filmmakers, 

Haggard proudly talks about the widespread growth and power of Evangelical 
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Christianity that can, in his view, effectively determine the future of politics in 

America. He makes a pronouncement: “It’s got enough growth to essentially sway 

every election. If the evangelicals vote, they determine the election.” Haggard’s 

political reach, all the way to the White House, explains his swagger. This crucial 

piece of information provided through an intertitle, Haggard advising Bush, a born-

again Christian, every Monday, makes Haggard a legitimate spokesperson for the 

Evangelical Community in America. Here is a preacher who advises the most 

powerful man in the land, the president of the United States of America. Haggard’s 

credentials are established by the filmmakers and the use of his words to define the 

political agenda of evangelical Christianity in America provide a potential route to 

signification. The following scene portrays the filmmakers’ attempt to connect 

evangelical Christianity to the war in Iraq, conceived by some evangelicals as a 

missionary exercise along the lines of “civilizing the savage.” 

Deleted “Scene” 9: Off To Iraq 

In this scene that did not make it to the theaters but is available on the DVD, 

the filmmakers’ attempt at meaning-creation about the Evangelical community’s 

strong belief in the integration of Church and State is reflected. Additionally, Ewing 

and Grady attempt to highlight through the film text the perception amongst 

Evangelicals about the occupation of Iraq as a religious excursion and “missionary” 

undertaking that will advance promulgation of the Gospel. We see a woman leading 

several children, including Tory, on a “prayer walk,” walk through the center of Lee’s 

Summit, a suburb of Kansas City, Missouri, and arrive at the VFW (Veterans of 

Foreign Wars) Hall. Along the way the woman prays for “revival” (Christian “revival” 
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broadly refers to renewed spirituality in a congregation, a return to fundamental 

principles, and can also include acts of bringing non-Christians into the faith): 

We pray that you will send revival to our nation…send revival to the United 

States of America…that we would have godly righteous government…let’s 

spend a moment just praying for our soldiers in Iraq…that they would be safe 

and protected.  

The children with outstretched arms touch the wall with VFW written on it and pray; 

Tory prays aloud for her father in Iraq. This sequence is an attempt at communication 

of meaning about evangelical Christianity’s belief in securing a “godly righteous 

government” in Washington D.C. through prayers and revival. Children are trained to 

pray to God for a direct political end, a Congress and a President that will uphold the 

beliefs of Evangelical Christianity. Later in the scene, in a segment in Tory’s home, 

her father, a former marine, explains the rationale for his tour of Iraq. The filmmakers’ 

attempt to communicate meaning relating to the motives of an American soldier who 

sees himself as a person deputed by the Church to a region several thousand miles 

away to further evangelism:  

I kind of see this as a all-expenses-paid missionary trip…I kind of look at it 

like as…kind of like a pioneer type person…they go out…they claim the 

land…they settle it…where they go…they are going to take the presence of 

God with them.  

The filmmaker’s attempt to create meaning through the words of Tory’s father 

who imagines himself as a “pioneer” out to conquer and settle new lands and also 

plant the Cross. The above sequences, although not included in the final film, 
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highlight how the documentarians, Ewing and Grady, collected found material as 

legitimate resources for their documentary enterprise. Through their use of credible 

characters and choice of shots, the filmmakers attempt to articulate another facet of 

the motivation behind the American occupation of Iraq outside of the generally 

understood reason of the overthrow of Saddam Hussein; an evangelical Christian 

conception of the occupation as a proselytizing missionary venture. The filmmakers’ 

attempt at communication of meaning (signification) through the above sequences is 

in tune with the documentary’s larger theme of portraying evangelical Christians 

raising their children as members of “God’s army” to “reclaim America for Christ,” an 

enmeshing of political and religious ideologies depicted in Jesus Camp through an 

intimate portrayal of evangelical Christians and their steadfast beliefs. The following 

scene is a further illustration of evangelical children shepherded in the ways and 

beliefs of evangelical Christianity by the elders in the community, yet another attempt 

at meaning-creation by the filmmakers that highlights the overarching theme of Jesus 

Camp, introducing Evangelical children to the mix of religion and politics.  

Deleted “Scene” 14: Changing the Culture 

In this scene, by filming a trip to a pro-life women’s clinic, the directors 

attempt to portray how evangelical children are trained on the ground just as Reverend 

Fischer trains evangelical children at the summer camp in Devil’s Lake, North Dakota.  

The woman who took the kids on the prayer walk now drives them to a pro-life 

women’s clinic praying along the way, as she describes, “for the unborn” and for the 

pro-life movement. On their arrival, we see a sign that says “Free Pregnancy Test.” 

Next door, is a Planned Parenthood clinic. In an act of domination, the directors show 
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children praying inside the pro-life women’s clinic for an end to abortion, an attempt 

to communicate Evangelical children’s perception of “abortion” as “murder”:  

God…end abortion…send revival to America…stop abortion in this land 

God…we don’t want murder in this nation God…let President Bush choose 

the right judges God…so abortion will end in this land God.  

The pro-life clinic’s founder, Miss Debbie, thanks the kids for praying and 

talks to the filmmakers about “changing the culture,” another attempt by the 

filmmakers to portray the indoctrination of children as part of the overall Evangelical 

efforts to dominate all aspects of American life and society:  

I believe that this generation is being raised up for a specific purpose… they 

will do anything you tell them to…and it’s who gets a hold of them…God 

wants them not all to become preachers…but you can get these little radical 

kids in Hollywood…and get them in sports and arts and entertainment and 

economics and business and religion…that’s how a culture is changed.  

Through the words of the pro-life clinic’s founder, the filmmakers’ attempt to 

communicate meaning about the authority of the evangelical movement to influence 

and direct the lives and minds of little children is amply portrayed without any 

intrusion in the narrative in the form of a first-person or third-person voiceover or a 

standard question-and-answer interview sequence.  It is obvious that questions were 

asked to elicit responses but, in a noticeable departure from documentary conventions, 

those questions of the filmmakers were not part of the final cut of Jesus Camp. 

Signification was thus attempted by the documentarians’ unique interaction with the 

structure; their “invisibility” in the narrative is a reflection of their freedom to act 
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while continuing to operate within the constraints of the structure. The filmmakers’ 

agency (capacity to transform) enabled by the documentary structure allows this 

attempt at meaning-creation, a portrayal of evangelical Christians recognizing the need 

to “recruit” little children so that evangelical Christianity can enjoy a presence in all 

walks of life towards the realizing the goal of, as Miss Debbie puts it, “changing the 

culture.”  In an attempt at meaning-creation, in this “deleted scene” the filmmakers 

employ Miss Debbie’s words as “evidence” to reiterate Papantonio’s apprehension 

expressed earlier in the chapter “Ring of Fire”: “They’re very tenacious and they 

elbow their way into positions of power in America…In the end it’s going to come 

like a thief in the night.” This deleted scene from Jesus Camp provides the context for 

Papantonio’s seemingly opinionated words as the above-mentioned attempt at 

signification enabled by the documentary structure is illustrated in the film text.  

Answer to Research Question 2  

 Reflexivity in political documentaries enables the filmmaker/agent to inform 

the viewers about the nature, origins, and purpose of the documentary enterprise. 

Reflexivity is determined through the filmmaker’s distinctive interaction with the 

documentary structure as illustrated through the use of the voiceover and other 

reflexive/transparent production practices. In the absence of a first-person or third-

person voiceover in this documentary, reflexivity is illustrated only through 

transparent production practices. The following scenes in Jesus Camp show how 

reflexivity demonstrated in the documentarian’s agency (capability to transform) 

brought about a transformation in the documentary structure. These scenes show 

structural manipulation in the film text attempted through reflexive/transparent 
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production practices that the filmmakers employed resulting in transformation of the 

documentary structure.  

“Chapter” 2: Children’s Prayer Conference 

In this chapter, viewers get to witness a technique of structural manipulation 

employed by the filmmakers. Two textures, an image in the film text and the same 

filmed image, grainy and playing on a television screen, are combined in the narrative, 

and the process is made transparent in an act of reflexivity, a consequence of which is 

the transformation of the documentary structure. The chapter opens at a Children’s 

Prayer Conference being held at Christ Triumphant Church, a church in Lee’s 

Summit, Missouri, a suburb of Kansas City, where boys in battle fatigues and painted 

faces with sticks in their hands perform a war dance with a voice from the PA system 

announcing: “There has never been a generation like this one…now is the time for the 

glory of the Lord to cover the earth as water covers the seas…now is the time.” In a 

sequence thereafter that demonstrates reflexivity and structural manipulation, we see a 

mid-shot of a little girl looking up tears streaming down her face, her hands up in the 

air, speaking in tongues as the filmmakers cut first to a close-up of the girl’s face and 

then the camera tilts up to a close-up of the girl’s outstretched hand/fingers. At this 

point in the scene, we encounter a significant moment of reflexivity in the film. The 

close-up of the little girl’s hand/fingers suddenly transitions to a grainy image of the 

same shot of that little girl speaking in tongues now playing on a television screen. 

The camera (in the TV screen) tilts down to reveal her face which fills up the frame 

not just on the TV screen but also the frame of the documentary text. Viewers get to 

experience the same shot in two different mediums, the medium of television and the 
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medium of film, an act of structural manipulation that reflects transformation in the 

documentary film text.  

We hear Fischer’s voice on the soundtrack in addition to the sound from the 

television set: “She’s not in a trance…she’s not out of it…she’s very aware of what’s 

going on…she’s just hooking up with the spirit…she’s just staying focused.” Directors 

Ewing and Grady combine two film textures and make it available to viewers in the 

finished narrative; this act of reflexivity demonstrated in the filmmakers’ agency 

(power) transforms the documentary structure. We realize that Fischer is watching the 

same girl at the prayer meeting on her television screen at home. It is a self-reflexive 

moment not just for the filmmakers but for the character Becky Fischer as well who is 

now monitoring what was filmed at the prayer meeting on a television in her home and 

interpreting to the filmmakers the little girl’s actions. The nature of the filmmakers’ 

reflexivity is reflected in the structural manipulation of the film text and combination 

of textures. The following chapter, as an illustration of reflexivity in Jesus Camp, is 

critical as it opens the film text to multiple interpretations. As the filmmakers 

manipulate the structure with deliberate selection of images, a demonstration of the 

filmmakers’ agency transforming the documentary structure is reflected.  

“Chapter” 3: Becky Fischer 

Continuing with the reflexive tradition, this scene highlights the aspect of 

“performance” and the reflexive conduct of monitoring of that “performance” by 

Becky Fischer, one of the principal characters in Jesus Camp. The scene opens with a 

wide shot of Becky Fischer, with her back to the camera, watching footage from the 

children’s prayer conference in her home in Bismarck, North Dakota.  The viewers get 
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an opportunity to know Fischer’s motives as she explains her philosophy to the 

filmmakers in a sit-down interview. In a reflexive stance of the filmmakers, Fischer’s 

“reflexivity” is portrayed in the film text as she evaluates her own “performance” as a 

trainer of evangelical children in the ways of “spiritual warfare.” Mid-shots of her 

talking to the camera are intercut with Fischer watching footage of children praying on 

the television screen. She tells the filmmakers about her own prowess at training 

children and emphasizes on the need to “use” children:   

I can go into a playground of kids that don’t know anything about 

Christianity…lead them to the Lord in a matter of no time at all…and just 

moments later...they can be seeing visions and hearing the voice of God 

because they are so open …They are so usable in Christianity… 

Fischer’s above words provides a context to her evaluation of her own 

“performance” that the filmmakers portray through the film text. On the television 

screen showing footage from the prayer meeting, there is a cut to a little girl 

praying/blessing/healing by putting her hand on the head of another girl and then a cut 

to a boy who appears to be in a trance shaking his body as he lies on the ground. The 

filmmakers provide viewers with a “behind-the-scenes” glimpse of Fischer’s 

monitoring of her own training skills by watching the children praying and going into 

a trance. The “behind-the-scenes” self-reflexive conduct available to viewers as part of 

the film text indicates the filmmakers’ attempt to bring “authenticity” to the narrative. 

In a way, it can be perceived as the “anti-performance,” Fischer’s “act” of 

monitoring/evaluation of her own conduct that is not seen by the “public” that gather 

at the Evangelical prayer meetings. However, the filming of Fischer watching video 
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footage of children’s prayer meetings that she conducts can also be perceived as a 

performance by Fischer, an effort by her to provide “evidence” to the filmmakers of 

how seriously she is involved in the task of influencing and motivating young children 

into the ways of evangelical Christianity. Ewing and Grady’s strategy of reflexivity is 

a reflection of their unique interaction with the documentary structure.  

As we hear Fischer continuing to speak, her voice is juxtaposed with a shot of 

her reflection on the blank TV screen as she changes tapes on the machine/player that 

she has been using to watch the prayer meeting. In a reflexive tradition, the 

filmmakers show viewers the intricate details of how their character, Fischer, carries 

out the process of indoctrination and training of young children by monitoring her own 

performance with the help of film/video technologies. The filmmakers’ choice of shots 

from their interview with Fischer and their selection of images playing on the 

television make their manipulation of the structure and attempt at meaning-creation 

transparent. Through the film text, the filmmakers’ provide “evidence” of Fischer’s 

prowess in indoctrinating children by cutting between her claims of being able to “lead 

them to the Lord in a matter of no time at all” and the “results” depicted on the 

television screen that Fischer carefully watches.  

This chapter displays the creative choices made by the filmmakers and the 

agency afforded to them by the structure to exercise reflexivity that helps transform 

practices associated with the documentary structure. The above sequences illustrate 

how the structure, while constraining the filmmakers to follow documentary 

conventions, also engendered agency enabling them to construct a narrative that is 

quite different from the days of John Grierson and Robert Flaherty, the father figures 
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of the documentary movement/tradition. Such is the implication of the filmmakers’ 

reflexivity and the ensuing transformation in the documentary structure. The following 

chapter further illustrates the filmmakers’ reflexive strategy to make 

obvious/transparent their choice to use sounds and moving pictures in a unique way.  

“Chapter” 11: Breaking Cups 

In this chapter, Ewing and Grady transparently demonstrate structural 

manipulation in the film text executed through creative film editing choices that allow 

manipulation of aural and visual content. The sequence of Levi preaching at the 

summer camp in Devil’s Lake, North Dakota, makes for an interesting assessment of 

the notion of reflexivity in the documentary medium. While the filmmakers’ 

reflexivity is demonstrated in their agency (power to introduce transformation in the 

film text through structural manipulation), Levi denies his human “agency” reflecting 

his deference to God’s “agency.” As he prepares to preach that evening in the camp, 

Levi, with a Bible in his hands, tells the filmmakers that, while writing the sermon or 

preaching before a congregation, he surrenders his personal “agency” as a human 

being to rely only on the power of the “Holy Spirit”:  

I really feel that we are a key generation to Jesus coming back…That is exactly 

what I want to say…I don’t write the sermon…God writes the sermon…I can 

feel it sometimes when I am writing it…I can feel it in my arm…someone’s 

holding my arm while I am writing…And I feel when I go up there and I start 

preaching…The Holy Spirit is going to come out of me.   

In a transparent/reflexive editing move that demonstrates the filmmakers’ 

agency, this sequence of Levi’s above-mentioned monologue shot outdoors is 
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combined with the sequence where we see him preaching to the children in the camp 

that is shot indoors: “Satan will try to trip you off your path…don’t let him do that…in 

Jesus name do not let Satan get you off what God has for you.” The filmmakers cut 

from Levi practicing his sermon in a secluded place (outdoor) to him actually 

delivering the sermon before the congregation at the church in the summer camp 

(indoor). Viewers are transported to a different visual space as Levi continues to 

speak, an aural continuity but accompanied by a change in visuals. This reflexive 

choice to make transparent the combination of shots from two different locations, 

while maintaining aural and thematic continuity through the same character’s voice 

and actions, reflects the filmmakers’ interpretive freedom exercised through the 

production of a film text by adopting a particular interpretative scheme, the modality 

that aids in the communication of meaning.   

Discussion 

Jesus Camp is a political documentary where the filmmakers have used the 

documentary structure but did not use a key accompanying structural feature/device, 

the first-person or third-person voiceover, to produce a documentary text on the 

divisive issue of abortion in America. They followed the documentary convention of 

filming real people the way they were and real events as they unfolded, without being 

staged for the camera. The film text is replete with found material that illustrates the 

inherent requirement of a documentary text to show “life as it unfolds.” The aural and 

visual “material” in the film text makes an argument and performs the crucial function 

of providing different forms of “evidence.”  For example, before the formal beginning 

of the camp sessions, we see Fischer and colleagues speaking in tongues and praying 
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over things like the microphone or the computer at the summer camp. Viewers witness 

pious little children at the summer camp bless then-President Bush and beg God, a lot 

of them in tears, to end the practice of abortion in America. Towards the end of the 

documentary, we see Lou Engle, the pro-life activist, in Washington D.C leading a 

prayer, with Rachel and Levi in the gathering, in front of the United States Supreme 

Court to end abortion in America. The above sequences in the documentary, amongst 

others, exemplify how the filmmakers, while exercising their freedom to act and 

manipulate the structure, exercised agency to bring realism and authenticity to the 

narrative, the cardinal principles of the documentary tradition. Through competing 

forms of “evidence,” both aural and visual content, Ewing and Grady worked within 

the documentary structure to construct an argument about religion and politics in the 

film text. Their interaction with the documentary structure, however, advanced the 

structure; although restrained by documentary conventions/norms, they manipulated 

the structure by not using the voiceover and by combining “textures” in their attempt 

to communicate meaning. 

One of the tasks political documentaries perform is furnishing of primary 

evidence in the form of sounds and moving pictures, sometimes in support of or 

against a divisive social issue, and at other times merely holding up a mirror and 

articulating information that is not always revealed to the public by mainstream media. 

Jesus Camp succeeds in revealing to us, in rather intimate ways, the behind-the-scenes 

ideologies and workings of the Evangelical community in America, their belief 

system, their attempts at changing the course of politics in America, and, above all the 

everyday lives of these people, including little children, who are deeply committed to 
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their faith. The filmmakers, as knowledgeable agents, interact with the documentary 

structure in an attempt to also provide a glimpse of another section of believers of the 

Christian faith, like radio talk-show host Mike Papantonio, who represent a vastly 

different ideology and occupy a position almost at the other end of the 

religious/political spectrum.  

The filmmakers’ presence at a summer camp for evangelical children with 

cameras filming events as they unfolded revealed to viewers a section of the American 

population, the Evangelical Christians, and the driving force behind their avowed 

beliefs. The summer camp at Devil’s Lake, North Dakota, would have functioned 

irrespective of  whether Ewing and Grady had embarked on the making of Jesus Camp 

or not. Theoretically, in the absence of a voiceover, the film text is not aligned overtly 

with a political ideology; however, political documentaries, by virtue of being public 

documents once they are released theatrically or on DVD, are still valid public sites of 

discourse and debate. Hence, Jesus Camp is no exception.  

Although limited by the overall conventions of the documentary structure, 

Ewing and Grady exercised enough flexibility to manipulate the structure by making 

deliberate and careful production choices to put sounds and pictures together in a 

particular way. Meaning-creation in the public sphere about the contentious issue of 

abortion was attempted through an inside view of evangelical Christianity and with the 

filmmakers’ active structural manipulation reflected in their choice of footage that 

highlighted the aspect of “performance.” This aspect of “performance,” dominant 

throughout the documentary and exemplified in the performances of radio talk-show 

host Papantonio, trainer of evangelical children Reverend Becky Fischer, as well as 
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the little evangelical children, also has the potential to imply and generate an element 

of inauthenticity in the film text.  

Additionally, the use of the television or LCD screen showing pixilated grainy 

images is a visual feature prominent throughout the narrative, whether it is an image of 

the American flag projected at the children’s prayer conference in Christ Triumphant 

Church or Becky Fischer watching video tapes from the summer camp and the prayer 

meeting on her television at home or Levi watching “Creation Adventure” on 

television at home in St. Robert, Missouri. In other words, the filmmakers did attempt 

to convey to viewers that they were not the only ones “documenting” this “story”; they 

only incidentally happened to be present capturing the events and people on film and 

eventually crafting a documentary. As opposed to Bowling for Columbine where 

Moore is located within the film text, the filmmakers of Jesus Camp are external to the 

text and remain “invisible” yet seemingly interested onlookers.  

The all-pervasive or ubiquitous digital recording technologies that document 

reality is a sign/symbol used in Jesus Camp of the cinematic image or the motion 

picture image as a document offering testimonials of our lives and those of others, of 

course only that part which is in the movie frame. Meaning-creation was attempted 

with the production of this political documentary as the filmmakers’ exercised agency 

afforded by the documentary structure to arrive at, what legitimately can be called, a 

political discourse on the contentious issue of abortion in America. The production 

process and choices made illustrated the dimensions of structuration that helped the 

filmmakers interact with the documentary structure and attempt signification or 

communication of meaning on the pro-life/pro-choice debate in the public sphere.   
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The dimensions of structuration illustrate how the directors used credible 

“characters” and exercised power (capacity to transform) through the medium of film 

to craft a unique narrative on the contentious pro-life/pro-choice debate in America. 

The interaction with the structure is particularly unique because of the discernible 

absence of a first-person or third-person voiceover, one of the signature features of a 

documentary. Instead, to move the narrative forward, the filmmakers use the 

voice/dialogues of one of the principal characters, a radio talk-show host Mike 

Papantonio. His on-air voice at regular intervals in the film functions as the de-facto 

voiceover, an act that reflects the filmmakers’ attempt at signification without direct 

intervention through a first-person or third-person voiceover. In Jesus Camp, the 

filmmakers’ power, the capability as knowledgeable agents to make choices to interact 

with the structure in a unique way, contributes to transformation of the documentary 

structure.  

Throughout the film, Papantonio’s voice and performance as a character on the 

radio provides a constant counter-point to the perspectives and opinions of Evangelical 

Christians like Fischer. This imaginative use of found material reflects a unique 

interaction between the agent and the documentary structure that contributes to 

structural transformation. Reflexivity in documentary film enables the 

filmmaker/agent to enlighten viewers about the nature, origins, and goals/agenda of 

the documentary venture undertaken to highlight an issue of social import. From an 

ethical point of view, a reflexive stance on the part of the filmmaker is an attempt to 

set at rest any ambiguity whatsoever about the intentions of a documentary project in 

general and the ideology of the filmmaker in particular. Reflexive production practices 
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have the potential to allay doubts, if any, of a certain section of viewers. A first-person 

or third-person voiceover in Jesus Camp would have helped the filmmakers to achieve 

that goal directly. It can also be argued that the choice not to use a voiceover has the 

potential to be considered “inauthentic”; the filmmakers can be perceived as operating 

in a grey area of being objective (merely presenting found material) and not being 

objective (by not overtly stating their position) at the same time.  

However, the mere absence of a voiceover does not signify absence of 

reflexivity in this political documentary. Rather, the conspicuous absence of this key 

structural feature demonstrates the filmmakers’ agency that promotes transformation 

of the documentary structure. In a way, the decision not to use a voiceover could also 

be perceived as a strategy of reflexivity that demonstrates the filmmakers’ agency. 

There were other production choices made that demonstrate reflexivity in the film text 

without the overt intervention of the filmmakers through a first-person or third-person 

voiceover guiding viewers across the narrative. For example, as the cameras of the 

production rolled, the filmmakers made no attempt to hide other cameras 

simultaneously filming the proceedings at the summer camp at Devil’s Lake, North 

Dakota. It is apparent that the unfolding events in the narrative, for example, the 

wailing/sobbing of the children, breaking of cups with a hammer to “break the power 

of the Devil,” and the highly charged atmosphere, were not staged for the cameras of 

Jesus Camp. Similarly, in several shots of the documentary, particularly at the 

children’s prayer conference in Lee’s Summit, Missouri, we see bright flashes 

generated by people at the gathering clicking pictures with their still cameras. These 

are moments of authenticity and reflexivity in Jesus Camp that goes to show that the 
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filmmakers were only part of the larger group in attendance to capture the unfolding 

events on film without calculatingly “staging” any “action” for the production of this 

political documentary.  

In stark contrast to Bowling for Columbine, Jesus Camp is a very different kind 

of political documentary without any on-camera performance of the filmmakers or any 

loud claims to shore up a position or to expose the dark underbelly of society. In 

addition to doing away with the standard voiceover, there is not a single piece of black 

and white and/or archival footage in the documentary or any use of computer graphics 

or animated re-creations; again, a breaking with some of the standard conventions or 

practices/techniques associated with the production of a documentary. However, 

following the documentary conventions, a fairly common cinematic ‘device’ that the 

filmmakers used are real signs, in the places where the movie was shot, that have 

Christian messages and quotes from the Scriptures: “Wake Up America/ Jesus is 

Coming Soon!” and “For the Wages of Sin is Death, But the Gift of God is Eternal 

Life…Romans 6:23.” 

The filmmakers’ acts of domination was reflected in the critical production 

choices they made, what to include and what to exclude in the final cut, and not use 

the voiceover at all. Their reflexivity was pronounced by the transparent choices they 

made to use found material in a particular way. Increased reflexivity in this process of 

meaning-creation has the potential to put the stamp of authenticity and credibility on 

the final narrative. Filmmakers, Ewing and Grady, overtly did not state their 

ideological position on the issue of abortion in America; however, the purposeful use 

of sound and its combination with a series of moving images as they attempted to 
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create meaning (signification) and context revealed how the documentary structure 

granted agency to the filmmakers to make indirect political statements by using found 

material. For example, the radio debate between talk-show host Mike Papantonio and 

Reverend Fischer at the end of the film illustrated how the filmmakers employed the 

radio talk-show format, a legitimate platform for public conversation on contentious 

issues in America, in the narrative and used the format to great effect in Jesus Camp. 

Without their direct intervention, the filmmakers’ used these two characters and their 

on-air exchange of views to attempt communication of two diametrically opposite 

world-views on abortion, the pro-life/pro-choice debate and the Christian faith. While 

this process of signification was attempted by virtue of the filmmakers’ reliance on the 

structure, the documentary structure, in turn, was transformed by the production of 

Jesus Camp by virtue of the filmmakers’ unique interaction with the documentary 

structure.   
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CHAPTER 6 

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF INSIDE JOB 

As with the two earlier analyses, the textual analysis of Inside Job will 

commence with a synopsis outlining the chief subject matter illustrated in this political   

documentary. A concise account of the director’s commentary available on the DVD 

will highlight the element of reflexivity in the text and provide an opportunity to 

understand the director’s motivations for adopting a particular strategy towards 

meaning-creation in the film text.  Additionally, a list of the principal “characters” and 

their “credentials” will be provided to better understand and gauge the “credibility” of 

their opinions as the director uses their “voices” to provide “evidence” and build an 

argument from a particular point of view. Thereafter, the research questions will be 

answered through an analysis of select “scenes” that illustrate the process of meaning-

creation in the film text as epitomized through the different dimensions of 

structuration. The “discussion” section at the end of this chapter will review the 

“findings.”  

Synopsis of Inside Job 

Inside Job (109 mins., 2010), the third of the three documentary film texts 

chosen for textual analysis, was produced, written and directed by Charles Ferguson. 

The very first intertitle that fades in as the film opens is also on the DVD front cover 

and essentially describes what Inside Job is about: “The global economic crisis of 

2008 cost tens of millions of people their savings, their jobs, and their homes. This is 

how it happened.” Inside Job is a political documentary divided into and presented in 
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five parts: Part I: How We Got Here, Part II: The Bubble (2001-2007), Part III: The 

Crisis, Part IV: Accountability, and Part V: Where We Are Now.  

Beginning with the deregulation of the banking industry in Iceland in the year 

2000, the documentary brings home to viewers the complex set of circumstances 

leading to the eventual bankruptcy of investment bank Lehman Brothers and the 

collapse of insurance giant AIG on September 15, 2008. Along the way, backed up by 

extensive research and testimonials from long-time insiders, it makes an attempt to 

sketch, what the DVD back cover aptly describes as, “the rise of a rogue industry and 

unveils the corrosive relationships which have corrupted politics, regulation and 

academia.” Ferguson attempts to communicate the far-reaching effects of the policy of 

deregulation by linking it to the ideologies of officials in different administrations, 

both Democratic and Republican, who encouraged, as the documentary claims, the 

reckless trading of risky financial instruments like derivatives on Wall Street.  

This political documentary is an exploration into and an account of the 

systemic failures of an unbridled financial services industry operating in an 

environment of deregulation and poor oversight. Interestingly the tag-line of the film 

on the DVD front cover reads: “The film that cost $20,000,000,000,000 to make.” It is 

estimated that the 2008 financial crisis cost close to $20 trillion worldwide and 

devastated the foundations of the capitalist system pushing it to the brink of a total 

collapse. The DVD back cover highlights the following words from Kenneth Turan of 

the Los Angeles Times: “A powerhouse of a documentary that will leave you both 

thunderstruck and boiling with rage.” Through the text of Inside Job, director 

Ferguson also attempts to highlight the fundamental discrepancies in the economic 
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system that has contributed to increasing economic inequality in recent years that, 

according to Ferguson, threatens to jeopardize the principal American ideal of 

“liberty.”  

“Scenes” in Inside Job 

Including a “scene” or “chapter” in the end credits, there are 16 

segments/sequences in the documentary called “scenes” in the DVD menu; however, 

the “scenes” are untitled on the DVD menu. Select segments/sequences from select 

“scenes” or “chapters” will be analyzed to answer the research questions.  

Director’s Commentary in Inside Job 

In the special features section on the DVD, we hear director Charles 

Ferguson’s commentary about Inside Job under a sub-section called Inside Job: 

Behind the Heist. He outlines in plain speak the goal of this political documentary:  

This is not a subject that is so complicated and technical that average people 

can’t understand it or hold political opinions based on what occurred. In fact, 

it’s really quite simple what happened…it was a bank robbery…a bank 

robbery committed not by somebody walking into a bank with a gun…but 

committed by the president of the bank…If, I, Charles Ferguson, just kind of 

went around defrauding people…I’d be arrested and I’d be put in jail. It’s 

really quite astonishing that none of these people have been put in jail...I hope 

that the film will cause people to think about how they vote.  

The above words underline Ferguson’s motivation to undertake this documentary 

project on the financial crisis of 2008, its antecedents, and the aftermath. His reflexive 

stance is apparent in his direct hopeful statement about the probable effect that the 
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film, as a tool of voter “education,” might have in the public domain. The following 

section describes the different principal “characters” that Ferguson used in the 

construction of this political documentary text.  

Principal “Characters” in Inside Job 

The principal players or “characters” in this political documentary are: Nouriel 

Roubini, economist and professor at New York University Business School, Charles 

Morris, business writer and author of The Two Trillion Dollar Meltdown, Eliot 

Spitzer, former Governor of New York (2007-2008) and former New York State 

Attorney General (1999-2007), Barney Frank, former Congressman/Democratic 

Representative from Massachusetts, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, former Managing 

Director of International Monetary Fund (IMF), Paul Volcker, former Federal Reserve 

Chairman (1979-1987), Robert Gnaizda, former director of Greenlining Institute, a 

non-profit advocacy organization, Gillian Tett, U.S. Managing Editor of The Financial 

Times, Christine Lagarde, former finance minister of France and current IMF chief, 

Samuel Hayes, Professor Emeritus of Investment Banking at Harvard Business 

School, Satyajit Das, derivatives consultant and author of Traders, Guns, and Money, 

George Soros, billionaire investor/financial tycoon and founder of the Open Society 

Institute, Raghuram Rajan, former Chief Economist (2003-2007), IMF, and Lee Hsien 

Loong, Prime Minister of Singapore.   

Glenn Hubbard, former chief economic advisor in the George W. Bush 

administration, and Dean of Columbia University Business School, also appears as a 

‘character’ in the movie who, when interviewed by Ferguson, comes across as an 

establishment academic in cahoots with Wall Street and its financial recklessness. In 
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addition to him, the other principal “fall guys” in the movie are Scott Talbott, Chief 

Lobbyist, at Financial Services Roundtable that lobbies in Washington on behalf of 

financial companies and Frederic Mishkin, one of the governors of the Federal 

Reserve from 2006-2008.  

The documentary tradition thrives on reliable and authentic interviewees who 

come across as individuals with a proven track record in their respective professional 

fields. The large number of credible “characters” in this political documentary lend 

agency to the filmmaker and legitimacy to the narrative because these people were 

long-time insiders who had a ring-side view of the systemic rot in the financial 

services industry in America. Throughout the film, intertitles inform us at regular 

intervals about different principal players in the crisis, who advocated deregulation of 

the financial services industry, declining to be interviewed for the film, players 

responsible for the sins of omission if not for commission of fraudulent and dubious 

financial practices. Although they were absent as characters from Inside Job and did 

not take the opportunity to defend themselves and their actions, Ferguson ensured their 

presence in the film through the use of still photographs and archival footage, an 

example of Ferguson’s unique interaction with the documentary structure as he 

attempted to communicate meaning about circumstances leading up to the financial 

meltdown of 2008.  

Inside Job is a political documentary where the filmmaker used the 

documentary structure and its associated structural features, primarily the third-person 

voiceover, to create a film text on the long-brewing circumstances behind the 2008 

financial meltdown in America and across the world. The third-person voiceover, a 
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fairly common documentary “device” that the filmmaker used to significant effect, 

was delivered by Hollywood actor and Academy Award winner Matt Damon. In a 

dispassionate yet appealing tone, Damon’s “credible” and well-known voice guides 

viewers through the film and unravels the world of financial instruments and their 

reckless use by individuals working for investment banks. Ferguson makes the 

argument that irresponsible behavior on Wall Street was fueled by astronomical 

employee bonuses in the financial services firms, eventually leading to catastrophic 

consequences with reverberations felt around the world. His interaction with the 

documentary structure enabled him make significant political and economic claims 

about the global financial meltdown of 2008 in general, and about the direct or indirect 

involvement of people at the upper echelons of power.  

Ferguson’s crafting of the narrative, with particular emphasis on fixing blame, 

can also be conceived as an attempt to highlight how the people responsible for the 

global meltdown escaped paying any big penalties whatsoever and in most cases not 

even a rap on the wrist. In Inside Job, Ferguson also attempts to draw attention to the 

disreputable and reprehensible part played by the credit rating agencies in granting 

AAA rating to highly dubious financial instruments; the director tries to expose the 

duplicity and dubious motives of institutions like the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) and the credit-rating agencies that ideally should have played the 

role of responsible watchdogs but whose acts, as Ferguson claims, were guided more 

by the bottom line and less by sound financial wisdom.   

Through the primary resource of found material, Ferguson attempts to argue 

that such negligent behavior was actively aided and abetted by mandarins like former 
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Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan as well as economist and former Secretary 

of the Treasury Larry Summers, both of whom, as Ferguson portrays in the film, 

advocated vociferously for a deregulated financial services market. While Ferguson, 

the agent/documentarian, exercised agency afforded by the documentary structure to 

undertake an investigation into the workings of the financial services industry in 

America, he also made attempts, through the film text, to launch an indictment of the 

discipline of economics as well and its role in this vast financial undoing.  

Using found material, Ferguson forged an account of the workings of the 

financial services industry of America and the specific economic and political 

circumstances leading up to the fall of 2008 that created ripples worldwide. With 

background research and reliance on credible characters, the director attempted to 

construct the storyline that led to the cataclysmic events of late 2008 in the financial 

world. Ferguson attempts to communicate meaning about how a section of the 

American financial services industry, through their reckless actions, nearly drove the 

world economy to a grinding halt; towards that end his use of the phrase ‘heist job’ to 

describe Wall Street financial malpractice is significant.  

While Inside Job attempts the task of education about the worldwide financial 

disarray of 2008, which is legitimately a vital aspiration of the documentary project, 

the film text is also the site through which Ferguson attempts communication of 

meaning about “liberty” of an average American held hostage by big money on Wall 

Street. Ferguson’s nature of interaction with the documentary structure contributes to 

that meaning-creation; Matt Damon’s voiceover throughout the film is consistently 

backed by visual and aural evidence as the director unrelentingly attempts to fix 
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blame. Using the freedom to act derived from the documentary structure, Ferguson 

details “evidence” about a perilous state of affairs wrought upon the American people 

by reckless conduct on Wall Street and attempts, through the documentary text, to fix 

accountability for actions of omission and commission that led to the financial crisis of 

2008.   

Answer to Research Question 1  

The following analysis of select scenes from Inside Job exemplifies how the 

dimensions of structuration (legitimation and domination leading to signification) 

illustrate the process by which filmmaker Ferguson interacted with the documentary 

structure to communicate meaning. The analysis demonstrates the process of meaning-

creation in the film text and how it comes to life as illustrated through the different 

dimensions of structuration at work.  

“Chapter” 2 

 In this chapter, Ferguson uses the documentary structure in an attempt to 

communicate the message that whether Democratic or Republican, deregulation was 

fair game for all administrations and Alan Greenspan, in particular, with his tenure as 

Federal Reserve Chairman extending to both administrations, promoted financial 

deregulation that benefited giant investment banks and allowed them to indulge in 

reckless speculative actions. The chapter begins with the intertitle ‘PART I: HOW WE 

GOT HERE.’ Over archival black and white footage of the financial district in New 

York, Matt Damon, the narrator, informs us how the financial services industry 

operated in early twentieth century. Ferguson uses his domination to draw a stark 

contrast between the high-rolling Wall Street ways at the turn of the twentieth century 
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and the sober financial behavior of investment banks following the Great Depression. 

Ferguson attempts to drive home the point that the financial services industry was 

tightly regulated at that time and the behavior of investment banks strictly monitored 

to prevent them from indulging in reckless speculative behavior.  

In an act of domination, Ferguson employs the credible voice of Samuel 

Hayes, Professor Emeritus of Investment Banking, Harvard University Business 

School, to provide information about traditional banking operations and compare it to 

the current operations of investment bank Morgan Stanley:   

In the traditional investment-banking-partnership model, the partners put the 

money up…And obviously the partners watched that money very 

carefully…They wanted to live well, but they didn’t want to bet the ranch on 

anything….Morgan Stanley in 1972 had approximately 110 total 

personnel…one office and capital of 12 million dollars…Now, Morgan 

Stanley has 50,000 workers and has capital of several billion…and has offices 

all over the world.  

Ferguson gets a “credible” voice in an attempt to substantiate his claim about 

rampant over-reaching and indiscriminate expansion of financial services firms in the 

name of globalization and multi-national operations. Over shots of newspaper reports 

and graphics showing astronomical increases in salaries, Damon’s voiceover informs 

us: “In the 1980s, the financial industry exploded. The investment banks went public, 

giving them huge amounts of stockholder money. People on Wall Street started getting 

rich.” The constant use of a credible insider voice with authenticated credentials 

followed by Damon’s voiceover is strategically employed in the narrative as a means 
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of corroborating one another. It is a strategy of providing proof/evidence of a claim 

made in the voiceover and thus furthers Ferguson’s principal argument in the narrative 

about widespread deregulation of the financial services sector that led to the economic 

crisis and housing crash of 2008. It is pertinent to note that in this section, amongst 

others, Ferguson uses a voice from the academic community, the same “community” 

that he also targets for collaborating with Wall Street and advancing the cause of 

financial deregulation.  

Documentary director Ferguson’s domination is reflected in the use of the 

documentary structure to connect historical events and create logic and reasoning in 

Inside Job. To bolster his argument that deregulation started with Reagan’s arrival in 

the White House in 1980, Ferguson uses Damon’s voiceover which informs that 

President Ronald Reagan appointed the CEO of the investment bank Merrill Lynch, 

Donald Regan, as Treasury Secretary.  We see an archival grainy shot of Donald 

Regan, identified by an intertitle as “Treasury Secretary (1981-1985)” saying: “Wall 

Street and the president do see eye to eye. I’ve talked to many leaders of Wall Street. 

They all say…we’re behind the president one hundred percent.” With the above 

sequence, Ferguson makes an effort to portray the comfortable relationship between 

Washington and Wall Street during the Reagan era. His contention is that it was 

during the Reagan administration that deregulation gained currency and eventually 

made way for indiscriminate and reckless behavior on the part of financial executives 

out to make a quick buck. By using archival television footage as “evidence”, 

Ferguson attempts to connect events that occurred thirty years back to the current 

financial malaise in an effort to reveal the origins of the financial crisis and link it with 
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the Reagan administration. To further reinforce his claims about the Reagan 

administration’s policy of blatant financial deregulation, Ferguson employs narrator 

Damon’s voice to link Regan-era deregulation with the savings and loan crisis of the 

1980s:  

In 1982, the Reagan administration deregulated savings and loan companies, 

allowing them to make risky investments with their depositors’ money….By 

the end of the decade, hundreds of savings and loan companies had 

failed…This crisis cost taxpayers 124 billion dollars, and cost many people 

their life savings.     

To reveal the consternation in the media about the Savings and Loans fiasco, 

Ferguson shows archival TV news footage of NBC news anchor Tom Brokaw (the 

graphic on screen next to him reads ‘S&L FRAUD’) saying: “It may be the biggest 

bank heist in our history.” Once again, Ferguson employs the documentary structure to 

claim that the financial meltdown and defrauding of millions in 2008 was no different 

than a carefully orchestrated “bank heist.”  

Reflecting Ferguson’s domination (power), the voiceover that follows makes a 

direct accusation and connects that era of deregulation with former Federal Reserve 

chairman Alan Greenspan. Documentarian Ferguson uses the principal structural 

feature of a documentary, the voiceover, to make a strong accusation while continuing 

to put pieces of the puzzle together. Through his interaction with the structure, 

Ferguson exercises the freedom to contend/claim that Alan Greenspan is an important 

piece of that puzzle and should be held accountable for imprudent financial practices 

that eventually caused much grief to millions in America.  
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Ferguson repeatedly points to “deregulation” as the main culprit behind the 

entire financial mess. Over shots of still photographs of Clinton with former Treasury 

Secretary Robert Rubin and Alan Greenspan, the voiceover informs: “During the 

Clinton administration, deregulation continued under Greenspan and Treasury 

Secretaries Robert Rubin, the former CEO of the investment bank Goldman Sachs, 

and Larry Summers, a Harvard economics professor.” Ferguson employs another 

“credible” voice to substantiate this claim made in the voiceover. NYU Business 

School professor, Nouriel Roubini, reinforces Ferguson’s claims in a sit-down 

interview: “The financial sector…Wall Street being powerful…having lobbies, having 

lots of money…step by step captured the political system… both on the Democratic 

and the Republican side.” Ferguson attempts through the film text to articulate that 

deregulation got a head start under the Reagan administration, but it was actively 

pursued by the Clinton administration as well. The documentarian’s interaction with 

the structure led to this potential consequence of meaning-creation (signification) that 

fixes responsibility on both Democratic and Republican administrations for furthering 

the cause of deregulation.  

“Chapter” 4 

In this chapter, structuration is effected by Ferguson attempts to communicate 

meaning through his contention in the film text that a handful of people were 

responsible for the financial crisis of 2008. It is an attempt to convince viewers of the 

complicity of people at the helm of affairs who, as Ferguson claims, instead of 

standing up for increased scrutiny and regulation of reckless behavior, made it 

possible for Wall Street to commit a “heist job.” Ferguson’s attempt at signification 
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through the film text is enabled by the nature of his interaction with the documentary 

structure. Through Damon’s voice, Ferguson attempts to “educate” viewers about the 

complex world of financial products called derivatives, the deregulation of which led 

to catastrophic consequences in the global marketplace.  

Additionally, using interviews with credible “characters” (legitimation) and 

splicing it with Damon’s voiceover (domination), he makes an attempt to 

communicate meaning about how an existing federal agency in charge of regulating 

the financial services sector, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), 

was completely overridden and its mandate undermined by key officials of the 

Treasury Department under the Clinton administration, prominent among those being 

Alan Greenspan and Larry Summers. The meaning-creation is centered round fixing 

blame on top officials. Over shots of traders working at computer terminals, Ferguson 

reveals through Damon’s voiceover the gargantuan risks taken by traders on Wall 

Street:  

Using derivatives, bankers could gamble on virtually anything…They could 

bet on the rise or fall of oil prices, the bankruptcy of a company…even the 

weather…By the late 1990s, derivatives were a 50-trillion-dollar unregulated 

market…In 1998, someone tried to regulate them.  

Through the voiceover, we are introduced to Brooksley Born, appointed by 

President Clinton to chair the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), a 

body that oversees the derivatives market. The voiceover also informs: “In May of 

1998, the CFTC issued a proposal to regulate derivatives…Clinton’s Treasury 

Department had an immediate response.” With the help of a “testimonial” (evidence) 
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from a former CFTC official, Ferguson claims that Larry Summers in effect stopped 

Born from proceeding towards regulating the derivatives market. Ferguson attempts to 

communicate the meaning that higher-ups in the Clinton administration pulled the 

plug on any regulation whatsoever on indiscriminate trading in the derivatives market. 

Ferguson’s claim in this section is that major players in the Clinton 

administration wanted an unregulated and unfettered derivatives market for Wall 

Street. He backs it up by using archival TV footage of Alan Greenspan saying 

(intertitle provides the date: ‘July 24, 1998’): “Regulation of derivatives transactions 

that are privately negotiated by professionals is unnecessary.” Ferguson uses 

prominent Washington player Rep. Barney Frank (D-MA), identified as Chairman, 

House Financial Services Committee, to reinforce his argument and makes a case that 

deregulation was actively promoted by the powers-that-be on both sides of the aisle in 

Washington:  

She was overruled (the reference here is to Brooksley Born), unfortunately, 

first by the Clinton administration and then by the Congress…In 2000 Senator 

Phil Gramm took a major role in getting a bill passed that pretty much 

exempted derivatives from regulation. 

Ferguson, in an act of domination, uses archival footage of Senator Gramm, 

then Chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, speaking at a hearing/meeting on 

July 21, 2000, to confirm Rep. Barney’s claims: “They are unifying markets…they are 

reducing regulatory burden…I believe that we need to do it.” Ferguson also attempts 

to portray how former Treasury Secretary Larry Summers was a direct beneficiary of 

deregulation and had a vested interest in not regulating the hedge fund business and 
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the market for derivatives. Intertitles on screen claim: “Larry Summers later made $20 

million as a consultant to a hedge fund that relied heavily on derivatives.” Ferguson’s 

claims of pecuniary benefits that Summers derived from deregulation is made 

available to viewers through another key structural feature, the intertitle. Information 

highlighting financial benefits that a high-ranking Treasury Department official 

obtained by dint of his rather close association with the financial services industry in 

America is legitimately presented through Ferguson’s unique interaction with the 

documentary structure.  

Former Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan’s involvement in 

deregulation is also claimed by Ferguson with the use of archival footage, an example 

of the director’s domination (power) through the medium of film; we see Greenspan, 

presumably at a meeting/hearing, aligning with Summers’ views: “I wish to associate 

myself with all of the remarks of Secretary Summers.” Ferguson uses the documentary 

structure to provide hard “evidence” in an effort to legitimately incriminate both 

Summers and Greenspan.  

Damon’s voiceover informs how deregulation was officially sanctioned: “In 

December of 2000, Congress passed the Commodity Futures Modernization Act (we 

see a shot of the Act – 106
th

 Congress H.R. 5660)…Written with the help of financial-

industry lobbyists, it banned the regulation of derivatives.” Ferguson, at this point in 

the narrative, provides viewers with “evidence”, an actual piece of legislation enacted 

by the United States Congress, to substantiate his claim of a cozy connection between 

Wall Street and Washington.  Through credible insider voices and archival footage of 

key players caught on film advancing the cause of deregulation, Ferguson advances 
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his attempt at communication of meaning that it was after all an ‘inside job.’ The 

dimensions of structuration (legitimation, domination, and signification) illustrate 

how, in the above sequences, Ferguson’s unique interaction with the structure (rules 

and resources) and his freedom to act contributed to his efforts directed towards 

meaning-creation through a documentary text.  

“Chapter” 7 

In this chapter, Ferguson attempts to scrutinize the mind-set of individuals in 

an attempt to communicate that, for them, reckless financial conduct on Wall Street 

was a way of life. Over fast-paced music (Ferguson uses the song “New York Groove” 

by KISS), the director employs a montage of high-flying fashion and lifestyle products 

including expensive labels Louis Vutton, Lamborghini, and Bentley, in addition to a 

fleet of private aircrafts and yachts. Ferguson attempts to portray a culture of greed, 

excess and profligacy associated with the life of Wall Street executives/traders. He 

exercises his domination by using a montage in an effort to depict the high life, huge 

estates and mansions with swimming pools, horses and tennis courts, enclaves of 

extreme wealth and pleasure that only big money can buy.  

Ferguson attempts to represent a world of extreme extravagance and limitless 

greed through the use of images of items that are clearly identifiable as status symbols 

and only in the purview of the rich and the famous. He employs a credible voice to 

corroborate his representation; former director of Greenlining Institute Robert Gnaizda 

explains: “It never was enough…They don’t want to own one home…they want to 

own five homes and they want to have an expensive penthouse on Park Avenue…and 

they want to have their own private jet.” Through Gnaizda’s words, Wall Street 
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executives are portrayed as depraved individuals without a conscience who will stop at 

nothing to achieve infinite amounts of wealth; that is the meaning Ferguson attempts 

to create in this sequence.   

With the intertitle ‘Bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers’ at the bottom of the 

screen, Ferguson shows archival C-SPAN footage of Congressional hearings where 

Richard Fuld, identified as CEO, Lehman Brothers, is being questioned by Rep. Henry 

Waxman about his vast assets, an attempt by Ferguson to convey the contrast and 

incongruity between Fuld’s enormous personal wealth and a now-bankrupt 

corporation that he headed:  

You have a 14-million-dollar oceanfront home in Florida…you have a summer 

vacation home in Sun Valley, Idaho…you and your wife have an art collection 

filled with million-dollar paintings. 

Director Ferguson marshals a series of insider voices to substantiate and 

reinforce Robert Gnaizda’s perspective mentioned above. Jeffrey Lane, identified as 

Vice-Chairman, Lehman Brothers (2003-2007) opines: “You’re dealing with Type A 

personalities…Fifty-billion-dollar deals were not large enough, so we do hundred 

billion-dollar deals.” Using an intertitle on screen, Ferguson attempts to establish the 

credentials of another interviewee: ‘Jonathan Alpert is a therapist whose clients 

include many high-level Wall Street executives.’ Alpert exposes the dissolute lifestyle 

of Wall Street executives in his “testimonial”:  

Alpert: …It’s part of their behavior…it’s part of their personality…and that 

manifests outside of work as well…It’s quite typical for the guys to go out…to 
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go to strip bars, to use drugs…I see a lot of cocaine use…a lot of use of 

prostitution.  

Ferguson, in an act of domination, employs a therapist in the narrative to make 

available to viewers the motivations of these people who, as Ferguson claims 

elsewhere in the narrative, had no compunctions about squandering the life-savings of 

middle-class Americans by betting on toxic derivatives called Collateralized Debt 

Obligations (CDO). Damon’s voiceover, earlier in the narrative, informs viewers that 

CDOs are risky financial instruments, an integral part of the dubious securitization 

food chain created by the financial services industry during the heydays of Wall Street 

excess and the housing bubble. To further substantiate his claim, Ferguson uses 

Damon’s voiceover to provide information about an instance of licentiousness on Wall 

Street: “A New York broker filed a lawsuit in 2007 against his firm alleging he was 

required to retain prostitutes to entertain traders.” In a further act of domination in this 

chapter, docu-auteur Ferguson reveals the following information through an intertitle: 

“Kristin Davis ran an elite prostitution ring from her high-rise apartment. It was 

located a few blocks from the New York Stock Exchange.” Through an interview with 

an actual owner of a prostitution ring, Ferguson attempts to communicate meaning 

about the decadent conduct of Wall Street traders actively encouraged by their firms.  

Ferguson: How many customers?   

Davis: About 10,000 at that point in time. 

Over racy music, one sees shots of different pages from the ‘Wicked Models’ 

website. On the ‘Rates’ page, we can read the following: ‘Rates start at $1,000 per 

hour and go as high as $1,600. Please include an additional 15% for credit card 
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payments.’ Ferguson highlights ‘$1,000 per hour’ in the shot and his domination 

(power) in an attempt to depict the unethical actions of traders on Wall Street is 

apparent; he backs up his earlier claims of Wall Street overindulgence with visual and 

aural evidence. Using the documentary structure and conventions associated with the 

structure, Ferguson, the documentarian, attempts to legitimately highlight a culture 

that went on unchecked and undeterred by any action from law enforcement agencies 

until the so-called boom turned to bust.  

Ferguson: What fraction were from Wall Street? 

Davis: Of the higher-end clients…probably 40 to 50 percent.  

Ferguson: And were all the major Wall Street firms represented?…Goldman 

Sachs. 

Davis:  Lehman Brothers…yeah, they’re all in there….A lot of clients would 

call me and say…can you get me a Lamborghini for the night for the 

girl…These guys were spending corporate money…I had many black cards 

from the various financial firms. 

By using the above interview in the film text, Ferguson attempts to 

communicate the degree of involvement of well-known financial services firms in 

illegal actions and further his claim of Wall Street greed and excess being responsible 

for reckless speculative behavior that led to the financial collapse of 2008. In terms of 

structuration theory, illustrating the dimensions of domination and legitimation, the 

director’s interaction with the documentary structure enabled his attempt to convey the 

message that Wall Street executives indulged in activities that were not above-board. 
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Ferguson’s attempt to communicate meaning about irresponsible speculative activities 

on Wall Street links such behavior to this culture of excess.  

“Chapter” 12 

In this chapter, the director uses the documentary structure (rules and 

resources) in an attempt to imply that the people responsible for a severe recession in 

America in 2008 were not held accountable. The chapter fades in with the intertitle 

‘PART IV: ACCOUNTABILITY.’ Over graphics on screen showing the rise in 

bonuses and stock sales for Lehman’s top five executives from 2000-2007, Damon, 

the narrator, informs viewers how the players responsible for engineering a global 

recession through phony financial practices got away intact from the debris with 

millions in their pockets: “The top five executives at Lehman Brothers made over a 

billion dollars between 2000 and 2007 and when the firm went bankrupt…they got to 

keep all the money.” Ferguson’s contention is that the people directly responsible for 

the trillion dollar meltdown were simply not held accountable. In this section, in an act 

of domination, he attempts to provide evidence of how the system made it possible for 

these financial industry top executives to remain completely unscathed in spite of 

ruinous consequences that they heaped on millions of Americans. Rather, Ferguson 

implies, by quoting the astronomical sums paid to top Wall Street executives, that they 

were rewarded because of their unscrupulous risk-taking behavior and high-stakes 

gambling with other people’s monies. Ferguson’s contention is an attempt by the 

director, through the documentary text, to raise serious question marks on the criminal 

justice system in America and the lax scrutiny of white-collar crimes, an attempt to 

communicate meaning about lack of accountability for the financial crisis of 2008.  
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Over a still photograph of Angelo Mozilo with the intertitle ‘$470,000,000’, 

Damon’s voiceover informs that “Countrywide’s CEO Angelo Mozilo made 470 

million dollars between 2003 and 2008 …One hundred forty million came from 

dumping his Countrywide stock in the 12 months before the company collapsed.” We 

see a still photograph of a smiling Mozilo wearing black sun glasses and a leather 

portfolio bag in hand, an example of Ferguson’s domination in an effort to attain 

signification and communicate meaning about the sheer absurdity of Mozilo’s 

windfall after the disintegration of Countrywide. Ferguson attempts to lay bare the 

bankruptcy of the law enforcement system and uses the documentary structure to 

highlight the fundamental discrepancy of absence of strict laws to deal with white-

collar crimes. Through the documentary text, he attempts to communicate to viewers 

that it was the absence of jurisprudence that permitted those responsible for the 

financial crisis of 2008 to literally walk away scot-free from the “crime scene.” This 

attempt at meaning-creation is significant in the light of common public knowledge 

that not a single financial executive was put behind bars for the triggering of the 

financial collapse of 2008.  

Subsequently, towards the end of the chapter, the voiceover emphasizes on the 

clout that the financial services industry enjoys in the United States Congress:   

After the crisis, the financial industry, including the Financial Services 

Roundtable, worked harder than ever to fight reform…The financial sector 

employs 3,000 lobbyists…more than five for each member of Congress.  

Ferguson attempts signification in an effort to expose the strong links that Wall 

Street maintains with the United States Congress through lobbyists; with the absence 
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of meaningful reform and their connections in high places, the misdeeds and crimes of 

those on Wall Street go unchecked. More importantly, through his interaction with the 

documentary structure, he tries to communicate the meaning that some folks are above 

the law or that the laws do not apply uniformly thereby enabling some to not get 

caught at all in spite of the outrageousness of their crimes. The meaning that Ferguson 

attempts to create is that poor criminals do jail time while the rich ones on Wall Street 

get away. It is pertinent to note that finally, almost four years after the financial crisis 

of 2008, the STOCK (Stop Trading on Congressional Knowledge) Act, the legislation 

banning members of Congress from deriving benefits through insider stock trading, 

reached President Barack Obama’s desk in March 2012.  

“Chapter” 13 

This chapter attempts to highlight the nexus between the financial industry and 

the discipline of economics, particularly the role of well-known professors/academics 

working as consultants and authoring reports favoring deregulation of risky financial 

instruments like derivatives.  Ferguson attempts to reveal the little-known contribution 

of the discipline of economics in the creation of the financial crisis of 2008. Through 

the medium of a political documentary, he attempts to question leading economists 

and hold them to task for colluding with the risky financial behavior of investment 

banks, encouraging such behavior through their research papers and academic articles 

valorizing deregulation. Damon’s voiceover makes the following claim:  

Between 1998 and 2008, the financial industry spent over 5 billion dollars  

on lobbying and campaign contributions…The financial industry also exerts its 

influence in a more subtle way…It has corrupted the study of economics itself. 
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Ferguson uses the words of George Soros, billionaire international investor/financial 

tycoon, to bolster his claim and trace the support behind deregulation to the hallowed 

precincts of academia: “Deregulation had tremendous financial and intellectual 

support because people argued it for their own benefit…The economics profession 

was the main source of that illusion.” Soros’ statement buttresses Ferguson’s argument 

that the profession of economics had sold out to big money and was itself under the 

spell of Wall Street; an indictment of, interestingly, another discourse of sobriety, the 

profession/discipline of economics itself. The capitalist system relies on the free 

market and for decades, economists, primarily from the Chicago School, have 

vigorously espoused for the primacy of a free market sans regulation. Ferguson’s 

conversation with Martin Feldstein, identified as Professor of Economics, Harvard 

University, is a section in this chapter that highlights the director’s attempt at 

domination. Ferguson questions him about political contributions made by the 

financial services industry and attempts to draw a link between these contributions and 

the lax regulations as a result thereof.  

 Ferguson:  Over the last decade, the financial services industry has made 

about 5 billion dollars’ worth of political contributions in the United States… 

that’s kind of a lot of money (Feldstein smiles)…That doesn’t bother you? 

Feldstein: No. 

The above sequence is an attempt by Ferguson to portray the likes of Feldstein, in Ivy 

League campuses, as indifferent academics least bothered by Wall Street’s grip over 

the political class in America. Damon’s voiceover, blowing the lid off that 
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indifference, provides more details about Feldstein’s activities outside of academics 

and claims he made millions from AIG:  

As President Reagan’s chief economic advisor, he was a major architect of   

deregulation…and from 1988 until 2009 he was on the board of directors of 

both AIG and AIG Financial Products which paid him millions of dollars. 

Ferguson asks Feldstein about AIG’s role in the financial collapse of 2008 and his 

own compunctions if any. Feldstein flatly refuses to discuss anything about AIG. 

Attempts at signification are made by virtue of Feldstein’s refusal to answer the 

documentarian’s questions; Feldstein refusing to entertain Ferguson’s questions has 

the potential to create meaning about the former’s links to the financial services 

industry. Ferguson attempts to portray a poker-faced man trying to shirk responsibility 

and not own up to any wrongdoing whatsoever, directly or indirectly. In this scene, 

Ferguson attempts to convey meaning regarding the scope and vastness of this nexus 

between renowned economists at Ivy League campuses and operators on Wall Street.  

Later in the chapter, we see Glenn Hubbard, identified on screen as Chief 

Economic Advisor, Bush Administration and Dean, Columbia Business School, in a 

sit-down interview with director Ferguson. Damon’s voiceover claims, “many 

prominent academics quietly make fortunes while helping the financial industry shape 

public debate and government policy.” Ferguson’s unique interaction with the 

documentary structure comes to the fore as he interrogates Hubbard in an attempt to 

glean the truth:  

Ferguson: Do you think that the economics discipline has a conflict of 

interest problem? 
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Hubbard (pauses): I’m not sure I know what you mean. 

Ferguson: Do you think that a significant fraction of the economics 

discipline…a number of economists have financial conflicts of interests that in 

some way might call into question or color… 

Hubbard: Oh, I see what you’re saying…I doubt it… most academic 

economists aren’t wealthy businesspeople. 

At this point, Damon’s voiceover refutes Hubbard’s statement and provides additional 

information to viewers to reinforce director Ferguson’s claim about a conflict of 

interest: “Hubbard makes 250,000 dollars a year as a board member of Met Life”. A 

shot of a list of ‘DIRECTORSHIPS’ from Hubbard’s curriculum vitae with ‘Met Life’ 

highlighted is provided as “evidence.” Ferguson, in an act of domination, provides 

material evidence of Hubbard’s conflict of interest. By highlighting this issue of 

conflict of interest, Ferguson attempts to communicate meaning (signification) about 

the discipline of economics not being above board by allowing 

practitioners/economists to indulge in academic activities that grants legitimacy to 

unhealthy risk-taking practices by the financial services industry. 

Ferguson attempts to establish the relationship between big business and 

academics and how conflict of interest runs very deep in the economics discipline. He 

attempts to convey the message that there is a direct conflict of interest with academia 

providing favorable reports to the financial services industry and aiding them to get 

legislation passed that, in turn, encourages the industry to indulge in irresponsible 

behavior. Ferguson attempts to expose academics in institutions of higher learning 

being on the payroll of the financial services industry. The absence of clear guidelines 
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and effective legislation with regards to conflict of interest vis-à-vis academia has 

resulted in such unethical behavior, writing favorable economic reports on risky 

financial instruments for pecuniary benefits. That is the meaning-creation 

(signification) that documentarian Ferguson attempts through this modus operandi of 

talking to “credible” academics in top positions at Ivy League campuses in an effort to 

unearth “conflict of interest.” 

“Chapter” 14 

The following sequence demonstrates Ferguson’s domination (power) as 

reflected in his interviewing techniques. The “interview” is a standard tool of 

documentary filmmaking and, as exemplified in this sequence, has the potential to 

function as a tool of intensive interrogation. Ferguson’s efficacy as a documentarian 

and as a knowledgeable agent is highlighted as he aggressively confronts one of his 

interviewees, Glenn Hubbard, in an attempt to communicate meaning. The larger 

meaning that Ferguson attempts to create is that the “character” being interviewed is 

not being upfront.  Hubbard’s irritation and displeasure is apparent in the film text.  

Ferguson: I’m looking at your resume now…It looks to me as if the majority 

of your outside activities are consulting and directorship arrangements with the 

financial services industry…would you not agree with that characterization?  

Hubbard: No, to my knowledge…I don’t think my consulting clients are even 

on my CV…so… 

Ferguson: Who are your consulting clients? 

Hubbard: I don’t believe I have to discuss that with you…In fact, you have a 

few more minutes…and interview is over. 
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Ferguson: Do they include other financial services firms? 

Hubbard (shrugs): Possibly. 

Ferguson: You don’t remember? 

Hubbard (agitated): This isn’t a deposition, sir…I was polite enough to give 

you time…foolishly I now see…But you have three more minutes 

(pauses)…Give it your best shot. 

Ferguson’s unique interaction with the documentary structure is highlighted as 

he exposes Hubbard’s uncooperative behavior in an attempt to convey meaning. The 

documentary “evidence” in this section is not Hubbard’s answer but rather his 

defensive posture that has the potential to indicate to viewers that he is not above 

board in his dealings as a consultant to the financial services industry. He comes 

across as someone unwilling to discuss his client list and this hard stance helps convey 

that message. Ferguson attempts to communicate meaning by virtue of his persistent 

interviewing techniques almost to the point of his interviewee threatening to cut it off 

and granting him just an additional three minutes, the minutes that were not shown to 

us and might leave one wondering as to what happened thereafter.  

Ferguson’s attempt is to claim that Hubbard, the academic/professor at an Ivy 

League business school, has close ties with the financial services industry. He couldn’t 

get Hubbard to answer his question, but the documentary structure enabled him to 

implicate Hubbard by the very fact that Hubbard dodged Ferguson’s question and 

ended the interview. At the end of the chapter, Ferguson seeks the opinion of a 

credible voice Charles Morris, author of The Two Trillion Dollar Meltdown, to further 
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incriminate the discipline of economics and reinforce his argument about a conflict of 

interest:  

Ferguson: So…what do you think this says about the economics discipline? 

Charles Morris: Well…(laughs)…it has no relevance to anything really 

and…indeed, I think…it’s a part of the…it’s a…important part of the problem. 

Morris’ statement is “evidence” that Ferguson provides from a “credible insider”, the 

author of a book predicting the impending bust on Wall Street before it actually 

occurred.  With his persistent effort to highlight a “problem”, that he argues is 

bedeviling the discipline of economics, Ferguson’s confrontation with Hubbard 

symbolizes the director’s quest, using the documentary structure, to find the root 

causes of the global financial meltdown of 2008, the circumstances, the personalities, 

and the institutions that contributed to catastrophic consequences for millions of 

Americans.  

“Chapter” 15 

In this chapter, in addition to making an attempt to highlight the class divide in 

America, Ferguson uses the documentary structure to argue that Wall Street is way too 

powerful, continues to fund elections in this country with their political contributions, 

and in the absence of campaign finance reforms, one cannot expect any tangible 

change in the way things are run. The chapter opens with the intertitle: ‘PART V: 

WHERE WE ARE NOW.’ Over a montage depicting a declining economic scenario, 

Damon’s voiceover paints a rather bleak picture of the United States as an economic 

power:  
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Since the 1980s…the United States has become a more unequal society and its 

economic dominance has declined… American companies sent jobs overseas 

to save money… American factory workers were laid off by the tens of 

thousands. 

Ferguson’s interaction with the documentary structure allows him the freedom 

to act; viewers see a close-up of a sign inside a store that reads ‘Food Stamp Accepted 

Here’ as he attempts to legitimately portray the issue of increasing class disparity in 

the United States by presenting documentary “evidence” to establish the contrast. He 

uses archival TV footage of then-President George W. Bush speaking about taxes (the 

intertitle on screen informs the date – ‘October 11, 2006’) to make a claim that the 

now well-known “Bush tax cuts” benefited primarily the rich and the proverbial 1% of 

the American population. Ferguson attempts to make a direct connection yet again 

between academia, represented by Glenn Hubbard in Inside Job, and the benefits that 

the rich derived from policies put in place on the advice of economists who were also 

on the payrolls of the financial services industry. Damon’s voiceover further makes 

the claim of tax cuts benefiting the wealthy and implicates Hubbard:  

The most dramatic change was a series of tax cuts designed by Glenn Hubbard, 

who at the time was serving as President Bush’s chief economic advisor…The 

Bush administration sharply reduced taxes on investment gains, stock 

dividends, and eliminated the estate tax.  

Backed by graphics on screen that display histograms of ‘Savings from Bush 

Tax Cuts’ (‘Bottom 90%’ and ‘Top 1%’,), Damon’s voiceover informs that “most of 

the benefits of these tax cuts went to the wealthiest 1 percent of Americans.” The 
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voiceover then connects economic inequality to long-term debt of average Americans. 

Over graphics of histograms showing dramatic rise in ‘Hours Worked Per Year’ 

(1979-2006), Ferguson, in an act of domination, uses a shot of a homeless man eating 

on a pavement, with a shopping cart with his belongings next to him, to portray 

inequality:  

Inequality of wealth in the United States is now higher than in any other 

developed country…American families responded to these changes in two 

ways… by working longer hours and by going into debt. 

Ferguson attempts to communicate meaning about the rapid increase in the 

gulf between rich and poor Americans and paints a picture of inequality; facts and 

figures are presented as “evidence” to back up his claims of an unequal society. He 

uses Raghuram Rajan, former Chief Economist (2003-2007), IMF, to highlight his 

claims of the declining status of the middle class in America and the political class’s 

response to that plight: “As the middle class falls further and further behind, there is a 

political urge to respond by making it easier to get credit.” At this point, Ferguson the 

documentarian, exercises domination to shore up Rajan’s arguments and archival TV 

footage of George W. Bush encouraging Americans to take advantage of easy access 

to credit (an intertitle on screen informs us of the date - OCTOBER 13, 2002) is 

shown: “You don’t have to have a lousy home…The low-income home buyer can 

have just as nice a house as anybody else.” Ferguson’s argument, propounded with the 

aid of the documentary structure, is that to compensate for the increasing inequality, 

the political class decided to make available easy credit to middle class and poor 

Americans to create this illusion of prosperity. The documentarian argues that while it 
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might have been a populist move engineered by the Bush administration, it was bad 

economics to provide credit to sections of the population who by no means could 

afford to pay it back.  

To further reinforce his claim, Ferguson provides data on screen to highlight 

this predicament. Graphics on screen show histograms of ‘U.S. Household Debt per 

Person’ (1980-2008) and Damon’s voiceover furthers the argument that Americans 

were deep in debt: “American families borrowed to finance their homes, their cars, 

their healthcare, and their children’s education.” As graphics display the ‘Share of 

Income Held by Top 1%’ (1982-2006), the voiceover claims that “for the first time in 

history, average Americans have less education and are less prosperous than their 

parents.” Such a significant claim, made through his interaction with the documentary 

structure, is an attempt by Ferguson to inform viewers of the dire straits of the 

American middle class and the gargantuan repercussions of an entire section of the 

population left behind in terms of income and education as a small minority become 

super rich, a historic “moment” in American society probably comparable in 

significance to “white flight” and decay of inner cities beginning almost four decades 

back.  

Using the structure of documentary film, Ferguson, in this section towards the 

end of this political documentary, constructs an argument about the increasing class 

divide in America. This argument is at the core of the director’s attempts, as reflected 

through the dimensions of legitimation and domination, to craft a documentary 

narrative in order to provide “evidence” and make a case about increasing economic 

disparity in America. Ferguson attempts to link the current state of affairs with 
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decades of unregulated financial behavior on Wall Street, the dramatic rise of the 

financial services industry and an equally dramatic bottoming out of the American 

manufacturing base which provided millions of jobs to working-class and middle-class 

Americans. Ferguson uses the documentary structure to sound a wake-up call to 

Americans, a Griersonian objective of the documentary “project”, by his attempts to 

portray a grim picture of the economic reality of the United States. He endeavors to 

create meaning in the public sphere by producing a documentary text to inform 

Americans about the stark reality of class divisions behind the Wall Street glitz and 

glamour passing off as symbols of American prosperity; repeated use, in the film text, 

of aerial shots of ritzy skyscrapers in the financial district in New York City attests to 

that endeavor.     

Ferguson, in this chapter, embarks on yet another attempt at meaning-creation; 

the director uses his unique interaction with the documentary structure in an attempt to 

expose the hollow claims of change made by candidate Obama before he got elected 

and to portray the complete turnabout once he ascended to the presidency of the 

United States. Damon’s voiceover is intercut with President Barack Obama’s words 

before he became President of the United States; we see archival TV footage of 

Obama with the intertitle ‘September 29, 2008’:  

Barack Obama: The era of greed and irresponsibility on Wall Street and in 

Washington has led us to a financial crisis as serious as any that we have faced 

since the Great Depression…A lack of oversight in Washington and on Wall 

Street is exactly what got us into this mess.  
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Damon’s Voiceover: When the financial crisis struck just before the 2008 

election…Barack Obama pointed to Wall Street greed and regulatory failures 

as examples of the need for change in America. 

In an attempt to claim that nothing had changed under the Obama 

administration and that key players responsible for deregulation and lax oversight on 

Wall Street continued to control the new administration, Ferguson employs the 

“credible” voice of former New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer who, during his 

tenure, conducted investigations against irregularities in the financial services 

industry. Spitzer reveals current Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner’s rather dubious 

position as then-president of the New York Federal Reserve Bank:  

When Tim Geithner was testifying to be confirmed as Treasury secretary…he 

said “I have never been a regulator”…Now that said to me…he did not 

understand his job as president of the New York Fed. 

An intertitle informs viewers: “Timothy Geithner declined to be interviewed 

for this film.” Similar was the response, viewers are informed, of Henry Paulson, Ben 

Bernanke, Larry Summers, and Alan Greenspan, all key players, argues Ferguson, 

who supported financial deregulation on Wall Street that led to the enormous 

collateral damage worldwide. Inside Job is full of references to these characters and 

their dubious actions, yet, it appears, none of them deemed fit to sit for an interview 

with Ferguson to explain their actions or at the very least defend themselves. 

Ferguson’s attempt to repeatedly inform viewers about the refusal of these gentlemen 

to take questions from the documentarian is a deliberate strategy to communicate 

meaning (signification); their absences in the documentary has the potential to speak 
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volumes about their intentions and their complicity in this gigantic fiasco. Timothy 

Geithner, the current Treasury Secretary, along with Henry Paulson, the then Treasury 

Secretary, was, Ferguson claims, directly responsible for forcing Lehman Brothers to 

go bankrupt and he provides “evidence” of their indiscretions in Inside Job. 

Ferguson uses found material at his disposal as documentary “evidence” to 

make the considerable claim that nothing has changed after Obama took office. The 

unflattering barrage, through Damon’s voiceover, informs viewers that nothing much 

had changed under the Obama administration. Through Damon’s voiceover, Ferguson 

provides evidence in support of his claim that Obama’s promise of “change” was a 

sham:  

To run the Securities and Exchange Commission, Obama picked Mary 

Shapiro, the former CEO of FINRA, the investment-banking industry’s self-

regulation body…Both Martin Feldstein and Laura Tyson are members of 

Obama’s Economic Recovery Advisory Board…and Obama’s chief economic 

advisor is Larry Summers. 

Ferguson attempts to convey the message to viewers that the stranglehold of 

Wall Street on Washington has not ended. Hence, according to Ferguson and Inside 

Job, it was business as usual under the Obama administration. Such are the attempts at 

meaning-creation in the documentary text Inside Job as facilitated by the nature of 

director Ferguson’s interaction with the documentary structure.  

“Chapter” 16 

In this chapter, the director attempts to convey the message that accountability 

needs to be enforced, the financial services industry regulated and the days of 
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astronomical bonuses on Wall Street brought to an end. The chapter opens with 

archival TV footage of President Obama accompanied by the voiceover’s claim: “The 

Obama administration resisted regulation of bank compensation even as foreign 

leaders took action.” Ferguson uses former finance minister of France and current IMF 

chief Christine Lagarde’s opinion to reinforce his view: “I think the financial industry 

is a service industry…it should serve others before it serves itself.” Ferguson uses a 

shot of a letter, ‘G20 must bring banks’ bonus culture to an end’, written by Lagarde 

and other finance ministers of Europe to further accentuate his claim that while leaders 

in Europe had woken up to the catastrophic consequences of Wall Street imprudence, 

the Obama administration was sitting idle.  

Obama’s inaction to bring Wall Street bonuses down and enact laws to deliver 

swift justice puts a serious question mark on the current administration’s resolve to 

address the seriousness of the situation; that is the argument Ferguson attempts to 

make in Inside Job by using Damon’s voiceover to criticize the Obama administration 

and make claims about the administration’s inaction:  

As of mid-2010, not a single senior financial executive had been criminally 

prosecuted… or even arrested…no special prosecutor had been appointed…not 

a single financial firm had been prosecuted criminally for securities fraud or 

accounting fraud…The Obama administration has made no attempt to recover 

any of the compensation given to financial executives during the bubble.   

Using legitimate found material existing in the public sphere, archival C-SPAN 

footage from Congressional hearings, Ferguson exercises domination to claim that the 

financial executives responsible for triggering the financial crisis of 2008 are no 
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different from ordinary criminals. Towards the end of this chapter, Ferguson uses 

footage of Rep. Michael Capuano addressing investment bank executives and for all 

intents and purposes equating them to bank robbers.  

Rep. Capuano: You come to us today telling us…‘we’re sorry…we didn’t 

mean it…we won’t do it again…trust us’…Well, I have some people in my 

constituency that actually robbed some of your banks…And they say the same 

thing…They’re sorry…they didn’t mean it…they won’t do it again. 

By employing Rep. Capuano’s words from an official hearing investigating the 

wrongdoings of traders on Wall Street, Ferguson attempts to convey to viewers the 

unmistakable message that the accused on Wall Street need to be tried as any other 

ordinary criminal and that those found guilty should face the consequences of their 

actions.   

It is pertinent to point out one sequence in this chapter that has the potential to 

jeopardize the documentarian’s credibility. Ferguson uses a sound bite from Satyajit 

Das, derivatives consultant and author of Traders, Guns, and Money: “Their view 

is…this is a temporary blip and things will go back to normal.” The word “their” has 

the potential to refer to the “administration” and Wall Street operators. In a cinematic 

move that displays the domination of director Ferguson, the very next shot following 

Das’ view shows archival TV footage of President Barack Obama (the intertitle 

informs viewers of the date – ‘AUGUST 25, 2009’) announcing the reappointment of 

Ben Bernanke as Federal Reserve Chairman: “And that is why I am reappointing him 

to another term as chairman of the Federal Reserve…Thank you so much, Ben.” The 

splicing of two different shots from different times and locations and putting them side 
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by side is a facility that Ferguson was afforded by the documentary structure to make a 

claim. This editing strategy can be considered legitimate by documentary conventions. 

However, it could be considered as disingenuous on Ferguson’s part to combine two 

disparate pieces of footage to construct the argument that it was business as usual 

under the Obama administration with the reappointment of Ben Bernanke as chairman 

of the Federal Reserve Board. The viewer is not privy to what Obama said before the 

above-mentioned line which was conveniently placed in the film text to craft the 

argument.  

In this sequence, Inside Job, as a discourse of sobriety, suffers its first act of 

indiscretion. The structure allows the director to combine footage and craft an 

argument, but it might come across as an unfair editing exercise merely to make a 

point. Taking too many liberties with the agency (power) that the structure provides 

for has the potential to bring Ferguson’s motives under a scanner. His aggressive 

interviewing techniques reflecting his freedom to act as well as his power to dominate 

through the facility of film add value to the narrative, but this editing strategy has the 

potential to undermine his perceived mission and overarching intention to get to the 

bottom of the truth behind the global financial meltdown of 2008.  

Answer to Research Question 2  

Reflexivity in political documentaries enables the filmmaker/agent to enlighten 

the viewers about the ideological framework and foundation of the documentary 

endeavor. Reflexivity can be estimated by the filmmaker’s unique interaction with the 

documentary structure as demonstrated through the use of the voiceover and other 

reflexive/transparent production practices. Ferguson’s importunate interviewing 
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techniques throughout the narrative highlights the filmmaker’s manipulation of the 

documentary structure made apparent through reflexive production practices resulting 

in transformation of the structure. The following scenes in Inside Job show how 

reflexivity demonstrated in the documentarian’s agency (capacity to transform) helped 

further a transformation in the documentary structure.   

“Chapter” 2 

 In a short sequence in this chapter, narrator Damon introduces Paul Volcker as 

former chairman of the Federal Reserve from 1979 to 1987. We see a shot of him 

sipping on a drink as he gets ready to be interviewed by filmmaker Ferguson. In a 

moment of reflexivity in the film, we see in the shot a production assistant adjusting 

Volcker’s neck-tie. This decision by director Ferguson to retain a part of the 

production process in the final version of the documentary is a deliberate attempt to 

bring authenticity to the narrative by providing a quick behind-the-scenes glimpse. 

Traditionally, this shot would not have made it to the final cut. However, in this case, 

the shot is being used to make transparent to viewers the process of filming and 

attending to the details before the cameras ‘officially’ roll. This shot, which would 

have been cut out or considered an out-take, a section of film or video that is cut out of 

the final narrative, is now part of the final cut and lends a sense of reality, as opposed 

to a “staged” feel. Ferguson uses this shot to expose the process of documentary 

filmmaking and it has the potential to increase his credibility as a reliable storyteller. It 

must be noted, however, that this practice of making available glimpses from the 

production process, a microphone in the frame, a character being readied, or a second 
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camera in the frame, is increasingly becoming part of the current documentary 

aesthetic and canon.  

“Chapter” 9 

In a sequence in this chapter, we see parts of an interview conducted by 

documentarian Ferguson with Frederic Mishkin, identified on screen as ‘Governor, 

Federal Reserve – 2006-2008’. The voiceover informs that he was “one of the six 

Federal Reserve Board governors serving under Bernanke who was appointed by 

President Bush in 2006.” Ferguson aggressively interviews Mishkin and the latter 

comes across as an interviewee trying to dodge questions, find an escape route and 

somehow not accept responsibility; this impression is significant in light of the fact 

that Mishkin was one of the governors of the Federal Reserve as the financial crisis 

unfolded. In a moment of reflexivity in the film, Ferguson’s loyalties and his 

aggressive stance vis-à-vis finding the truth and pinning responsibility are clearly on 

display.   

Charles Ferguson: Why didn’t you try looking? 

Frederic Mishkin: I think that people did…We had people looking at…a whole 

group of people looking at this…for whatever reason… 

Charles Ferguson: Excuse me…you can’t be serious…If you would have 

looked…you would have found things. 

In the film text, Ferguson’s mission in hand appears unmistakable as he 

directly accuses the Federal Reserve Board of negligence, gross irresponsibility and 

lack of oversight with regards to fixing lax standards in housing loan documentation 

followed by banks and other financial institutions. Another section of his interview 
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with Frederic Mishkin demonstrates unambiguous reflexivity; as Ferguson confronts 

Mishkin, the interview is intercut with archival TV footage of a female newscaster 

announcing Mishkin’s rather abrupt departure from the Federal Reserve:  “Governor 

Fred Mishkin is resigning effective August 31. He says he plans to return to his 

teaching post at Columbia’s Graduate School of Business.” Ferguson confronts 

Mishkin about his sudden departure at such a critical moment during the financial 

crisis of 2008 and the docu-auteur’s accusatory stance is transparent.  

Charles Ferguson: Why did you leave the Federal Reserve in August of 2008  

in the middle of the worst financial crisis? 

Frederic Mishkin: So, so…uh…that uh…I had to…to revise a textbook. 

There is a cut back to the female newscaster: “His departure leaves the Fed board with 

three of its seven seats vacant…just when the economy needs it most.”  

Charles Ferguson: Well, I’m sure your textbook is important and widely 

read…But in August of 2008, you know…some…somewhat more important 

things were going on in the world, don’t you think? 

Ferguson’s sardonic retort, Mishkin’s uncomfortable look, and Ferguson’s 

ability to make him squirm for his departure from the Federal Reserve Board at a 

critical time, all reflect the director’s transparent efforts to embarrass Mishkin. The 

director’s reflexivity makes available to viewers Mishkin’s attempted ludicrous 

defense of his abrupt departure from the Federal Reserve. The director of Inside Job 

comes across as tough investigative journalist exercising domination. He has a tight 

leash on his subject/character and also commands the interview with his probing 

queries. Mishkin’s answers are self-implicating and present a fairly poor picture of 
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financial governance and oversight at the highest levels in the United States. Ferguson 

attempts to implicate Mishkin and his ilk by exercising increased reflexivity. The 

director’s transparency increases his and the narrative’s credibility as he 

unambiguously informs viewers about his motives, his dogged persistence to unearth 

the truth, and finally his overt agenda that without a doubt puts him in the anti-Wall 

Street camp.  

“Chapter” 11 

The following section in this chapter offers viewers a moment of reflexivity in 

the film when we see an interviewee attempting to “defend the indefensible” and 

finally asking director Ferguson to switch off the camera. Ferguson kept this encounter 

in the final narrative in an attempt to lend credibility to his constant argument in the 

narrative that senior officials inside the government abdicated their responsibility and 

looked the other way as the crisis was brewing and finally became full-blown. 

Throughout the documentary, intertitles repeatedly inform us of key players during the 

financial crisis declining to be interviewed for the film; Ferguson attempts to create 

the perception that these players did not agree to be interviewed lest it might lead to 

accidental revelation of uncomfortable truths. The interviewee in this chapter is David 

McCormick, a former senior official in the George W. Bush administration. He was 

undersecretary for the U.S. Treasury Department in August 2007. Ferguson questions 

him about the conduct of then Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson, who, McCormick 

claims was doing all he could to address the financial crisis.  

Charles Ferguson: You’re not being serious about that, are you? 
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David McCormick: I am being serious…what were you looking for that you 

didn’t see? 

Charles Ferguson: He was the senior advocate for prohibiting the regulation of 

credit default swaps and also lifting the leverage limits on the investment 

banks. 

David McCormick: Can we turn this off for a second?   

McCormick refusing to answer and asking the camera to be switched off 

demonstrates once again the power of Ferguson’s interviewing techniques. The former 

essentially refuses to participate any further in the interview and Ferguson chose to 

keep that moment in the film for viewers to make their own assessment of 

McCormick. By not answering Ferguson’s question and asking the director to switch 

off the camera in the middle of an interview, McCormick in fact revealed much more. 

Whether McCormick had something to hide is unclear in the film text, but it is 

apparent that his refusal raises questions about his own integrity and that of other 

players that he enjoyed proximity to by virtue of his position in the administration. In 

this reflexive moment in the film, Ferguson provides a glimpse of the documentary 

filmmaking process, how difficult it is to get interviewees to respond to key questions 

and own responsibility; the constant dodging eventually ends up with a request to 

switch off the camera and end the interview. Ferguson’s unique interaction with the 

structure comes to the fore showing the documentarian’s reflexivity as he attempts 

meaning-creation with this unconventional and authentic use of found footage. That 

McCormick was uncomfortable addressing issues relating to the conduct of his former 

boss at the Treasury Department, someone who, as Ferguson claims in the film text, 
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was directly responsible for advancing the cause of deregulation, was established by 

McCormick’s refusal to proceed further with the interview.  

“Chapter” 16 

Interestingly, the finest example of reflexivity in this political documentary is 

exemplified in the very last chapter at the end of the film. Inside Job ends with Matt 

Damon’s third-person voiceover. But the third-person voiceover turns into a first-

person voiceover urging viewers to put up a fight against the unscrupulous practices of 

Wall Street:  

They will tell us that we need them and that what they do is too complicated 

for us to understand…They will tell us it won’t happen again…They will 

spend billions fighting reform (juxtaposed with an exterior shot of the United 

States Congress)…It won’t be easy…But some things are worth fighting for.  

Over Damon’s last words, the first and only time in the film that he speaks in 

first-person, we see the very last shot of the movie, an aerial shot of the Statue of 

Liberty. Ferguson, the documentarian, uses Damon’s voiceover (power of a “credible” 

voice) to exhort Americans and issues a clarion call that can be perceived as, pitting 

“us” against “them.” The repeated use of the words “they” and “us” clearly 

demarcates the proverbial “1 percent” from the rest of the proverbial “99 percent.” 

The director employs these words in an attempt to tell viewers which side he is on, a 

reflexive strategy that that has the potential to bring integrity to the project and to him 

as the storyteller. Using the documentary structure, Ferguson defining his position and 

attempts to project himself as the spokesperson providing a voice to the voiceless 

millions who, as the documentary portrays, are at the mercy of powers-that-be 
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primarily represented by the United States Congress entrenched in an impious alliance 

with Wall Street bigwigs.  

This unique moment of reflexivity as demonstrated in Ferguson’s agency 

transforms the documentary structure. The third-person voiceover suddenly switches 

to a first-person voiceover and changes the dynamics of the narrative. Additionally, 

the symbolic use of the Statue of Liberty as the last shot in this political documentary 

unambiguously highlights Ferguson’s attempt to portray the imperiled liberty of 

average Americans held hostage by an unprincipled few on Wall Street enjoying 

patronage from politicians in power and benefiting from a lax criminal justice system.  

This shot exemplifies Ferguson’s attempt at signification and meaning-creation in the 

film text by using an iconic American image; replete with American history, sentiment 

and ethos, this shot can be considered as the defining moment of Inside Job. 

Discussion 

Inside Job illustrates how the use of found material as “evidence” in a 

methodical and imaginative way has the potential to translate into an authentic and 

credible political message in the American media matrix. Filmmaker Ferguson’s 

“investigation” into grave financial irresponsibility on Wall Street proceeded with 

meticulousness in this political documentary from start to finish. In a Griersonian 

tradition of public “education” and in the spirit of exposé through a political 

documentary, the documentary text exemplified an attempt at communication of 

meaning in the public sphere. The film tackled a rather complex issue, the worldwide 

financial crisis of 2008, and the documentary structure enabled director Ferguson to 

make an effort to expose the people responsible for it as well as analyze the aftermath. 
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Additionally, the director made attempts at meaning-creation by highlighting, what he 

considers, the unethical role played by the discipline of economics in the eventual 

collapse of the financial system in 2008.  

The opening credits roll to Pater Gabriel’s celebrated number Big Time which 

provides an apt background score, an effective satirical use of a popular number to 

depict Wall Street hitting “big time” with, as Ferguson claims, phony financial 

practices. We see several shots of glittering swank high-rises in New York City and 

also an exterior shot of the New York Stock Exchange with a huge American flag on 

the wall. These images clearly set the stage for the ensuing narrative about, what 

Ferguson calls, “an out-of-control industry.” In this opening section, we also see 

interesting behind-the-scenes production shots of ‘characters’ being wired for 

interviews by production assistants with boom microphones and C-stands in the frame. 

This reflexive and aesthetic strategy serves Ferguson well and enhances the overall 

credibility of the narrative and narrator alike. He comes across as a genuine 

investigator taking help of credible individuals to make an argument about 

deregulation of the financial services sector that led to disastrous consequences 

worldwide.  

Reflexivity demonstrates the discursive consciousness of the filmmaker, the 

clear ability to explain the motivation behind the aesthetic and ideological choices 

made by the documentarian. In Inside Job, Ferguson makes no attempt to hide which 

side he is on and this strategy of reflexivity has the potential to grant credibility to the 

filmmaker. Actively aided by Matt Damon’s appealing voiceover, Ferguson comes 

across as a filmmaker invested in finding the truth relating to the irresponsible 
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practices on Wall Street that brought upon the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers to 

begin with and ruinous consequences for millions of other Americans with the onset of 

the 2008 recession. In several sequences, particularly the scenes where Ferguson 

interrogates the academic community and their role in the crisis, Ferguson attempts to 

speak and seek answers, it appears, on behalf of the proverbial ‘99 percent.’ The 

scenes of reflexivity in the film positions the filmmaker as an American demanding 

answers and legitimately using the documentary structure to expose people/events 

while attempting to capture the ‘truth’ behind the financial collapse of 2008 through 

the medium of film. With the widespread availability of a political documentary like 

Inside Job on DVD and other online distribution platforms, an audience now has 

access to the director’s commentary to better understand the director’s motivations and 

ideologies. The director’s commentary thus becomes part of the documentary and 

reinforces its message. In other words, there is material outside of what can be seen in 

a theater that provides a glimpse of the director’s reflexivity. In Inside Job, Ferguson’s 

exposition in the DVD of why he made the film is a tactical tool employed by the 

filmmaker to make available more authenticity to the documentary project.  

In this political documentary, the process of signification (communication of 

meaning) was aided by the third-person voiceover/narration. In terms of a viewer’s 

“education” about the crisis, Damon’s voiceover appears particularly indispensable to 

the construction of the overall narrative. As a structural feature of a documentary, the 

voiceover and how it is accompanied by adequate and credible visual and aural 

content determines the potential to convey meaning through the documentary text. For 

the uninitiated viewer, the third-person voiceover in this film provided intricate details 
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of the financial crisis of 2008. For example, Damon’s voiceover explained the 

mechanics of the housing bubble (2001-2007) that ultimately led to the financial 

collapse of 2008. Accompanied by detailed graphics on screen, an example of 

meticulous scientific research and detailing of “evidence”, Damon’s voiceover also 

outlined for viewers what securitization food chain, a complex financial arrangement, 

is and how it operates.  

The voiceover guided the viewer through a maze of information about 

financial instruments, for example, derivative transactions, sub-prime mortgage, and 

credit default swaps, and their misuse by, as Ferguson claims, unscrupulous 

individuals heading huge conglomerates. The “credible” and calibrated voice of a 

Hollywood actor who comes across as someone invested in the understanding of this 

gigantic financial fiasco added value to the narrative. Damon’s voice, as a de-facto 

voice for director Ferguson, was used in an attempt to strike a chord with millions of 

Americans who lost their precious life-savings while, as Ferguson claims, a major 

“heist job” was underway on Wall Street. Although, sometimes rather long, Damon’s 

voiceover tried to communicate the perils of sacrificing sound banking and financial 

principles as reflected in, for example, the description of the dubious workings of 

insurance behemoth AIG. Ferguson extensively used the dispassionate third-person 

voiceover to substantiate his claim and depict the continuance of deregulation during 

different administrations, both Democratic and Republican. The constant overarching 

presence of Matt Damon’s voiceover throughout the narrative is significant. It is 

pertinent to note that Damon appeared in both Ocean’s Eleven (2001) and Ocean’s 

Twelve (2004), two Hollywood “heist” movies. It can be argued that the filmmaker 
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derived power by getting Damon, a celebrity, to do the voiceover. This choice 

exercised by Ferguson can be perceived as an attempt to convince viewers about the 

seriousness of the situation by ensuring that a legitimate mainstream voice in the 

motion picture business is lending power to the project and bolstering Ferguson’s 

argument that “this crisis was not an accident.”   

Ferguson, in fact, used some fairly standard conventions, practices, and 

techniques associated with the production of a documentary: still photographs, 

archival footage, computer graphics to depict charts and numbers as well as the 

routine sit-down interview although he himself remained off-camera all along. 

However, the extensive use of graphics and still photographs as material and historical 

“evidence” in the form of factual data is of considerable consequence in this political 

documentary. Facts and figures deliberately presented at the right moments in the 

narrative heightened the power of evidence as a principal tool of this documentary 

project. For example, the revelation in the film text of the enormity of profits 

generated through financial malpractices by Countrywide Financial is an example of 

director Ferguson’s attempt to communicate meaning. As claimed in Inside Job, 

Countrywide Financial, the largest subprime lender, issued 97 billion dollars’ worth of 

loans, predatory loans as Ferguson calls them, and made over 11 billion dollars in 

profits. Additionally, the extensive use of shots showing official letters and records 

reiterates the idea of the cinematic image in a documentary as a “document” or as 

supporting “evidence” for a claim made in the voiceover.  

The repeated use of archival television footage is a major visual feature in the 

narrative. The director uses archival C-SPAN footage of Congressional hearings in an 
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attempt to communicate meaning about the alarm that was caused in corridors of 

power in Washington, primarily the United States Congress, by the fall-out of 

irresponsible actions on Wall Street. Excerpts, throughout the documentary, from 

archival C-SPAN footage of Congressional hearings grant authenticity and legitimacy 

to the claims made by the documentarian in his investigation of the financial collapse 

of 2008. On display, through the use of archival footage of Congressional hearings, 

was the collusion of senior financial executives and their deceitful behavior.  

Archival footage of  congressmen sharply cross-examining financial industry 

executives on their alleged culpability in the widespread financial practices also has 

the potential to be read as ironic or a case of waking up too late given the public’s 

widespread perception of bonhomie between Wall Street and Washington. For 

instance, Ferguson attempts to highlight this perception in his interview with Scott 

Talbott, Chief Lobbyist, Financial Services Roundtable and provides a glimpse of the 

duplicity of the lobbying industry that, Ferguson claims, has a stranglehold on 

Congress and the law-making apparatus of the United States. Ferguson’s claim and 

attempt at meaning-creation becomes significant in the light of substantial political 

contributions that the latter receives from the former.  

Of all the three political documentaries analyzed in this dissertation, Inside Job 

truly exemplifies the documentary as a civic project in the American public sphere. 

Ferguson takes the Griersonian project of the documentary, a project of civic 

responsibility, yet another step further. At every step of the way, the film text attempts 

to provide hard evidence to authenticate claims made in the third-person voiceover. 

For example, the opening chapter of Inside Job introduces us to the roots of the 
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financial crisis of 2008 tracing it to extensive deregulation of the banking industry in 

Ireland in the year 2000. Interviews with people in Iceland including Gylfi Zoega, 

Professor of Economics, University of Iceland and Andri Magnason, 

writer/filmmaker, bolster these claims and the director provides evidence from ground 

zero of financial ruin wrought upon an unsuspecting population by a few in the 

financial services sector. Additionally, viewers are informed of American complicity 

in the Icelandic deregulation exercise by way of American accounting firms like 

KPMG and American credit-rating agencies giving high marks to banks in Iceland. 

Inside Job also attempts to communicate meaning about the long-cherished 

American ideals of fairness and liberty. The last shot of the movie with the Statue of 

Liberty, a widely used image in American popular culture, speaks to that as Ferguson 

attempts signification by drawing the contrast between the ideal of liberty and the 

reality of increasing inequality and class disparity across vast sections of the American 

population. Although limited by the overall principles/conventions of the documentary 

structure, Ferguson was afforded enough flexibility by the structure (freedom to act) to 

maneuver the resources of sounds and pictures to attempt signification and 

communicate meaning to a wider audience. He attempted to convey the message that 

deregulation was officially sanctioned and that Wall Street operated with impunity 

without any sharp scrutiny of Washington lawmakers.  

In stark contrast to both Bowling for Columbine and Jesus Camp, Inside Job is 

a political documentary with an unrelenting single-point agenda of the filmmaker: to 

expose the nexus between Wall Street and Washington.  From the beginning all the 

way to the end, this political documentary is unwavering and transparent in its quest to 
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uncover, what it claims to be, the unholy nexus between the financial services industry 

and powers-that-be in Washington. With the aid of a very powerful easily 

recognizable third-person voiceover, Ferguson repeatedly informs viewers, through 

the film text, the huge implications of this nexus. Ferguson, the documentarian, 

tackled a very topical theme affecting the lives of millions of Americans and made an 

attempt, using the documentary structure, to incriminate key players and architects of 

deregulation like Alan Greenspan and Larry Summers who were ideologically 

opposed to regulation.  

In his attempts at meaning-creation by relying on the documentary structure, a 

discourse of sobriety (Nichols, 1991), the director of Inside Job crafted a narrative of 

unbridled greed, deceit, and injustice. For instance, Ferguson, by exercising his 

freedom to act, attempted signification by drawing the contrast between the 70-80 

dollars that a worker earns per month for back-breaking work on a shop floor in China 

and the fat bonuses of millions of dollars earned by Wall Street executives; such is the 

nature of meaning-creation enabled by the documentary structure and exemplified in 

Inside Job. Ferguson’s attempt at communication of meaning through the text of 

Inside Job unveiled the complex behind-the-scenes workings of the financial services 

industry in America, the pitfalls of the system, and the attempts made by the industry 

to rake in unlimited benefits for a select few at gargantuan costs to millions of 

Americans. The director’s unique interaction with the structure, particularly as 

reflected in his interviewing techniques and use of intertitles, is an attempt to provide 

evidence, through the documentary text, of complicity and duplicity of key players, 

both within the federal government, in academia, and on Wall Street for the colossal 
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financial undoing of 2008. Using found material as credible “evidence”, the 

filmmaker, as the spokesperson for the proverbial “99 percent”, uses the documentary 

structure in an attempt to articulate the widespread discontentment and concern on 

Main Street for the lack of prosecution of those responsible for the worst financial 

disaster since the Great Depression.  

The implications of a documentary text like Inside Job entering the public 

sphere are immense. The production of this political documentary can be perceived as 

the filmmaker’s purposeful act of participation in a public discourse about a 

particularly discordant issue, enormous wealth for a small section of Americans and 

dwindling prosperity for the vast majority. Relying on the structure of documentary 

film, a documentarian attempts to address the root causes of the financial crisis of 

2008. More importantly, the documentary structure allows him to address the critical 

issue of increasing economic inequality in America as he exercises agency to construct 

arguments and make claims. This attempt at meaning-creation through a cultural 

product needs to be acknowledged and recognized because a deliberate “action”, as 

exemplified through the dimensions of structuration, is undertaken to engineer a 

transformation in public conversation. The film text attempts to “educate” an audience 

by providing information and alternative points of view that mainstream mass media, 

more often than not, fails to highlight. Inside Job is an example of a documentary 

filmmaking enterprise that undoubtedly foregrounds the “discursive consciousness” of 

the filmmaker. The director’s motivations are apparent in his reflexive actions 

discernible in the film text as well as his statements in the director’s commentary on 

the DVD where he refers to the financial crisis as a “heist job”. Ferguson’s “discursive 
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consciousness” shapes the interpretative scheme of the film text and the nature of 

interaction with the structure. The “evidence” that the agent/filmmaker introduces in 

the film text by virtue of this interaction is driven by a motivation to create meaning.  

Ferguson’s motivation that drives meaning-creation in Inside Job impacts every other 

“action” or production choice of the filmmaker and the extent of transformation in the 

documentary structure is a direct consequence thereof.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION  

Implications  

 

This dissertation provides interpretive insight into understanding the structure 

of documentary film through the lens of structuration. Structuration theory explains 

the process of communication of meaning through the production of political 

documentaries. The implication of using structuration theory to understand 

documentary structure and thereby cultural acts of meaning-creation is profound. 

Embedded in the notion of structuration and recursive production of political 

documentaries is the associated process of transformation in the documentary 

structure as a vehicle of meaning-creation. Significant implications relating to attempts 

at meaning-creation made by a documentarian accompany this process of 

transformation in the documentary structure.  

Additionally, this textual analysis of the structure of three distinctive political 

documentaries also provides understanding of the nuances of the dimensions of 

structuration. Illuminated in the mechanics of these three documentary texts is how 

the dimensions of legitimation and domination, in tandem, work towards signification. 

The filmmakers’ transformational actions (deliberate production choices inducing 

structural transformation) reflected in the film texts and undertaken as part of the 

documentary filmmaking process contributed to the outcome of communication of 

meaning in the three political documentaries. This significant implication is a 

consequence of the ongoing production of American political documentaries by virtue 

of the filmmakers’ unique interaction with the documentary structure that enables 
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his/her freedom to act.  A brief recapitulation of structuration theory will elucidate this 

process.  

Structuration 

According to Giddens (1984), the structure thrives and is further reproduced 

and transformed precisely by the agent’s freedom to act. The documentary structure, 

too, is both enabling and constraining. For example, the documentary structure 

facilitates the existence of the voiceover as a standard practice, yet also allows for 

doing away with the voiceover as a production or aesthetic choice exercised by the 

docu-auteur. The textual analysis of Bowling for Columbine, Jesus Camp, and Inside 

Job provided an opportunity to reflect on the select scenes that epitomize the principal 

idea of a filmmaker’s agency derived from his/her unique interaction with the 

documentary structure that leads to communication of meaning through the film text.  

  Structuration theory, as a theory of human action, essentially deals with the 

two key concepts of “structure” and human “agency.” It is reminiscent of the old 

adage, human actions have consequences. Agency refers to the capability to act and 

not the mere intention to do so. As Giddens (1984) said, structure has no real 

existence unless an agent, in this case the filmmaker, interacts with the documentary 

structure to bring it to life. Making use of the standard documentary rules/conventions 

and the resources of sounds and moving pictures, the filmmaker, driven by a 

motivation to participate in a public discourse, makes an attempt to communicate 

meaning about a contentious and polarizing issue in the public sphere through the 

production of a political documentary.  
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Meaning-creation 

This attempt at meaning-creation can be understood through the dimensions of 

structuration, namely domination (power), legitimation (norms), and signification 

(communication of meaning). The modalities associated with these dimensions are the 

facility/medium of film, the norms associated with documentary production, and the 

interpretative scheme as reflected in the use of key structural features like the 

voiceover as well as the deliberate combination of sounds and pictures towards 

realizing communication of meaning. “Structuration” implies that the medium 

(documentary structure) provides the agency to produce the outcome (the political 

documentary) and the outcome then, in turn, furthers the longevity of the medium by 

transforming it along the way as more political documentaries are produced. The 

transformation occurs by virtue of a filmmaker’s unique interaction with the 

documentary structure; as Giddens (1984) said, “power” is intrinsic to agency and is 

the capability of an agent to transform structures during the course of interaction. The 

interaction with the structure involves the agent being enabled by the structure to 

exercise his/her freedom to act while being constrained by the conventions associated 

with the structure.  

The clear implication of this textual analysis is that the production of a political 

documentary involves constructing a political argument about a contentious issue 

through the documentary structure.  As highlighted in the textual analysis, in this 

process of producing the film text, the filmmaker exercises his agency while engaging 

in a unique use of “found material” to propound a thesis or provide “evidence” to back 

up a claim made in the film text. While operating within the confines or constraints of 
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the documentary structure, the production of a political documentary by a filmmaker 

reflects a unique use of the structure (rules and resources) that help presentation of 

“evidence” upholding a particular point of view and thus entails transformation in the 

structure. It is pertinent to point out that the duality of structure and agency can also 

be extended to two closely intertwined actions that this textual analysis makes an 

attempt to understand: production of a political documentary and transformation of 

the documentary structure. “Production” refers to the actual process of producing the 

cultural product, the political documentary, which is enabled by the documentary 

structure. Through the finished documentary text, the documentary director makes an 

attempt to communicate meaning with agency made available to him or her by the 

documentary structure in the form of rules (norms) and resources (aural and visual 

content). Production leading to structural transformation by virtue of the filmmaker’s 

freedom to act is at the heart of this process.  

Production and structural transformation 

The two fundamental ideas of structuration theory are “action” of the agent and 

“transformation” of the structure. The transformation that is brought about during the 

course of the structure coming to life is an instantiation of the Giddensian notion of a 

structure being transformed every time it is reproduced by a knowledgeable agent 

interacting with it. For example, in this analysis of three American political 

documentaries, the fact that all the three texts use a very basic documentary feature of 

the voiceover in three different ways signals that Giddensian transformation during the 

course of a filmmaker’s unique interaction with the documentary structure. Different 

ways of interacting with the documentary structure, use of structural features and 
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degree of reflexivity demonstrated in the film text, also has the potential to determine 

the “credibility” of the political documentary and the documentarian. This aspect is of 

particular significance because, by definition, political documentaries attempt to 

participate in a public conversation about a contentious issue in the public sphere. This 

attempt is primarily made by furnishing visual and aural “evidence” in support of a 

particular point of view and also by the filmmaker’s manipulation of the structure 

towards espousing that point of view.  

In addition to this facility to communicate meaning, transformation, as a 

consequence of the director’s interaction with the structure, is another critical 

implication or repercussion of the production of a political documentary. Such a result 

is engendered by the unique interaction of the agent/filmmaker with the structure as 

illustrated through the different dimensions of structuration. The unique ways in 

which a documentarian uses the resources of sounds and moving pictures and follows 

the rules or breaks with conventions associated with documentary filmmaking makes 

possible that ongoing transformation of the documentary structure. For example, the 

voiceover, as part of the interpretative scheme in meaning-creation, is a standard 

device in political documentaries trying to persuade viewers, make claims, and 

advance arguments. The documentary structure grants filmmakers the freedom to act, 

to make production choices and use a structural feature like the voiceover in a 

particular way or not to use it at all.  

In the selected political documentaries under analysis though, the filmmakers 

exercised the choice to use the voiceover in three different ways. The absence of the 

voiceover, a key structural feature, in Jesus Camp reflects departure from a standard 
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practice. Radio talk-show host Papantonio’s voice in Jesus Camp essentially serves as 

a proxy for the first-person or third-person opinionated voiceover. Bowling for 

Columbine is in the tradition of the highly opinionated first-person voiceover in a 

political documentary. Inside Job uses the third-person voiceover delivered by a 

Hollywood actor and celebrity Matt Damon and also signifies a different approach of 

using a critical structural feature. The three different interactions of the filmmakers 

with the structure contribute to the transformation of the documentary structure. These 

three distinguishing interactions also reflect the varying degrees of reflexivity in the 

three political documentaries.  

Reflexivity 

The notion of “reflexivity” is critical to the production process and can be 

conceived as a deliberate disclosure of motives behind the documentarian’s 

actions/choices and is fueled by what Giddens (1984) called discursive consciousness 

that enables a knowledgeable agent to explain the motivation for his/her actions. 

Augmented reflexivity in political documentaries, as an expression of a filmmaker’s 

agency (power), is also an attempt to persuade the readers of the documentary text that 

the political documentary is a genuine and reliable dissertation on controversial issues 

in the American public sphere. As part of the filmmaking practice, the motivation and 

the ideology of the documentarians are increasingly made known to the public during 

the course of viewing the narrative, further amplifying the trustworthiness of the 

venture. 

Reflexivity in the documentary text enables meaning-creation by making 

known the basis/rationale for why a filmmaker wanted to make the political 
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documentary in the first place, participate in a public conversation/discourse about a 

controversial topic, and attempt to provide suitable information and evidence to 

bolster the claims made in the narrative. A reflexive text deliberately exposes the 

motives of the filmmaker and the stamp of authorship looms large with, more often 

than not, an opinionated first-person or third-person voiceover. Outside of the final 

documentary text available for mass viewing in a theater, this self-reflexive 

monitoring of the agent’s actions can also be gauged through the director’s 

commentary on the DVD of a documentary. It is a behind-the-scenes transparent 

glimpse of the director’s motivations and ideologies that actively helped construct the 

narrative and make production and aesthetic choices of a certain kind.  

In a way, reflexive production practices are also integral to the filmmaker’s 

conspicuous agenda of transparency. The rough and ready look is part of the 

documentary filmmaking convention. It is precisely this real look, out of focus shots, 

grainy images, a microphone in the frame, or shaky hand-held camera movements, 

which grants authenticity to the narrative.  It is this authentic look, as against the 

polished sterile look of a studio narrative, that reality television, cop shows and now 

Hollywood fiction film have borrowed from the documentary structure. For example, 

in Bowling for Columbine, Moore uses black and white security camera footage from 

Columbine High School to portray the horror of that morning of April 20, 1999 in the 

school cafeteria when two young killers indiscriminately fired their weapons to cause 

death and grievous injury. This “found material” provides that authentic and realistic 

look, the “documentary evidence” of a tragic high school shooting that Moore 

provides in the film text to bolster his argument for increased gun-control.  
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In Jesus Camp and Bowling for Columbine, structural manipulation by the 

filmmakers is overt; these acts of manipulation reflect the documentarian’s freedom to 

act enabled by the structure.  Bowling for Columbine is marked by Moore’s 

“orchestration of events” (manipulation) that are filmed and become part of the final 

narrative advocating gun-control. His acts of domination in the film text underline the 

manipulation of the documentary structure. Jesus Camp exemplifies manipulation of 

the documentary structure executed through the interpretative scheme (including 

combination of film “textures”).  The strategic positioning of competing forms of 

“evidence” in the film text to highlight the polarization surrounding the issue of 

abortion is a subtle act of manipulation and meaning-creation. The documentary text 

provides two competing forms of “evidence” on the controversial issue of abortion in 

America, one rooted in “reason” and the other rooted in “emotion.” While radio talk-

show host Mike Papantonio’s point of view can be conceived as the “evidence” of 

reason in the abortion debate, the evangelical point of view can be conceived as the 

“evidence” of emotion in the film text. The strategic placement of these two 

competing forms of “evidence” side-by-side demonstrate the filmmakers’ freedom to 

act within the structure to furnish “evidence” of both sides of this debate on the 

polarizing issue of abortion in the American public sphere.  

Whether it is an overtly reflexive documentary or not, the nature of the 

interaction with the documentary structure determines how a filmmaker derives 

agency from the structure to construct an argument or make a claim. The structure can 

only be actualized or brought to life through the exercising of that agency by a 

filmmaker engaging in the production of a documentary. The mere existence of a 
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documentary structure with its avowed conventions of truth, authenticity, and reality 

does not mean much if they are not deliberately and suitably utilized by docu-auteurs 

to actively construct an argument about a contentious theme and make serious 

attempts to communicate meaning in the public sphere.  

This textual analysis highlighted that deliberate process of designing a 

narrative by putting sounds and moving pictures alongside in a careful pre-meditated 

strategy, drawing attention to contentious issues that tend to polarize public opinion, 

and attempting to communicate meaning through the text of a political documentary. 

The overt reflection on screen of the filmmaker’s agency (power) as afforded by the 

structure (rules and resources) is one of the principal arguments of this dissertation. 

Relying on the documentary conventions of truth, authenticity, and reflexivity, a 

filmmaker uses the resources of sound and picture (“found material”) to construct an 

argument or make a claim and provides evidence in the narrative to authenticate it. 

While the process of producing an American political documentary involves issues of 

aesthetics and creativity, more importantly though, the film text provides the platform 

to a filmmaker to make political choices, left, right, or neutral, enable a discourse on a 

politically charged issue in the American public sphere, and make known his/her own 

position vis-à-vis the issue portrayed in the political documentary.  

The notion of reflexivity as demonstrated in the agency of the filmmaker is 

critical to the construction of a political documentary such as Bowling for Columbine, 

Inside Job and Jesus Camp. The degree of reflexivity illustrates how the docu-auteur 

positions himself or herself within the narrative in relation to the larger themes 

uncovered in the film. More importantly, it illustrates how the structure enables the 
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documentarian to state upfront his/her ideologies and the underlying motivations of 

the documentary venture. The filmmaker’s effort to communicate meaning and engage 

in a public conversation with a public document like a political documentary can be 

gauged by the degree of reflexivity and transparency in the film. The more a 

filmmaker’s stance is overtly depicted in the film text, the greater the context for 

meaning-creation that is made available to a viewer. In comparison to both Inside Job 

and Jesus Camp, Bowling for Columbine stands out by virtue of Moore’s interaction 

with the documentary structure through blatant acts of domination that augment 

meaning-creation. The director’s aggressive reflexivity in the film text can be 

considered atypical and helps promote transformation of the documentary structure.  

Moore’s aggressive reflexivity 

Michael Moore’s declared position in Bowling for Columbine against 

indiscriminate gun ownership is an ideological and political act committed during the 

production of this political documentary. Moore is not simply on an ethnographic 

expedition; it can be argued that he is a direct participant in the workings of his own 

culture and hence can lay no claims of moral superiority. Moore participates in the film as 

a “character” and frees himself from the so-called liberal outsider status looking down 

upon other “gun nuts” across America. Moore is not the “other.” He is the curious insider 

trying to fathom the peculiar ways in which, according to the film text produced by him, 

the military-industrial-prison complex has taken over and hijacked the hallowed ideal of 

“liberty” by equating it to an individual’s right to bear firearms. Along the way, he 

attempts to convey meaning by linking “fear” to the notion of “success” and 
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“consumerism” in America with the help of interviews with South Park co-creator 

Matt Stone and shock-rocker Marilyn Manson.  

Bowling for Columbine has a strong personal imprint of the filmmaker and his 

avowed political and ideological positions, either through his on-screen presence or 

the first-person voiceover. These positions are laid bare for the audience to identify 

which side the filmmaker is on vis-à-vis the issue of gun-control in America. The 

filmmaker’s imprint on the text also provides an opportunity to gauge the filmmaker 

himself, his worldviews and his personal history that drives the narrative forward and 

definitively locates the filmmaker’s ideological moorings within the film text. 

Scholars such as Misiak (2005) have suggested that Moore’s strong on-screen 

presences are part of his larger rhetorical strategy. The process of filmmaking is made 

transparent on several occasions across the text with direct references to the camera 

capturing events as they unfold, a self-reflexive strategy adopted by the filmmaker that 

demonstrates his agency/power and also promotes transformation of the documentary 

structure.  

For example, at the very beginning of Bowling for Columbine, Michael Moore, 

the director, is seen walking into a bank in Flint, Michigan, his hometown, to open an 

account so that he can get a free gun that the bank offers as a reward for opening an 

account with them. Moore, after getting the free gun, proceeds to get a haircut with 

gun in hand. As Moore heads into the barber shop, we hear his voice-over saying: 

“Yeah, this was the kind of place I was from.” The barber shop sells live ammunition 

and Moore places an order as we see him getting a haircut: “A box of 270s.” This 

sequence in the narrative is an attempt by Moore to establish his credentials and 
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communicate meaning that he is an “insider.” His legitimacy as the storyteller gains 

currency and Moore derives this agency (power) precisely from his unique interaction 

with the documentary structure that permits reflexivity in the film text that Moore 

amply and assertively displays.  

Moore’s constant physical presence in the text of Bowling for Columbine, as a 

strategy employed to attempt meaning-creation, was actively facilitated by the 

documentary structure. It will be pertinent to note that Moore’s standard persona, with 

his baseball cap and slightly unkempt appearance, is visible in all his films. This 

deliberate reflexive projection in the documentary text, of Moore being the common 

man, the average American at the receiving end of the capitalist system, is afforded by 

the documentary structure. Moore, although a famous person in America, projects 

himself as a realistic stand-in for the “small guy.”  Ironically though, this “small guy” 

wields enormous power, granted by the documentary structure, as he interviews 

people, catches and exposes events/situations with a movie camera and, in an act of 

domination, uses his “characters” to legitimately propound a thesis that he deliberately 

constructs out of “found material.” For example, in Bowling for Columbine, we see 

Moore on-screen talking to members of the Michigan Militia as he attempts to find out 

the kind of guns that the members have in their homes for self-protection. Again, later 

in the film, we see Moore on-screen in Toronto, Canada, knocking on people’s doors 

in a neighborhood in downtown Toronto to check if they leave their front doors open. 

These are instances of Moore’s aggressive reflexivity as demonstrated in his agency 

that the documentary structure affords him. With his reflexive stance, he places 

himself within the narrative as an active and curious “participant” thereby attempting 
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to derive maximum mileage, through the film text, in support of his argument about 

fear and gun-violence. After all, that is what documentaries are all about, real people 

and real places and real incidents, and what better way to heighten “credibility” and 

“authenticity” than to put oneself as the storyteller/participant in the middle of the film 

frame. However, Moore’s aggressive “actions,” although transparent, also run the risk 

of being perceived as inauthentic and illegitimate that are not faithful to documentary 

conventions. These discernible non-conformist tactics generated inauthenticity in 

Bowling for Columbine.   

Illegitimacy generated by aggressive reflexivity 

Moore’s production tactics, howsoever ingenious, have the potential to reflect 

disingenuousness in the documentary text. The chapter Littleton in Bowling for 

Columbine is a case in point. Accompanied by the song “Happiness is a warm gun!” a 

montage of various shooting and gun-related archival shots from film narratives and 

TV news begins this chapter. Thereafter, outside a typical American suburban home, a 

young woman tells Moore: “This is a great place to raise your children…really a great 

place to raise your kids...very close-knit community we have here.” We realize that the 

place is Littleton, Colorado (Columbine High School is located 4 miles from Littleton) 

when, in the following shot inside a Lockheed Martin missile manufacturing facility, a 

man in formal attire from Lockheed Martin Public Relations, one Mr. McCollum, is 

seen answering Moore’s questions; a missile marked US AIR FORCE is visible in the 

background.  

Moore questions the man whether he sees a connection between the presence 

of Lockheed Martin, one of the largest arms manufacturers in the world, in Littleton 
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and the tragedy that occurred at Columbine High School. Although Moore’s blatant 

domination is apparent, at best it seems like a desperate effort on the filmmaker’s part 

to seek approval for a conjecture, that too from an insider working for Lockheed 

Martin.  

Moore: So, you don’t think our kids say to themselves “Gee, Dad goes off to 

the factory every day, he built missiles…these are weapons of mass 

destruction…What’s the difference between that and the mass destruction over 

at Columbine High School?” 

McCollum: I guess I don’t see that connection…that specific connection.  

Although Moore never got the interviewee to reply in the affirmative or make 

that connection, his attempt to convey a message to viewers is obvious; the raising of 

children in a militarized atmosphere can lead to increased propensity for violence 

amongst young people. The filmmaker’s attempt to make a forceful connection is 

fragile and hard to substantiate based on a single incident of school violence in that 

town. Moore’s contention that the boys resorted to violence because their fathers 

worked in a facility that made missiles to be used in warfare seems improbable. It, 

however, works within the film narrative whether empirically substantiated or not 

when it is read against the backdrop of a nation trying to come to terms with a 

senseless horrific incident and has no clue where to start investigating outside of the 

standard blame on violent movies and video-games. Moore’s attempt at meaning-

creation is yet another unproven thesis but powerful nonetheless.  

One is left wondering about the value of the meaning that Moore attempted to 

create in this sequence and whether he was indulging in creating anecdotal evidence 
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by making those forceful connections relying on the documentary structure. The 

communication of meaning (signification) might have been jeopardized because of 

feeble evidence and legitimacy of the documentary structure was undermined by 

Moore’s failure to provide a shred of scientific evidence to support his contention. He 

did however, succeed, in revealing to his viewers some, if not enough, information for 

them to make a somewhat questionable association, if they deem fit, between the 

presence of Lockheed Martin in Littleton and the Columbine High School massacre. 

Moore “performed” better in other chapters of Bowling for Columbine in his attempt 

to understand the minds and motivations of the young killers of Columbine and fix 

blame. 

Taking too many liberties with the documentary structure can turn out to be 

perilous for the process of meaning-creation and can create unintended consequences 

quite contrary to the avowed objectives of the documentary director. While it is true 

that careful selection and manipulation of sound and picture is at the heart of the 

documentary filmmaking process, it could be a tightrope walk and any inadvertent loss 

of credibility at any point of time in the narrative might do severe harm to the overall 

film text articulating a particular point of view. Moore’s attempt to trivialize a couple 

of “characters” in Bowling for Columbine has the real danger of costing him the 

audience’s willingness to take him and his message seriously. Repeated attempts to 

play dumb might generate a laugh or two but might end up making Moore look like 

someone who preys on a particular individual’s gullibility. That is essentially at the 

core of the “constraint” that the documentary structure circumscribes; liberties can be 

exercised through the freedom to act that the structure entails as long as they are not 
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perceived as inauthentic. Any maneuver is welcome as long as it operates within the 

confines of “truth” and “authenticity” that the structure demands from the 

documentarian. The freedom to act afforded by the structure is considered legitimate 

as long as not just the filmic material, but also the filmmaker and his/her actions come 

across as credible and authentic.  That is an essential prerequisite of the current 

“documentary project” as it has traversed this length from the days of the silent 

“documentary” Nanook of the North (1922), in which, ironically, Robert Flaherty 

staged sequences with Inuit “actors.” Reflexivity, as a documentary device, can thus 

be a boon if used prudently but can turn into a curse with the potential to convey 

inauthentic motives and meanings in the hands of an imprudent documentarian.  

In Bowling for Columbine, Moore repeatedly treads choppy waters by drawing 

apparently believable but empirically unproven connections between gun violence and 

deep-seated racism; it can also be conceived as a case of Moore providing fodder to a 

potentially over-enthusiastic audience wanting to believe and respond to his 

incitement. That has been Moore’s blight all along in Bowling for Columbine.  If the 

documentary structure enables a discourse of sobriety (a project of education and civic 

responsibility), Moore, using the structure, is expected to provide facts and figures and 

not mere allusions to a hypothesis unsupported by evidence. For example, the Willie 

Horton advertisement used in the film text is a powerful visual symbol but not enough 

to substantiate Moore’s claim. However, the one thing Moore succeeds in doing 

through the documentary structure is opening the conversation and credit must be 

given to him for that alone.  The following discussion of strategies employed in Inside 

Job will illuminate the stark contrast in Charles Ferguson’s rather conventional yet 
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effective filmmaking tactics when compared with Michael Moore’s aggressive 

reflexivity and transparent acts of domination. 

Inside Job as the Griersonian documentary project 

Ferguson’s narrative relies on the standard conventions associated with the 

documentary structure to detail the actions of players in the financial services industry 

of America leading up to the worldwide financial disarray of 2008. With careful 

research and relying on credible “characters,” the director unfolds the storyline that 

played out before and leading to the cataclysmic events of late 2008 in the financial 

world thereby exposing how a section of the American financial services industry, 

through their reckless actions, nearly drove the economy to a grinding halt. In terms of 

structuration, the objective of signification was attempted through the heavy use of 

archival “found material” and in-depth one-on-one interviews.  

With Inside Job, documentary director Ferguson illustrates the complex 

behind-the-scenes workings of the financial services industry in America, the pitfalls 

of the financial system, and makes claims, through the documentary text, how the 

financial services industry raked in unlimited benefits for a select few at gargantuan 

costs to millions of Americans. For example, in his interview with Scott Talbott, Chief 

Lobbyist, Financial Services Roundtable, Ferguson exercises his agency as a 

documentarian to reveal the sheer hollowness of Talbott’s evaluation/assessment of 

executive compensation. Talbott comes across as someone in a state of denial or it 

might also be read as artful dodging on his part. By passing the buck on to the board of 

directors for massive pay and severance packages for errant financial executives, 

Talbott inadvertently exposes himself on screen as Ferguson attempts to make him 
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look like a hypocritical henchman on the payrolls of the financial services industry. 

Additionally, using still photographs of smiling top executives of Merrill Lynch and 

AIG that has the potential to infuriate viewers, Ferguson employed actor Matt 

Damon’s voiceover to alert viewers to the astronomical amounts that these executives 

earned as part of their severance package. The two above-mentioned strategies 

employed by Ferguson work effectively in the film text. By interviewing “characters” 

who incriminate themselves and by using still photographs of people with whom he 

director could not secure an interview, Ferguson reveals the nature of the his 

interaction with the documentary structure without his physical presence in the film 

frame.  

Relying heavily on a third-person voiceover delivered by a Hollywood actor, 

Inside Job exemplifies Ferguson’s attempts to achieve signification through his 

interpretation of the factors, people and circumstances behind the financial crisis of 

2008. Ferguson’s attempt is buttressed by different “credible” voices in the public 

sphere substantiating his claim about rampant over-reaching and indiscriminate 

expansion of financial services firms in the name of globalization and multi-national 

operations. Inside Job, the political documentary, also attempts to undertake the task 

of “education” about, what Ferguson called, a “heist job” committed by major 

investment banks, a fundamental ambition of the original Griersonian “documentary 

project.” The film text, as a “representation” facilitated by the documentary structure, 

becomes a source of “education” about a litigious issue in the American public sphere. 

In sharp contrast to Inside Job, the filmmakers of Jesus Camp do not use a voiceover 

but demonstrate ample reflexivity and structural manipulation in the film text.  
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Structural Manipulation in Jesus Camp 

In this textual analysis, Jesus Camp stands out for the filmmakers’ “subtle” 

reflexivity vis-à-vis the absence of a voiceover and their “invisibility” in the narrative. 

From an ethical standpoint, a reflexive stance on the part of the filmmaker is an 

attempt to set at rest any ambiguity whatsoever about the intentions of a documentary 

project and the motivations guiding the filmmaker. The absence of a first-person or 

third-person voiceover in Jesus Camp prevented the filmmakers from taking 

advantage of a critical structural feature that would have helped generate obvious 

reflexivity in the text. The absence of a voiceover left a lot of possible ascribable 

motives to simply one’s imagination. As discussed in the textual analysis earlier, 

reflexive production practices are fairly transparent in this documentary text. 

However, these reflexive production practices did not seem to allay the doubts of a 

certain section of the viewers. The controversy surrounding the film in the public 

sphere seems to attest to that fact: Reverend Becky Fischer was accused of 

indoctrinating and brain-washing little children into the ways of Evangelical 

Christianity. The summer camp was vandalized and Reverend Fischer suspended her 

operations at the camp ground in Devil’s Lake, North Dakota (Seattle Times, 2006).  

However, the “radio”, as a source of information, and an important cinematic 

device in Jesus Camp lends “authenticity” to the narrative. This “device” continues to 

actively appear, almost as a “character,” throughout the film both in the visuals and in 

the sound track. We either see Mike Papantonio in the radio station/studio interacting 

with listeners as they dial in to his program/show or the sound engineer in the studio 

playing with the audio levels using the fader on the sound-mixing console 
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accompanied by visuals of radio station equipment. We hear the radio playing George 

W. Bush’s announcement of the nomination of Justice Samuel Alito to the Supreme 

Court of the United States or see someone’s hands playing with the dial of a radio at 

home to get to a certain station. Visuals of microphones, headphones, monitors 

displaying audio levels, volume of the car radio being increased, all appear in the film 

as people on both sides of the pro-life/pro-choice debate aggressively take positions 

and defend them.  

The “voice” on “live” radio acts as a structural feature and affords agency to 

the filmmakers; Ewing and Grady deliberately and creatively use “found material” 

from a source (radio) that is “real” and that has the potential to function as hard 

“evidence.”  In Jesus Camp, the radio “voices”, both pro-life and pro-choice, replace 

the first-person or third-person voiceover articulating a position. In some instances in 

the film text, the filmmakers also use some “voices” on the radio instead of the face-

to-face interview/encounter with these “characters” holding opposite views on the 

issue of abortion. Citizens or church leaders that were never identified in the film but 

whose voices were heard on the radio also jostle for space in the narrative alongside 

radio talk-show host Mike Papantonio.  

As a way of constructing an argument, differing opinions aired on the radio, in 

all probability on different shows at different times, were strategically placed side-by-

side on the soundtrack by the filmmakers without necessarily identifying the person 

whose voice we hear but do not see, unless it’s a voice like George W. Bush’s that one 

can instantly identify by virtue of Bush’s long presence in the public sphere. The 

“radio” voice, as a documentary device employed by the filmmakers, provides the 
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opportunity to introduce time and again in the film text, Papantonio’s perspective as 

an alternative to the evangelical point of view. This “character,” Papantonio, attempts 

to strike a balance by consistently dwelling on the opposite point of view in his 

conversations on-air with listeners. He has been positioned and used by the 

filmmakers as an oppositional and contrarian voice of reason that will counter the 

evangelical voice of emotion. His on-air encounter with Pentecostal children’s 

minister Reverend Fischer towards the end of the film provides a feeling of the wheel 

having turned full circle and the narrative coming to a close.  

Filmmakers, Ewing and Grady, however, run the risk of being perceived as 

being hesitant or not being able to voice their own opinions and rather rely on 

Papantonio as a de-facto narrator of Jesus Camp. Throughout this political 

documentary, scenes of him in the radio station are cut next to scenes of players on the 

other side of the “philosophical aisle” to provide the alternative perspective, a textual 

strategy that the filmmakers deliberately employ in an attempt to provide balance to 

the overall narrative. Whether that balance was achieved or not depends on the 

perspective of an individual viewer and is a debatable matter beyond the scope of this 

analysis. However, it could be argued that Jesus Camp, by virtue of the filmmakers’ 

overt structural manipulation (combination of film “textures”) demonstrates maximum 

reflexivity in terms of manipulating “found material” (aural and visual) and making 

that structural manipulation obvious/transparent in the film text.  

Comparative assessment  

While Bowling for Columbine is an exercise in ingenuity and Inside Job a 

discourse of sobriety, Jesus Camp occupies the grey area in between with its 
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understated narrative style and the absence of any overt political posturing. Inside Job 

is about the recklessness of financial executives on Wall Street in cahoots with the 

powers-that-be in Washington that left enormous damage and destruction in its wake. 

That is precisely the meaning, weak corporate governance and poor oversight fueled 

by extensive deregulation, that Ferguson attempted to communicate through this 

documentary text. In Bowling for Columbine, documentarian Moore runs the risk of 

coming across as a blatant manipulator who draws tenuous connections between 

events, circumstances, and people towards establishing a claim or making a strong 

argument. That is, by and large, not the case with Inside Job, a calculative exercise 

undertaken by Charles Ferguson in an attempt to unambiguously establish crony 

capitalism prevalent in Wall Street actively aided and abetted by the powers in 

Washington. Jesus Camp, on the other hand, while demonstrating reflexive production 

practices, omits the “voice” of the filmmakers. In the absence of a voiceover to inform 

viewers about their motives and with their heavy reliance on merely providing 

competing pieces of “evidence,” the filmmakers’ strategy to remain out of sight in the 

film text and keep their voices muted has the potential to undermine the power/agency 

of the filmmaker. While legitimately crafting a narrative incorporating both sides of 

the pro-life/pro-choice debate, they merely come across as flies on the wall holding a 

camera. While Moore might occasionally come across as flippant and outright 

disingenuous, howsoever hard he tries to hide it through irony or satire, Ferguson 

comes across as a serious “agent” and a documentarian with a mission to pin the 

blame for the worldwide financial crisis of 2008 using all the available tools in his 

filmmaking arsenal. This dichotomy also identifies the pitfalls of taking too many 
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liberties with the “agency” that the documentary structure allows or enables by virtue 

of the filmmaker’s unique interaction with the structure.  

Final Implications 

The textual analysis of Jesus Camp, Inside Job, and Bowling for Columbine 

demonstrates the power or “transformative capacity” (Baert & da Silva, 2010) that the 

documentary structure makes available to a documentarian motivated to participate in 

a public conversation/discourse in the American public sphere. The filmmaker’s 

endeavor gains legitimacy when his/her motivations (discursive consciousness) are 

transparent in the film text. This analysis illustrates the agency of the individual 

filmmaker and his/her reliance on the legitimacy of the documentary structure is tied 

directly to the public communication of meaning. Political documentaries, driven by a 

filmmaker’s motivation to communicate meaning by casting light on a controversial 

issue, have the power to take us to unusual places as well as make us hear and see 

things/circumstances that we would not see in the normal course of our everyday lives. 

These are things that are sometimes around us, maybe in our neighborhoods, yet that 

escape our attention, not in any small measure for the fact that dominant mainstream 

narratives, both in film and television, disseminated by corporate behemoths pay scant 

attention to these matters of public import that affect the lives of millions of 

Americans.  

The “documentary movement,” including the production of political 

documentaries, has undoubtedly been facilitated in large measure by advances in film 

technology, lightweight 16mm film cameras, high quality sound recording and mixing 

equipment, and high-definition digital video cameras. With technical advances in 
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filmmaking and increased distribution platforms, both on-line and off-line, 

controversial issues that tend to polarize communities in America can be debated 

through the site of the film text, a site of public discourse and conversation. American 

political documentaries do not necessarily offer profound insight into a hitherto 

unknown phenomenon, but these film texts attempt to provide a window, sometimes 

intimate and personal, into divisive matters that, more often than not, we would rather 

sweep under the proverbial carpet. Jesus Camp, Inside Job, and Bowling for 

Columbine help do that through the filmmakers’ attempts to communicate meaning 

and as political documentaries that is the singular achievement of these motion 

pictures.  

In closing, the following lines by Mark Van Doren from “What Pictures 

Mean”, the film review for a March of Time edition (Inside Nazi Germany, 1938) in 

the January 29, 1938 issue of The Nation, makes for a very interesting evaluation of 

the documentary structure:  

The cameras of the “March of Time” have not roved at random; there has been 

careful and subtle selection; and the impression left by the film will probably 

be definite…Pictures ought to mean just what they say, and since they speak 

an unambiguous language it should be easy to know what they say…But I 

must admit that documents are double-edged, and that pictures can mean as 

many things as there are thoughts to make them mean (Van Doren, 1938). 

Limitations and Future Study 

 This text-centric analysis of three political documentaries, relying entirely on 

the film text, is limited in categorically stating the motivations and ideologies of the 
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docu-auteur, the director of a political documentary as the source of its meaning 

conveyed in the public sphere. There is a likelihood that motives of the documentarian 

can become suspect and choices, ideological and aesthetic, can be perceived as 

random. Reflexivity in the film text, as demonstrated in the documentarian’s agency 

either through a first-person or third-person voiceover or through reflexive production 

practices, can be gauged better in future research endeavors by in-depth face-to-face 

interviews with documentarians during the production and post-production process 

before the final film text officially enters the public domain. This additional 

information collected by future researchers can function as pertinent evidence and will 

help better understand the production choices made by a documentarian, whom or 

what to include and exclude, as attempts are made to construct a narrative and 

articulate political statements about a contentious issue in the American public sphere.  
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